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DISCLADER
/

This is an unoCicial transcript of a =eeting of the United,

r States Nuclear Re,ulatory Cc d esien held en July 23. 1980
.

in the Co-dssict 's offices at 1717 E Street, N. W., Washington,
D. C. The meetinb was open to publi: attendance and observation.
This transcript has not been reviewed, corrected, or edited, and
1: =ay contain inaccuracies.

The transcript is intended solely for gene"1 **#cr=ational
purposes. As provided by 10 CFR 9.103, it is not part of the
for=al or infor=al record of decision of the =at:ers discussed.
Expressicus of op4 d en in this transcript de not necessarily
reflect final deter =inations or beliefs. No pleading or other
paper ay be filed with the Cc==ission in any proceeding as the
result of or addressed to any state =ent or argn=en con:ained
herein, except as the Coc=ission may authorize.
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2 CHAIECAN AHEARNEs The subject cf the reeting this

3 afternoon is to address further the emergency planning

4 rule. Let me try to at least give a brief summary of sene

# 5 background. I aa sure there are other items.

6 In December of '78 the Commission was briefed on a

7 joint NRC/EP Task For,e report. We agreed to issue that for

8 comment and it was sent out in December of 1978. It was

9 issued for public comments. Cbviously in March of '79 ve

10 had the Three Mile Island accident.
.

11 In June of '79 the Commission met to discuss,

12 emergency planning. Amongst cther items, we address the GAC

13 report on areas around nuclear facilities should be better
:

14 prepared for radiological er.ergencies. In June of '79 at~

15 that meeting requested establishing a task force on

16 emergency planning and we also directed preparation of a

17 notice of our intent to hold a rule-making on emerrency

18 planning.

19 In June of '79 we got a briefing on the progress

20 of the task force. In July of '79 we ren . out an advancef

21 notice of proposed rule-making. Ihe staff analysis of those

22 comments have been published as a NUEES dccu;ent. Ir

23 September of '79 we got a briefing en the report of the t a s :-
An

a

24 force cr. emergency planning. In :io ve m b e r a n d necember rf'

.

25 '79 we hold at leas: four scetings to discursei the dra":
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1 emergency planning rule. In December of '79 we published

2 the proposed amendments for upcrading the emergency planning

'
- 3 regulations, the draft rule.,.

6
4 In January of '80 there were regional workshops

5 held in four sites in the country to describe and discuss-

6 the draf t rule. In June of '60, early in June this year,

7 the staff submitted their draf t final rule, and that then

8 received modifications and changes. In the middle of June

9 we were briefed by the staff on the draft final rule. At
.

10 the end of June we held a meeting to hear presentations from

11 panels representing a broad spectru: of organizations and

12 individuals concerned and interested in the rule. In the

13 beginning of July we were briefed on the staff response to
i

14 . the panel presentations.

15 Now we have in front of us then a rule that has

16 received a large amount of Commission attention. It has

17 been through the advance notice, public comment, draft rula

18 and public comment. 'Jhat I would today is to at 19ast try

19 to see wh ethe r we ca n ' t work throu h a number of the lartest
.

20 comments that have been received by staff and by the

21 Commissioners on the rule.

22 Prior to do that we have had one otner cajor, I

23 think, piece of advice on the rule, and that is the
a

-
|

%Q i

24 Congressional Authorization Cocnittees have acted :n the' '

l
~ 1

25 conf erence and have put some language inte letirlation. Ihe 1

l

i'

;

|

)
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4. . _ .

1 general counsel has been discussing tha t iss ue with sone of

. 2 the Congressional staff and perhaps it would be appropriate,

3 Len, for you to describe that.

4 MR. BICKWIT: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

~ ~

5 I guess it was approximately two weeks ago I had

; 6 some telephone calls from the Senate Nuclear Regulation

7 Subcommittee staff from Paul Leventhal and Keith Glazer
.

8 expressing concern that the proposed final rule as they read

9 it conceivably was not c o r.si ste n t with Congressional intent

10 as it regarded the licensing of new plants. It did not make

11 that representation with respect to the provisions in the

. 12 proposed final rule related to existing plants.

13 CHAIRMAN AHEAENEs This rule was the draft that
( .

in June?14 had been presented by the staff

15 MR. SICKWIT That is right.

16 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: These are members of what

17 committee staff ?

18 ME. EICKWIT: This is the Nuclear Esculstion

19 Subcommittee staff of the Senate side. Tnsir cajcr concern
T

20 was that it had been their understanding ---
4

21 CHAIZZAN AHEARNE. One other question. 'U c the

22 represen t the majority or the nincrity?
;

23 ZE. 3 IC K 'a' I T : They purported to represent only the.4
-.

24 majority in this discussion, althougn they rus;act+d t h e. t*

,

. ,

25 the mino rity craf f would subscribe to race of the thanca |
1

.

!
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[ l they were saying.

2 Thdir concern was that under the rule as drafted

. 3 it was not clear to them.thst the Conmission contemplated
D

4 that in the absence of a plan, of a state or local plan
.

L 5 which fully conplied with the requirements of the rule that

6 the Commission intended to look at the utility's plan to see

7 whether that plan could compensate for the deficiencies of

8 the state and local ,lans.

9 They said it was a central feature of the

10 agreement' reached in conference that that would be the case.

11 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Their concern was that our rule

12 was too harsh?

13 ER. RICKWIT: That is true.

\ 14 CHAIEMAN AHEARNE: Their interpretation of the

15 Congressional action was tha t a acre flexible rule was

M intended by the Congress?
.

I
17 MR. BICKNIT: That'is correct. I told them, as I !

1

18 have told the Commission, that the way our office h is :'sd

19 the legislation-that th e legislation provides for miniaur

20 requirenents for a rule and therefore the Com:irsion ir free

21 from a legal standpoint to be as stringent cs it chooses to

22 be u nder the lav. They disagreed with that arressn+nt.

23 Cthers I have spoken to on tne Mill have expressa'
s
'e

24 agreenent with that.

25 C)?MISSIONER ERACFORC: Xith which side?

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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( 1 MR. E!CKWIT: Agreement with the interpretation I

2 have given to the Commission.

3 CHAIBtAN AHEASNE: *4 hi ch cide of that
C
\

4 interpretation? You indi=sted your view and then the

5 Cong ressional staff 's view.-

6 MR. BICKWIT The view that I have given to the

7 Commission as opposed to the Congressional staff's view.

8 What we have termed the Congressional staff': view may not

9 be in fact the Congressional staff's view. It may be the

10 view of only some among Congressional staff.

11 It was because it was unclear exactly what the

12 staff as a group up on the Hill were saying that ! thought

13 it would be appropriate to see if the lembers of the
. . s
' 14 conference wanted tc express themselves bf letter on this

15 particular subject.

16 In suggesting that to the Senate Nuclear

17 Regulation Subcommittee staff they sucgested that an

18 alternative arran;ement mi;ht he possible. This followed

19 from ,1 y pointing out to them that there was a phrase in the

20 Commission's rule which I felt would make th a t rul+

21 consistent with the Congressional intent as they understcod

22 i t . That phrase states th a t the state and local plan need

: 23 n o t comply with the requireronts in the rule if alternative

t. 24 compensatory actions are takan with respect to the

~

25 deficiencies .
.

.

ALDERSON REPORT:NG COMPANY, INC.
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'<-
1 I told them that I bel' eved it was the

2 Commission's view that one of the altt enative compensatory

3 actions that might be looked at would be the actions tak en

4 by a utility-in any kind of utility plan that might'

"

5 compensate for the deficiencies. I asked them if the

6 Commission were to include language that specifically stated

7 that intent it would make the rule consistent in their view

8 with the intent of the Congress as they saw it, and they

9 said yes.

10 Again, they did not purport to be speaking for all

11 Congressional staff, but they 'D e lie ve d that would make

12 things consistent.

13 Now, I want te reiterate my view that wh e th e .- or

14 not the Consission chooses to do that is not a legal

15 matter. As I read the legislation and the supportino

16 legislative history, the Commission is free to go beyond the
-

17 minimum requirements set by the Con;ress. I believe this to

18 be true despite the fact that Congressional stiff

19 representations are to the contrary. I believe

20 Cong ressional staf f rep resen tations at this point, c cven

21 representations by the Members of the Congress themceives,

22 would not ha ve legal weight. So I think that the

23 Concission's options are not limited by these ex;ressions of,
-d

24 opinion.
.

25 However, tf tt is the Consission's view that
i

t

[

|

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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[ 1 alte rnative compensa tory actions would include a lock at the

2 utility's plan to see whether that plan was in fact

3 compensatory, then I would suggest stating that in the
s

4 supplementary information associated with the rule. I have

5 proposed some language which you have before you as-

6 1.osure 1.

7 ' CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Len, when you say that you

8 discussed with other people on the Hill and they supported

9 your other position, were these people involved in the

10 conference?

11 MR. SICKWIT: Yes. I as talking about people on

12 the House side. So that it was a somewhat confused

13 communication that I was getting from the Hill. As a result

~

14 I felt if the Congress were to express themselves on this

15 particular issue it would be best that it be done by

16 letter. At this point I see no need for such a letter. I

17 would see no need for it from a legal standpoint in any

18 event.

19 CHAIRdAN AHEARNE: I am not confused by what you

20 are saying. Are you saying that you talked te staff ae.Thers

21 who participated in the conference and some had ons

Z1 interpretation and some had another?

23 MR. BICKWIT: That is right. That ir what I =. .-

24 saying. I as saying that the only members of the

.

25 Congressional staf f r which have clearly expressed the7selver

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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I 1 as saying that our proposed final rule was inconsistent with

2 Congressional intent have now agreed that this particular

.3 language wo'uld make it con si stet t with that intent. As I4
s

4 finished that sentence I think I have to retract it to some

* 5 degree ---

6 - (Laughter.)
.

7 MR. BICKWIT: because at this point I do not---

8 know cxactly where the minority staff of the subcom ittee

9 stands on this question.

10 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: So what you are saying is that

11 you are confident that the =ajority staff of the Senate

12 subcommittee would ag ree tha t the language that you hive is

13 consistent with the intent of the Congress?
'

(
14 MR. 3ICKWIT: That is right. I have made an

15 inquiry of the minority staff and I have not had an answer.

16 CHAIR 2AN AHEARNE: You are not sure also what the

17 opinion would he of either the majority or minoriry staff on'

18 the House side?

i
19 ZR. SICKWIT: I am not.

1

20 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: You are now referring to

21 Enclosure 1?

; 22 X R . E I C K 'a* I T : I am referring to Encicrur? 1.

23 CO1HISSIO.NER HENDRIE: Enclosure 1, when you say

24 at the end of the first paragraph on page 5, there ar2
.

25 seve ral versions ---

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. (NC.

400 VIRGINIA AVE. S.W., WASHINGTON. O.C. 20024 (202)554-2345
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I 1 CHAIR: TAN AHEARNE: I wculd suggest you vork on the

2 last 2 ment, the one that SECY distribute;.

3 COMMISSIONE2 EEND3IE: 7/15/80.
s
x.

'

4 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: That at least had all of the

5 previous changes.*

6 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: Oh, I see where it goes.
.

7 Okay.

8 CHAIRMAN AHEA3NE: Now, does everybody have that

9 version.

10 MR. BICKWIT: About six lines devn.

11 COMMISSIONER HENDEIE: Would any part of Encicsure

12 1 language then also occur over at the top of page 39?

13 MR. EICKWIT: I don't think that is necersary.

14 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: Eaving explained it up in

15 the front end, why there is no need to put the explanation

16 in the actual rule.

I'7 ' MR. BICKWII: That is right. You are explaining

18 what that language means as it is used in the rule.

19 COMMISSIONE3 HENDEIE: Okay, goed.

20 ME. BICKWIT: Again, if that is not what you

21 meant, I see no legal reason for the Cocaission to adopt

Z1 that language as a result of th e se ccamunications. If it ir

23 what you meant, I think it would he appropriate to include

24 that language on page 5.
.

25 COMMISSIC:12E HENDEII: Let's see, the lan;uage is

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
'
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1 drawn right out of the Au thoriza tion Act, right, section 109?

2 ME. BICKWIT: No, it is not.

3 CHAIRMAN AHEARNF.: It is not in the Authorization

4 Act. It is drawn out Of the conversations Len has had with

~ 5 the Majority Members of the Senate subcommittee.
l

i

6 MR. BICKWIT: That is right.
'

7 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: Well, there is a certain

8 parallel. Section 109(2) of Public Law 96-295 sa ys "In the

9 absence of a plan which satisfies the requirements of

10 paragraph 1", i.e., everybody has checked off on it "there
!

11 exists a state, local or utility plan which provides.

|

12 reasonable assurance that public health and safety is not |

13 endangered by operations of the facility itself."
(
'

14 This says "In determining the sufficiency the i
,

15 Commission will examine state plans, local plans or licensee

I16 plans to determine whether features compensate" et cetera,
|

17 e t cetera. It is not id e n ti cal . I
i
1

18 CHAIRMAN AHEARSE: Will you cc::ent on the two !
|

19 poin ts raisad ? !
|

20 COMMISSIONEE HENDRIE: Well, I would be inclined

21 to put in Enclosure 1 as he has suggested.

22 Now, what is the o ther point?

i

23 MS. BICKWIT: Enclosure : is an antirely separate |o,

24 m a t t er .
,

25 C0aF!SSICNEE HENDEII: We ought tc cattle

1

|
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(' 1 Enclosure 1.

2 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Vic or Peter?

3 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: I have no probler with.{;
4 Enclosure 1, but I would prefer to say alternative equally

~

5 ef fective compensatory action instead of sim ply alte rna tive
~

6 compensatory actions. I would still have no problem with

7 using Enclosure 1.

8 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Len?

9 MR. BICKWITs That is a policy question.

10 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: You are the one who has held

11 these discussions.

12 MR. BICKWIT: I am not sure what your question is.

13 CHAIRHAN AHEARNE: My q'uestion is, ycur

(' 14 presentation of this paragraph was this is a paracraph which
-

15 I gather Mr. Leventhal and Mr. Glazer would agree tracks

16 with the conference's intent.

17 MR. BICKWIT: They would agree tha' 7eter's ;
1
'18 lan~guage tracks with the conference's intent, if that is

119 your question.

20 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Yes, that was my cuestion.

21 Peter, where would you stick these two in?

- 22 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: I wculd just put the veric

23 equally. effective in between alternative and compensatory in.

24 our rule. So it is not really an insert to Encicrure 1.

.

25 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: You prcposed that %ini cf

n

T
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f 1 langugae .U1 a number of places in the statement of

2 considerations and the rule language itself and I would like

3 to hold and debate that point later on because I have some
,

4 problems with that terminology.

~

5 CHAIRMAN AHEARNEs Victor?

6 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Yes, that is fine.

7 CHAI3 MAN AHEARNE: Who is keeping track? Mike,

8 you are keeping track. I think we all then agree with the
.

9 inclusion of that paragraph. There is a hold question on

10 Peter's alternative " equally effective" because that, as

11 Peter points out, that is really a ph ra se that.is throughout

12 the rule. +

13 Len, why don't you address your second enclosure

14 an d then ve are going to'have to go through a whole set of
,

15 things Peter has proposed.

16 MR. BICK'iIT : The second enclosure is simply

17 designed to conform the supplementary information of the

18 rule with the text of the rule as it is proposed to be

19 a dop ted .

10 The proposed language in the rule as you now have

21 it before you is no t al terna ti ve "A" as that alternative

22 existed in the original proposed rule. It is a more

23 flexible version of alternative "A". This simply state:.

24 that. clearlI .
.

25 Our feel was that without a statement of thic kind
|

|
ALDERSON REPCRTING COMPANY, INC. |
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I 1 some might be under the misimpression that the Commissica

2 had. adopted alternative "A" as its choice fo r language, and

3 the Commission has not done that.(,
4 Consistent with that change we would also progese

'
'

5 that the last sentence on page 3 carrying over to page 4

6 would be deleted.

7 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Why?

8 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: Well, wait a minute. Let's

9 start on page 22.

10 COM5ISSIGNER RRADFORD: I ought to just note that

11 I had also revised that same paragraph for soma of the same

,12 reasons, but since some ot my changes went in ancther

13 direction, why my phrasing was slightly different.

(~
14 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Fechaps we ought to wait then

15 until we get to page 22.

16 COMMISSIONER READFORD: I agree with Len's scint.

l'7 If in fact the rule stays the way it is then I would vote

18 for Enclosure 2 because~it is not a straight alternativ? "A".

19 CHAIEMAN AHEARNE: Yes. I tnink then we ought to

20 hold that one in abeyance.

21 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Fine.

22 C3MM.ISSIONER HEND3II: Well, I doubt there is such

23 dispute. What we could do is sort of tentatively agree to~

24 take Len's recommendation and then wh en we get to : .h a t point
.

25 we could see what changes ha T. i; h t want to work u; n tho

.
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(' ' 1 Enclosure 2 language.

2 Len, you don't mean the first two sentences, do

3 you?
(. .

,
.

4 MR. BICKWIT: On page 22?

- 5 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: tes. You mean the first

6 sentence, don't you?
'

7 MR. BICKWIT: I think I did mean the first two.

8 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: You just dropped the

9 discussion of alternative "B" altogether? .

10 MR. BICKWIT: No. I think what you are referring

11 to is the Commission's choice is consistent with mest of the

12 comm en ts received from state and local governments.

13 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: And consistent with the

14 provision. ~

15 MR. BICKWIT: Yes.

16 COMMISSIONER HENDEIE: That continues te he the

17 fact so far as I know. '-

18 MR. BICKWIT: I an not sure the'first part of that

19 sentence is right. I don ' t knew whether most of th+

20 comm en ts ref erenced this particular change in alternative

21 "A".

22 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Let me ask. Mike.

23 MR. JA%GCCHIAN: I an sorry, I am writing. What,

24 was the question ?
.

'

25 CHAIRfAN AHEARNE: This is on pa7e 22. ."his is

ALDERSON REPORTING CCMPANY, INC. ;
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/ 1 the major paragraph on page 22. It says "After careful

I'2 consideration ," tha t paragraph.

3 MR. JAMG0CHIAN: Yes.;

4 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: The second sentence, "This

'

5 Commission choice is consistent with =ost of the comments

6 received from s tate and local governments." General counsai

7 is asking is that accurate.

8 MR. JAMG0CHIAN: Yes, sir.

9 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: Enclosure 2 replaces the

10 first sentence.
.

11 MR. BICKWIT: The first sentence, right.

12 COMMISSIONER 3RADFORD: No, because that is the

13 third sentence that you are talking about now. The second
4

14 sentence is the one that begins " Alternative 3."

15 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: No.

16 COMMISSIONER 2RADFORD: No?

17 COMMISSIONER HEND3IE: You have got the wron;

18 d r a f t .

19 COMMISSIONER 3RADFCRD: Have I got the vrong

20 draft? I as working frcm my draft.

21 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: July 15th.

22 COMMISSIONER 53ADFORD: The alternative "3"

23 discussion is gone anyway. I have that also.-

i 24 (Lauchter.)
.

25 COMMISSIONER ERADFORD: I car only w o r,k fro th ree

.
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,
; 1 drafts at a time.

2 (Laughter.)

', 3 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: The sentence I would like,

4 to get rid of is the one ---

*
5 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: I think we really have to work

6 through page by page and then we will get to yours.

7 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Okay.

8 MR. BICKWIT One other thing. In light of my

9 statenent we are all righ t on leaving that sentence on page

10 3 going over to page 4.

11 MR. JAMG0CHIAN: Actually it should say "similar

12 to alternstive "A" if you are going by your Enclosure 2. It

13 would be more accurate.
.

15 MR. BICKNIT: Has adopted a version similar to ---

15 MS. JOHNSON: Similar to alternative "A".

16 MR. RICKWIT: Sinilar to alternative "A". I would

17 pref er that.

18 CHAIRMAN AHEARNEs 'J e ll , let's ctart tack at the

19 beginning if we can because ve have got enough changes on

20 various pages. So let me start with page 1.

21 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Let me ask a question

22 about the history of this document. Ir this tha sane as 275

23 as modified by 275-A and 3?.

24 MR. CFIlK: And the comments that were rada.
.

25 CD:iMISSIONEE RR ADFORC: Commission effics
.

-
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'
1 comments, okay.

2 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: But put into a clean version.

3 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:
(,

- Hight.

4 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: As a result a number cf tha

-

5 pages now are diffe: ent.
.

6 COMMISSIONEE BRADFORD: Yes. The page number

7 doesn't trouble me, but it would not be safe even to be

8 using 275-B as identical to what SECY circulated.

9 CHAISMAN AHEARNE: Right.

10 MR. CHILK: Almost everything that you have can be

11 tracked.

- 12 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Hopefully everything can be

13 tracked.
.

14 (Laughter.)
.

15 COMMISSIONER BRADFCRD: Sut one may have to have

16 some things that we don't have to track it.

17 C05MISSIONER AHEARNE: Let me start on page 1.

18 Cacl.

19 MR. GOLLER: It would be useful to summarize what
.

'

20 that particular copy does include or does no t in cl ud e . The

21 version that was submitted by the staff on the 15th includes

22 all of the changes cf the staff recommended to the

23 Commission in SECY S0-275-A and all the cnangs; in 275-?..

24 In some cases One superseded the other. !t includes all
.

25 changes that were suggested in t h e me'::i by :I r . Saute r of,

1

.
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1 July 11, 1980, to all of the Commissioners. It includes

2 changes that were indicated to the Commission in a note to

3 the SECY relative to changes that were necessary to conform..

4 the rule to the latest FEMA rulemaking. This was noted in
.

5 detail.

6 CHAIHMAN AHEABNE: That was a note from you.
,

7 MR. GOLlER: Yes, sir. It also includes a

8 considerabla number of editorial changes that were received

9 from a va riety of sources, some from the staff, some from

10 Mr. Sauter and some from other Commission offices, none of

11 which, in our opinion, change the intent or the substance of

12 the rule , but all of which are improvements and are truly

13 editorial changes.
.

'

14 This version does not include one correction which

15 should have been included in the chances I just indicated,

16 which was a deletion of a phrase on page 49 in item two

117 rela ting to the provisions that would be made for transients

18 which was identified in 275-A. This was an oversight.

19 CHAIRMAN AHEA3NE: It was the deletion of a phrase

20 and the addition of another sentence.

21 MR. GOLLEE: The addition of another centence

22 which went further toward clarifyinc. This was simply a 1

1

|23 typographical oversight and a correction tha t does need to-

24 be made. It does not include the two suggested changes by
.

25 .way of enclo sures that we have just been discusrin that

.
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'' 1 originate fron CGC, and it does not include any further

2 changes most recently identified by Commissioner Bradford.

3 CHAIE!AN AHEABNEs That would have been very
s-

4 difficult.

~
5 C3MMISSIONER BRADFORD: That would have been hard

6 to'get in.

7 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Yes.

8 .All right, can we start on page 1. The question

9 on page 1, Peter, you in many places have ch anged

10 " appropriate" to " effective." Can you describe wha t the
,

11 significance of that is?

12 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Appropriate just to me is

13 a lazy word. It is sort of a substitute for thought.

i -

' 1-4 " Effective" means something. It doesn' t mea n a whole lot

15 more , but it means that we actually think they will work.

16 CHAIRMAN AHEAENE: Can I ask the Standards office
'

1 17 to tell us w'h ether there is any difference fron a reculatory

18 standards approach on " effective" versus "ap pro p ria te . "

19 . ME. GOLLER: Yes, sir, we think that there ir a

20 substitute difference 'aetween those two words.

21 COMhT55IONER ERADFORD: It could be ineffective

22 and still be appropriate?

23 (Laughter.).

24 MR. GOLLER: No, sir, but I think there is a
.

25 dif f erence in meaning between the two wor'Js as ured. |
!

!
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| I 1 CHAIRMAN AHEAENE: Could you try to describe the

j 2 difference?
;

3 M2. JAMG0CHIAN: In going through your comments,
.

4 and we only had about a half hour to go th ro ugh then, in a

5 real quick analysis, when you have an emergency you take*

6 appropriate protective measures. Now, you have to consid'er

7 the weather. You have to consider a lot of things. You may

8 not evacuate becau'e of six or ten-inches of snow outside.

9 You just may takr shelter. That would be appropria te, but

10 in some people's minds that may not be totally effective.

11 We have gone all along in our regulations that you take -

12 appropriate protective measures. You know, who determines

13 what you have done is really effective?

(
1-4 COMMISSIONEB GILINSKY: Well, appropriate means

15 you take the righ t ones. The way you chose the richt ones

16 is on the basis of effectiveness. Now, they may not be

17 to ta lly effective.

18 MR. KENNEKE: Mike's point is some measures may

19 reduce your dose further but may increase your cisks of

20 other kinds.

21 MR. JA5GOCHIAN: With appropriate you take

22 ever ything into consideration.

23 ME. KENNEXE: You might save another ten reme by.

24 driving through a crowd but it might endanger your life to
.

25 d o s o .
.
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/, 1 MR. JAMG0CHIAN: Right. .

As . i

2 MR. KENNEKE: So that says it would be

3 inappropriate although more radiologically effective.
.b.

4 MS. JA5G0CHIAN: Effective, yes, sir.

~

5 MR. KENNEKE: I think their interpretation of

6 effective means radiologically effective whereas appropriate

7 means effective in an overall risk kind of context.

8 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: But we are making a

9 finding as to whether a particular plan provides reasonable

10 assurance that effective or appropriate, but I am saying

11 effective measures can be taken. It seems to me if we can't

12 say that the plan provides reasonable assurance of effective

'

13 measures then we ought to be thinking some more. ! mean if

4

14 in fact the climate is such that it is so likely th a t the

15 seasures which we would consider appropriate vculd not also

16 be ef fective , then there are some serious questions about a

17 plan in that climate.

18 MR. JAMCCHIAda Isn't effective more. inclined to

19 be looked at as after the fact?

20 C0dMISSIONER GIII3 SKY: So, but this has to do

21 with a finding before the fact, as Peter points out. In

22 othe r wo rds, it may turn out that you were vrong, but in

23 making the finding initially it seems to me that you have to.

24 make it on the basis that you think that effective action
.

25 vill be taken, or it least you have rea.onable assurance.
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~ CHAIRMAN AREARNE: Mike, why don't you and Carl

2 come up here to the table.

3 MR. COLLER: Before you take actions which you.

u)
4 consider appropriate which might even be anticipatory, it

.

5 may turn out that they were unnecessary 'or the accident had

6 taken some different course and the action you took wasn't

7 effective at all.

8 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: But that is a whole

9 separate question.

10 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Mike and Carl, sit down,

11 please. I suspect you will be here a whil5.

12 (Laughter.)

13 (At this point Messrs. Goller and Jamgochian take

t'

14 seats at the table.)

15 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: You are talking about

16 findings that one is making in advance of any exercise of

17 these plans or neasures.

18 CHAIRMAN AREARNE: Let me ask the lawyers --

19 really no intent meant, Peter. Let me ask general counsel.

20 MR. BICKWIT: I agree sith Standards that there is

21 a difference.

22 C3dMISSIONER BRADFORD: Yes, I a;;ree that there ir

23 a dif f erence.-

24 CH AIRY. AN AHEARNE: What kind of differanca?
.

25 MR. 3ICKWIT: The difference, I think thay hit it
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|
f 1 on the head, that a ppropriate entails some interest i

1

1

2 balancing, whe'reas effective is an absolute word. It is |

3 either effective or it isn't effective. So in answer to
.,

4 your question, it could be ineffective and appropriate in
;

*

5 the sense that it weald not be totally effective. It could

6 be appropriate without being totally effective.
.

7 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Let me ask you, Len, let's just

8 consider that we are trying to do an assessment of the

9 emergency planning measures of a plant, any particular

10 plant . Whether it our staff or FEMA staff that is looking
.

11 at that, what kind of a criterion would they be looking at?

12 Would they be trying to judge whether the neasures that are

13 being proposed, if I say they are appropriate doesn't the

1-4 sense of appropriateness carry with it the sensa of what is

15 appropriate is something that would be effective?

16 MR. BICKWIT: 'les, but if you are askinc me

17 whether there is a' diff erence, I think we all perceive a

18 diff erence here. The policy judgment'is do you want the ---
.

19 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Let's not say "we" because,

20 un f or tuna tely , my problem is that I am not seeing the

21 difference.

22 MR. BICKWIT: I see. Well, I think there ought

23 no t to be a difference. There could be a difference..

24 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Well, I don't think there ought
,

! .

| 25 to be a difference.

|

|
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1 COMMISSIONER HEN 33II: If there is a difference,

2 those people that perccive a difference ought to vote for

3 appropriate.
.,

4 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Oh, no.

*

5 COMMISSIONER HENORIE: Yes, because the proper

6 action for protection of the public in some circumstances

7 may be no action. Okay?

8 C3MMISSIONER BRADFORD: That may also be the

9 effective action.

10 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: If you perceive a'

11 difference and would rule out in some peculiar circumstance
,

12 zero action as being. inef fective on the face of it, then you

13 have to agree that approprice is the word that is needed

14 here.

15 COMMISSIONE3 BRADFORD: On the con trary , what I am

16 saying is that at the point where a finding is being made

*17 wha t we are doing here is setting the finding that is

18 necessary for a license or 'f or operation. If you tra

19 conf ronted by a situation in which the only effective actior.

20 is one of the sort that somebody, perhaps it was Al who

21 hypothesized that people would have to drive througn a crowd

22 in a hurry to get away, and you could say, all right, that

23 plan can be licensed because then the effective action is.

24 g oin g to be for that person to say where the y a re a nd c.o t
.

25
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/ 1 get away. I as saying that is not a standard I am prepared

2 to accept. If at that point in time you cannot make the

3 finding that there are effective actions contemplated by the
,,

4 plan and that you have reasonable assurance of being able to

*

5 do them, never mind if there is a tornado blowinq or

6 something of that sort, then I don't think the finding ought

7 to be made.

8 I do see a difference in the cense that the word

9 " appropriate" -- it is as though you had two circles and

10 then they overlap. There is hopef ully a very substantial

11 area in whirh appropriate and effective mean the same thine,

12 but there is an outer shading to appropriate in which you
J

13 could rationalize the situation by just shrugging and
.

14 saying, well, the appropriate action unfortunately is going-

15 to do a lot of damage but we still agree it was the

16 appropriate thing to do and the plan should be there.

''
17 '4 h a t I am saying is that in that area where the

18 finding could be that the action is appropriate but could

19 not be that it is effective, I would have some doubt about

20 the feasibility of making a finding that would p e r.T. i t a

21 license.

22 COMMISSIONER HEND2IE: You would conclude that

23 even though in a particular case the judg.mcat might be that-

24 in 99 percent of what are alraady not frequent events
.

25 effective action could occur but that in one pc: cent of surh
,

|

._-
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1 events it might be questionable whether effective action

2 could be taken that would deny a license? I'.

3 COMMISSICNER BRADFORL No, I don't think so. I
.

4 am not sure I am folic'eing you, but if you have 99 percent

*

5 assurance that seems to me to be reasonable accurance.

6 COMMISSIONER HENDRIEs Well, it certainly to my

7 view is reasonable assurance in terms of the statutory

8 standard. ~4 hat I am pointing to here is tha t the difference

9 perceived between effective and appropriate, the word'

10 " effective" to the staf f, and I think it carries also f or

11 me, the sort of connotation that all of these measures in

12 all cases will have to reduce dose and so on , that we cannot

13 contemplate any circumstance in which that might not happen.

i
1-4 You then are confronted with she following

,!

i 15 situation anywhere north of some reasonable latitude that

i

| 16 for onc day in every four or ten years or whatever you will
:

17 have a suf ficient snow blockage of the roads so you car't

i

i 18 evacuate. If something happens on that day you aren't going
1
'

19 to be able to move people out and you take appropriate

20 action. That means telling them to stay inside which the y

21 will probably end up doing involuntarily but it is certainly

22 no t the =ost effective action, or may not be the most

Z3 ef f ective action f or people close in..

24 Io use the word " effective" throughout the rules

.

25 sugg ests tha t that in an impermissible situa tion and I think

.
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, . . . ,
t 1 it is that connotation which worries some of us who see a

.

2 dif f erence between the two words.,

3 CHAIR!AN AHEARNE: Let me ask Peter whether that,

4 is the cannotation he means?
'

5 COMMISSIGNER BRADFORD It seems to re,that for

6 the kind of situation which you are talking about, abnormal

7 weather conditions or sort of a meteorite hitting the plant

8 which produces an instant release of la rge quantities of

9 radioactivity and thereby denies you all of the warning

10 times, assumptions about warning times that are built into

11 the. system, that those are unlikely enough that they get

12 swept away under the reasonable assurance question.

13 '4 hat one is worried about is a situation where an.

~.

14 accident occuring on shat we might call normal weather with

15 normal warning times you would still be unable to make a

16 finding that effective action could be,taken. That is the
~

17 situation which I am saying. If you can't make that

18 finding, there probably shouldn 't be a plan.

19 CHAI31AN AHEAFNE: Al, did you have somethinc?
.

20 MR. KENNEKE: Let me make a sugge: tion that it
;

21 seems to me the difiirence is one of two general a;proaches
i

|

22 to ef fective action. That is shelter versus evacustion. I

|

23 think.it is evident in the conversation. !
-

24 I guess I would agree with Commission E r ?.d f o r d
.

25 that '.f one would say that the typical conditi.*ns are such

-

1

l
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I 1 that you can expect people to be unable to reach shelter

2 becadse of probable weather conditions then I think he

3 definitely has a strong point. If that is not a questica,
,

4 then we really are splitting hairs over the word " effective"

-

5 because we really choosing between the relatively effective

6 choice of shelter and evacuation. The evacuation may reduce

7 the dose more but it may be an overall greater risk to

8 achieve. So let me suggest a different phraseology that

9 perhaps could split the difference if I may.

10 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: If we say effective and.

11 appropriate that is not splitting hairs.

12 (Laughter.)
'

13 MR. KENNEKEa I thought about it first, but it

(
14 didn't go o/er very well. Let me try it and maybe it comes

15 to the same thing. I don't think so. Reasonable assurance

16 that an appropriate choice of effective protective measures

l'7 t. hat can be taken will be made. That is a little different

18 than effective and appropriate.

19 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYa There is one qualifier in

20 reasonable assurance. If you put in appropriate there is

21 another qualifier. It is sort of a hedge wo rd .

22 CHAIR. MAN AHEARNE: Carl.

23 MR. GOLLtRa He just touched on the ;cint that !.

24 think indicates that "approprate is the right word. In r.a n y

.

- 25 case there might be more than One effective eay of doinc

|
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(~ 1 something. There might be any number of effective ways.
,

2 One best way, that is the appropriate way, that is what you

3 vant to ask for.
,,

4 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Any one of them would

5 qualif y for effective.
-

6 MR. GOLLER: You don't want any one of them. You

7 vant the appropriate one.
A

8 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Wait a min ute. There is

9 nothing about appropriate that requires you to choose t h e'
,

.

10 best.<

11 MR. GOLLES: That I think is inherent in the word

12 "appropriata" is that you want th e best.

13 CHAIEUAN AHEARNEs I was going to ask Peter what

i ~

14 his reaction to Al's suggestion was?

15 COMMISSIGNES SRADFORD: Well, Victor already I

16 think articulated it. I would look f or the flexibility in

17 this sentence in the phrase " reasonable assurance." for me

18 it is enough that a reasonable man assessing the plan

19 reasonably would find reasonable assurance of effectivo

20 protective measures. The bliccard every four years or the

21 bridges being out at the time of the arcident 7 rhink have

22 to b e taken as adding to the original low probability of the

23 accident and not falling within the reasonable assurance.

24 question.
.

25 In the way I have heard the word "a;;rc;riata

.

~4
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.

1 being used would succest that there really is within it no

2 barrier to siting s plant in a heavily populated area

,

3 because in that situation the appropriate action will in all

4 likelihood be shelter because evacuation will never be
'

5 possible.

6 MR. JAMG0CHIAN: What about deleting " effective"

7 or " appropriate"? Reasonable assurance that protective

8 measures can and will be taken.

9 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Well, that is kind of weak

10 because that doesn 't say much of anything. It is reasonable

11 assurance that the public will be protected is what this is

12 all about. That is what our regulations say that the public

13 will not be endan;ered, or something like that.

t
1-4 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Victor, you had a co?. ment. ~

15 33. BICKWIT: How about the statutory s ta n da r?. ,

16 legal assurance that the public will be adequately protected?
l

17 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: In the event of a radiological
.

18 e ve n t . I

19 Well, Peter?

20 C0d%ISSIONER GILISSKY: It seems to :s that

~

21 reasonable assurance of effective protection adds up te

22 adequate protection.

23 MR. KENNEXE: I think the staff's fear ir that.

24 words. as written will drive the reviewer to say that only
|.

25 evacuation ---

- ,
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( 1 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY There is nothing here

2 about evacuatien.

3 MR. KENNEKE: No, but I think that is what is
-.

4 behind their concern, that there has to be a n option besides

*

5 evacuation.

6 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: I mean Joe brought up the

7 question of evacuation versus people staying indoors. Now,

8 as f ar as I understand your views, you regarded that as

9 effective protective action.

10 MR. BICKWIT: Why don't you strike " reasonable

11 assurance"?

12 (Laughter.)

13 3R. BICKWIT: I don't see how the Comnissioners

(
14 can say that the statutory stanuard is the wrong standard.

15 I mean, it is the one that de use all the time. So why

16 don't you simply say that onsite and offsito emergency

I'7 preparedness will adequately protect the public in the case

18 of a radiological emergency?
.

19 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Do you have any proble: with

M that?

21 COMMISSIONEE BRADFORD: k' ell, if the inclination
,

22 is to go in that direction I would just chan;a effective to

23 ad eq ua te in the formulation I have already propos+.i. Ihen.

24 the phrase becomes adequate protective inctead of adequa te
.

25 protection, but I think that is close encuch.

V:
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'
1 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Any problem with adequate? Ihe

2 difficulty I am having is that I would have always thought

3 that appropriate would have been effective.c.

4 COMMISSIONES GILINSKY: That is what I thought.
.

5 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE. But you see I worry because

6 Peter if finding a problem with appropriate. All of them

7 seem to be aquivalent to me.

8 COMMISSIONEP GILINSKY: Appropriate is a vaquer

9 word.

10 CHAIR 5AN AHEARNE: Once the lawyers start telling

11 me, well, not they are a little bit dif f e ren t , then I feel

12 very uncomfortable because I am not sure wha t all the

13 nuances really mean.

! I ~

1-4 MR. KENNEKE: The implication in Commissioner

15 Brad ford 's terne as I see his objection, is that you may do

16 lite rally no thin.g to reduce the dose. In their care you

17 have only one option.

18 CHAIR %AN AHEA.iNE: But you see the p ro b le.: I am

19 having is that the interpretations of the misuse of ths

20 language is outside of the -- wh a t is that nice phrase that

21 you introduced at one time -- rule of reason.

22 hE. "'NNEKE: Adequate sounds like a good

23 splitting in the middle that both sides could live with.*

24 wouldn't be a code word to either side.
.

25 CHAIRZAN AHEA.;NE: Peter, a d eq ua :e is adequate ?

i
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/ 1 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD. Adequate is adequate.

2 C" IRMAN AHEARNE: Joe?

3 LJHMISSIONER HENDRIE: I think the word you raally

4 vant is appropriate.

~

5 (Laughter.)

6 C7MMISSIONER BRADFORD: The word you really want

7 is appropriate.

8 (Laughter.)

9 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: To the extent that people

10 see some sort of climbing sc, ale of rigor in the requirements

11 then that worries me with regard to moving off suddanly to a

12 new word.

13 Now, l'f somebody tells me, as you do, John, that

(
14 it seems to you that the appropriate measures are effective,'

15 you know, as th ey tdrn out in a given circumstance and ther

16 are also adequate in the context of the circumstances, then

l'7 I can agree with you that any one of the three words would

18 serve because they mean about the same.

19 If we have decided now, having worked on the rula

20 for, what, 15 months, or something like th a t , that on the

21 day we had hoped to come to a final vote that we are now

ZZ goin g to establish a new sta ndard for emergency plannir; by

23 using "effartive" instead of " appropriate", why of course we.

24 say, wait, let me think about what that neans.
.

25 You know, are you n0v driving in the direction to

J
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) 1 say, let me ask, what - o we mean by eff e c tiv e ? You said,t

2 no, it doesn't mean tht there may not be circumstances.

4 3 where it turns out that what will have to be done is nothing
i

4 and people just stay where they are. That is all richt. If
.

5 you say, well, if that is the best you can do most any time,

6 why that is a problem. All righ t , no difficulty with that.
. .

7 So you tell me, no, it doesn 't mean every time. Does

8 "eff ective" mean that people don 't get any. exposure?

9 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: No. Incidentally, I think

10 we have gone from effective to adequate, or at least I

11 have. But answering for either one, I wouldn't have said it

12 mean t no exposure because the whole rest of our rules don't

13 anywhere take the position that zero exposure is required to
(

14 assure adequate protection of the public health and saf.ety.

15 COMMISSIONER uENDEIE: As a catter of fact, the

16 whole thrust of the rule as I perceive it ir that we de

17 things with plant design and wperation to try to keep thines

18 f rom happening. - Then you say if something does happen it

19 seems sensible to us to have pre-existing plans and

20 notifica tion means so that we can take whatever reasures are

21 practical to be taken in the particular circumstances as

22 th ey may ocrur to reduce the radiological hazard. The,

i
r

| 23 circumstances may allow that to be extre.mely attractive.*

24 Th a t is, there may be ample warning t im,es , and I hiv+ gc: a|
1 .

,

25 feeling that is probably the likely event, and that indeed

I
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1 1 you could move people out in a considered, you know, not

2 hurried . way f rom around the plant and indeed essentially

3 eliminate the potential high exposures close in.7

4 It also contemplates that things may move faster

* 5 than tha t and that the best you could hope for is to get

6 word to people to get inside and that some people will b tr
.

7 it and get the word and get inside and some won't, but that

8 there will be some reduction in the exposure by viture of

9 having gotten some more people inside than would have been

10 the case if you hadn't tried.

11 This whole range of actions that may tak e place

12 following any given circumstance, what you want is a plan

13 that sort of gives you a reasonable basis for recommending

14 those actions to people and having your local police force

15 attempt to implement them.

16 Now, if there is aisc as you read the ruls some

17 so rt of'requirament h'ere that this be quaranteed in all

18 circumstances and result in either zero or very lo w

19 exposures in all circumstances, then I must say that ;ces

20 well beyond the place that I see emergency plannine sad in

21 fact to a place that I don't think can be achieved. Sc I

22 have concern about, you know, the changes proposed f ro.

- 23 appropr.ste to ef f ective and I can 't quite decide whether'

24 adequate is, you know, back down a step or is it at the sane
.

25 level la terally or where it is.
1

l
1

--
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'[ 1 It worries me that these words now appear to be'

2 coming in late in the stage of consideration of this rule

- 3 that seem to have an implication that we are establishing a

4 new standard not contemplated in the comment period and the

-

5 extensive discussions we hav e had heretofore . Now, maybe it

6 simply reflects final writer focusing and more careful

7 focusing of our individual views on the matter, but I am not

' 8 all that happy to go through at the last minute and change a
,

9 lot of words which clearly have implications that I have

10 trouble seeing where they lie.

11 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD. Obviously with the.

'12 concurrence of others I wouldn 't insist on a vote today,

13 although I would like to be able to vote today, but I

('
14 c,ert ainly wouldn't want to do it in the face of feeling that

15 stuffy I have circulated at the last minute puts you under

16 the gun like that.

I'7 COMMISSIchEn HENDEIE: I think it is T. ore than

18 m e . What I am trying to discern is, you know, should I

19 perceive this now as presenting a second language in which

20 commenters ha ven ' t had a chance to sense wha t all is here

21 and make comments as they might if they had so sensed. I

22 don ' t know. I can 't tell where you are going with

23 ef f ective. What does it mean..

24 COMMISSIONER 3RADFOPD: Let me trying that once
.

25 mo re . First of all, as to the business of guaranteed that

,

w<
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I 1 no one would be exposed or that you would be able to

2 evacuate a hundred percent of the time under all conditions,

3 I really think the phrase " reasonable assurance" takes care
,

4 of that and that there is obviously a difference between

* 5 having reasonable assurance or something and having a

6 guarantee. No one would say that those were synonymous.

7 For the rest, it is one thing to say that within

8 the framework of the plan you would expect there would be

9 some days in which the best you could do would be to

10 recommend sheltering. I agree that that is true and

11 certainly that the plan should contemplate that under those

12 conditions that that is what would be recommended and,

-

,13 shouldn ' t compel you to try to evacuate when you couldn't do

'

14 it.'

15 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: As a matter of fact, Petar,

16 there will be some days when you won't be able to execute
~

17 the plan at least for limited periods because anything like

18 a siron system is bound to have a down time, you know, of I

13 don ' t k now what, but some small fraction.

20 CO3MISSIONER ERADFORD: But at the cocent you are

21 making the finding about the plan's adequacy fer the future,

22 then it doesn't seem to ce that the plan has te te found

. 23 inadequate just because you know that there are scing te bs

24 some periods of time when you can't do that which you would
.

25 really like to be able to do whether because of the

'
-
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.
.

1 conditions of the accident or the conditions of the weather.'

2 I do think that the finding as to what you would

3 expect to prevail during normal or even somewhat less than.

4 normal conditions ought to be of a level of adequacy of
.

5 effectiveness. What I have gathered from the staff comments

6 with regard to what they perceive as the dif'ference between

7 adequacy and effectiveness on the one hand versus

8 appropriateness on the other is that there really could be

9 situations in which the word "appro'priate" would be taken --

10 and b'y. situations I mean at the time the plans were being

11 reviewed -- the word " appropriate" would really be taken as

12 meaning more or less do the best that you can.

13 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: As a normal mode.
( , .

"

14 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: As a normal mode. I do

15 think that the word "adecuate" or " effective" takes you 3

16 level higher than that.

I'7 COMMISSIONR GILINSKY: Ihat is what I thought I

18 heard Joe say. I hope I misunderstood you, but you seem to

19 he saying that what we need is to have assurance that if

20 some thing happens they will do the best they can.

21 CH AIRM AN AREAR iE But you always wcn: to do the

22 best you caa.

23 COMMISSIGNER GILI.NSKY: What we are saying here is*

' 24 that that best will be pretty good in most circunstances and

~

25 that is where the reasonable assurance coces in. In other

\
,
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rm
1 wo rd s , what we really want to do is have reasonable(j

h2 assurance tha t people aren 't going to get irradiated to any

3 unhappy degree. Tha t doesn' t obviously cover every

4 circumstance and it doesn't mean tha t when the plan is
.

5 generally effective there won't be some people who aren't

6 going to get ' picked up in it, but it does mean that we want

7 them to do a bunch of things that will bring their cenaral

8 level of performance up in most circumstances, doesn't it?

9 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE. I don't think so.

10 CH.\IRMAN AHEARNE: I think we all agree that the
,

11 veight that is in a single word is enormous, clearly. !! o w ,

12 Len has proposed a point which I wonder if it is possible.

13 I don't know where we are geing to end up today. In fact, I
.

- 14 don' t know if today's meeting is going to be the only one of

15 m a n y . Len had pointed out that it might be important to

16 have as a record of decision underlying where we end up the
.

17 transcript of th e m ee ting .

18 Let us suppose we choose adequate. I think Joe is

19 beginning to be willing almost accept that. ! aI willing to

20 accept it and I think the other iwo are willing to accept

21 it. If we choose adequa te, just embedding that werd

22 " adequate" isn't going to even begin to describe what we

23 meant by it. "hereas, if the transcript of the meeting-

24 underlay the decision that might be of help to come people
i*

25 who are trying to figure out what do we mean.

i
|
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rm
! ) 1 MR. KENNEKE: May I try one more tice?

~

2 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Wait a minute.

3 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: The point there being that.

t

4 we would treat this as an official rather than an unofficial
.

5 transcript?

6 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Yes.

7 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: That also contemplates

8 reviewing it then.

9 COMMISSIGhER GILINSKY I think if we want to make

10 clear what we mean we ought to write it down and agree on a

11 statement.

12 MR. KENNEKE: May I try one more time, Mr.

13 Chairman ?
( ,

*

14 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: I j ust don't think you are"

15 going to get there. If there is this much meaning latent in

16 one word, then there is no way you are going to get

17 everybody to agree on what that means.

18 18. KENNEKE: Can I crash myself against the rock

19 one more time ?

20 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Of course.

21 MR. KENNEKE The staff by their holdinc cut for

22 appropriate, as I read it, they want a chcice of measures.

23 Commissioner Eradford wanted to make the point that whatever*

24 measure is chosen is effective in significsntly reducing

25 d o se .
.

-

i
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/ ' 1 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: In mest circumstances.

2 MR. KENNEKE: In most circumstances, not an

. 3 absolute quarantee. So one other thing you might do is

4 simply put a parenthetical af ter the word " measures" that

5 says " including sheltering and evacuation" which is at least

6 the minimum choice tha't th ey need. It also implies on the

7 face of it that evacuation and sheltering can be effective

8 in the terms that I think you wish without changing any

9 other words. That deals with Commissioner Hendrie's concern

10 about changing the words throughout.

11 COMMISSIONES GILINSKY: Can I ask a question?

12 CHAIRMAN AHEAENE: Go ahead.

13 COMMISSIONER BRADEORD: Go ahead. Yes, by all

(.

14 means.

15 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Carl, does r.ppropriate not

16 mean to you that in most circumstances the action will be

17 effective?

18 ?. E . COLLEE: Yes, in most circumstances.

19 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: The most circunstances i.s

20 taken up in the res sonable assurance. Then what ic your

21 objection?

22 CHAIRPAN AHEnRNE: I could also ask the oppocite

23 though of you , Victor. If you agree with th a t then you*

24 should have no problem wi th appropriate.

25 COMMISSIONE3 GILINSKY: I den't think sc.
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/ 1 MR COLLERs Let me point out that in following

2 sentences of that paragraph the word " adequate" is used

,
3 several times in relating it to FEMA': findings. Therefore,

,

4 the word " adequate" might be the preferred word in that the,

.

5 balance of that sentence goes on to enumerate or define what

6 is meant by adequate.

7 MR. JAMG0CHIAN: Well, if I may approach that. In

8 writing this there was some concern as to.whether we should

9 put down adequate, appropria te o r ef f ective. In the other

10 sentence that Carl brought up relative to the plan itself I

11 used the word adequate because in writing a plan a licensee

12 and we, NRC, can judge what an adequate plan is. He has got

13 good commun' cations, good notification, good assessmenti
.

1-4 capabilities and good training. That is an adequate plan.

15 I stayed away from adequate and effective

16 protective measures because how do ycu plan fcr effective

l'7 protective measures. You know, that is usually after you

16 have had the accident you then say, yes, tnose were

19 ef fective prctective measures. How would we judce that a i

20 licensee planned f or adequate or ef f ective measures? That
i
1

21 depends on so many paramete. .

22 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: You have got some

23 stan dard, and the standard is you want in the event of an-

24 accident up vant an adequate plan.
.

25 COMMISSIONER HENDEIE: iou want an adequate rian |

j'
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1 before the event, if there ever is an event. 'If an event(}'
2 occurs you want to be sure that appropriate measures have

3 and will be taken.

4 COMMISSIONEE GILINSKY: You want to be sure,

.

5 reasonably sure that on the basis of this plan action will

6 be taken that will keep people from getting irradiated to

7 any substantial degree.

8 MR. JAMG0CHIAN: '4e are on a fine line. I just

9 wanted to let you know what was thought about when draf ting

10 this . Also, we wanted to be consistent when the EPA

11 Protective Action Guide Manual. Throughout there they talk

12 abou t appropriate protective measures as well as the old

13 Appendix E. Emergency preparedness har always been

14 conceived as having reasonabla dssurance to take appr0priate

15 protective measures. I think that is why we are having such

16 a hassle with just one vced. It is a significant word.

I'7 MR. KENNEKE: It is a coda word, there ic no doubt

18 abou t it, historically.

19 COMMISSIONER 3RADFORD: 'b'.1, adequate ir an

20 historical code word , too, just in a different context.

21 MR. KENNEKE: Well, I offered a suggestion that

22 would give them their choice for that.

23 COMMISSIONER BRADFCBD: I think adequate is broai-

24 enough. ! don't have the same concern, I guess, that 'li c to r
.

25 does about the transcript being available as in effect

f
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' 1 rule-making history. I have a somewhat different concern,

2 which is that it is going to be very hard for anybody to

3 extract from the four different sets of Commission +r remarks.

4 anything that they can use very definitively.
.

5 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY Well, it is available to

6 read.

'7 COMMISSIONER BRAD 70RD: I would use the word

8 " adequate" and would figure that it is broad enough not to

9 need elaboration.

10 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Remind ne again about the

11 statutory language that speaks of adequate protect' ion of the

12 public. Is it reasonable assurance of adequate protection?

13 MR. BICKWIT: No. The statuto ry language is ---

(.- 14 C0dMISSIONER GILINSKY: Is adequa te protection.

15 The regulations speak of reasonable assurance that the

16 public will not be endangered or something like that. I

17 f rankly think one puts in reasonable assurance when you ara

18 ta'1 kin g about the public will be protected.

19 CHAIRMAN AHEAENE: I would argue for juct d:ceping

20 any modifier and just say the protective measures.

21 COM !SSIONER GILINSKY: Well, that doesn't say

22 anything about what kind of protective r.easures. You nean

'

23 reasonable assurance that the public will be protected.
t
; 24 Will not be endangered is the standard languaca of oyr

| 25 regulations.

L-
,

f
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1 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Reasonable assurance that the

2 public will be protected in the event of a radiological

3 emergency.
.

4 Joe, how do you f eel about ad eq ua t ely protected?

.

5 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: That is not quite what this

6 says, is it? They says you want reasonable assurance that

7 measures, appropriate, effective, adequate or just measures

8 can and will be taken in the event of an energency. You
.)

9 judge that by seeing that there is what is later called an

10 adequate plan, et cetera.

11 MB. GOLLER: I think you Jould lose an important

12 part of the plan Lf you deleted one of these wcrds.

13 (Lauchter.)

( 14 CHAIRMAN AHEA534: 'Je are not goino to get past

15 page one if we don' t change one of the words.

16 (Laughter.)

17 MR. GOLLERE On this point the staff would

18 recommend adequate after having heard t,h is e n ti re

19 discussion. At least in my mind an important part of that

20 conclusion is that the word "adequa te" is used as a

21 follow-up.

22 CHA!? MAN AREARNE: In order to novo forward I

23 think I will vote for adequa te.-

24 I am not sure if you ever vcted, Victer.
*

.

25 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: I don't think I did.

I
l

l

l
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~

1 CHAIRMAN AEEARNE: Would you go along with

2 adequate.
'

3 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Well, let me hear what Joe.

4 says.
.

5 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Two votes for adequate.

6 Victor would like to hear Joe.

7 Joe?

8 C3MMISSIONER HENDRIE: I still think " appropriate"

~

9 is tt.e right word, but I guess I would settle out if it

10 would get us on. Yes.

11 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Okay, we have got three votes*

12 for " adequate."
|

13 MR. GOLLER: Mr. Chairman?
( .

Yes.14 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE:

15 MR. GOLLER: This discussion has been on a

16 paragraph in the supplemental information.

I'7 (Laughter.)

18 MR. GOLLEF: The one that really coun c is the

19 regulations. If you look at page 31, for some re$ron r.o

20 change was suggested there. I would pr e s ur.e at this point

21 you would want to make the ccrrespondino change in th e rule

N itself.

- 23 CHAIEZAS AREA 2NE: Do you vin many arcun+nts, Carl?

24 (Laughter.)
e

25 CD MISSIONER BEADFCFD: You are absolutely right,

I

|

|
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'

1 Carl. Thank you.

2 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Thank you, Carl. Cn page 31

3 you say?
7

4 MR. GOLLER: Page 31.
/.

5 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: '4h e r e ?
'

6 COMMISSICNER HENDRIE: You are on the wrong one.

7 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Page 32. You and I are on

8 the same one.
,

9 (Laughter.)

10 Ma. GOLLER: I must say it was curious to me. I
,

11 was wondering why the same change wasn't made there.

12 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Page 327

13 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Page 32, (a), line three.

( 14 CHAIRMAN AHEAR,NE: All right, page 2. Peter, you

15 had some changes to page 2.

16 CD MISSIONER ERADFORL: Just one.

17 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Could I ask the general counsel

18 what is meant hy a rebuttable presunption of adequacy ?.

19 MR . RICK'4IT It means that is the way the

20 adjudicator is going to go unless somebody comer in and

21 convinces him not to go that way. If FEMA findc that it is

| 22 a d e q ua t e , then the NRC will find that it is adequate unless
|

I

| 23 someone convinces them otherwise.*

24 CHAIR 5AN AHEARNE: Father than startin; on neutral
.

25 ground that is assumed to be true unless pro * ten c:herwise,
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e
I that issue?'

2 MR. BICKWIT: That is right.

3 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Now, the other point, Peterc.

4 that you have raised is that the issues may be raised in an
.

5 NRC operating license hearing.
.

6 COMMISSIONER RRADFORD: Yes. That is not a new

7 point. That concept is stated further on in the rule. I

8 don't remember exactly where. That doesn't chance anythcag

9 but it does make it explicit.

10 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Standards, any comment?

11 3R. GOLLER: Well, again, I have to look back at

12 the rule itself.

13 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Carl, let me ask this issue

(
14 that is raised en page 2.' Is your point that it is not in

15 the rule?

16 MR. GCLLER: The words that are succosted in the
.

17 rule are dif f erent from the words up front.

18 CHAIEhAN AHEARNE: On which page in tnat?

19 MR. GOLLER: Ca Commissioner Bradf ord ' c conc = n t,

20 page 31, which is the only ;1 ace these other words a ; ear.

21 We have got to look at that. Page 31.

22 COMZISSIONE? 3RADFORL: fou ere quite right. I

ZI guess I would uce the language on 31 hack there is thera is'

24 a need to have it be id en tical . I don't think there is an-f
.

25 - overative dif f erence.

l
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1 MR. GOLLER: There is an additional thought in th e l

1
'

2 old words on page 2 which say that these issue may be raised

3 in an NRC operatin; license hearing..

4 COXXISSIONEF BRADFORD: That thought is in here

.

5 already. I will have to find it sonewhece. I don't think

6 anyone had that before. I certainly had not had the notion-

7 that a FEMA finding was not reviewable in an NRC

8 proceeding. I will tell you one place that I derived that

9 from is that somewhere in the discussion of the rule it says

~

10 that Congress is considering going further and making FEMA
,

11 findings not reviewed.

12 MR. BICK'4IT: It would be illegal if the FEMA

13 findings were not reviewed.

I'
1-4 CHAIRMA.4 AHEARNE: I had assumed tha t it wac an

15 issue that coulc be raised.

16 MR. GOLLER: */ ell, in the words that ycu suggested
~

17 on page 31, in the rule itself you say are preferable. It

18 seems to me that these words are most appropriata in thn

19 rule itself. ! am not sure you need them in the

20 supplemental information.

21 CSMMI55IONER 2RADFORD: I will tell you the raasen

Z! I put them up there, and I agree that they hsve to ha in ths

23 rule itself, is that when I read the supplemental-

24 information it lef t me uncertain of what the status af a
.

25 FEMA finding was in an NRC proceeding and with cc:a quantion
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1 as to whether we contemplated that issua being litigable. I

2 agree with Len that we have to, but I wouldn't think we

3 ought to be requiring peopla to go off and go through the
,

4 analysis of the Atomic Energy Act. It leads to that

*

5 conclusion and we ought to just sta te it at the beginning.

6 MR. GOLLER: What we are talking about, in the

7 first place, isn't even in the supplemental information. I

8 see now it is in the summary of the Federal Register notice.

9 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE4 Yes.*

10 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Wherever it is, the words

11 would go in where the question is raised.

12 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Ken. I

13 MR. PERKINS: Ken Perkins f ro= the ED0's office.

( 14 This or a similar romment appears elsewhere in the comments

15 that we received from you, Commissioner Brad ford. In all

16 cases where it talks about constitutes t. rebuttable
'

17 presumption of adeguacy it seems to be talking only of

18 f avorable findtngs or findings of adequacy b y EE?. A. If we

19 are addressing FEXA findings Ip hin k we should be addrosrine

20 FEM A findings whether they are f avorable or unf avorable. I

21 believe that is consistent wi th the langua;e tnat wo werked

22 into the MOU.

23 COMMISSIGNER 3RADFORD: I thcught about that..

24 COMMISSIONE? HENDFIE4 If they are unfavorable de
.

.5 you want to say that an unfavorable finding ir a rebuttarle
l
i
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1 presumption of inadequacy? It seems hardly necesrary.

2 MR. PERKINS: I would suggest just saying that a

3 FEMA finding will constitute a rebuttable presumption
,

4 period. Don ' t say wh-ther it is adequate or inadequate.

*

5 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: That may be perf ectly all-

6 right. I take it, Len, your advice'would be the same way,

7 th a t is, we couldn't take a negative FEMA finding as an

8 unlitigable basis for rejecting a licence?

MR. B ICK'4IT : I don't think you can. It is a9 -

10 closer question. I don't think so.

11 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Carl, I am still not really

12 tracking the distinction you see between page 2 and page 31.

13 MR. GOLLER: I am suggesting that you don't need
./ .

144 this much deta'il on page 2 which is a summary.

15 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Oh, I understand that. Is

16 there a dif f erence in the thought?

I'7 MR. GOLLER: No.

18 CH AIRM AN AHEARNE: I have no prcblem with leaving

19 it in. "These issues may be raised in .NIC Operatina licensa

20 hearings but a FEMA finding will constituts a :sbuttable

21 presumption." Is that, len, where you were? I guess that

22 is Ten 's question .

23 C0YMISSIONER HENDRIE: I prefer the peritive one-

24 because that presusably is where you come cut before y u get ,

.

25 to hearine. It is hard to see us struggline thrcurr a

-

t
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1 hearinc uphill against an unfavorable finding, but I don't

I 2 know the language. The language seems to ring better te me

3 with the ---
.

4 COMMISSIONER 3RADFORD: '41 th the adequacy phrase.

5 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: Yes.~

6 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: I agree with that.

7 MR. BICKr4IT : A FEMA finding will constitute s

8 rebuttal presumption on the q uestion of adequacy.

9 COMMISSIONER 3RADFORD: That is fine, a FEMA

10 finding or its absence.

11 CHAIRZAN AHEARNE: Fine.

12 MR. GOLLER: 11. . e are the words in the rule, if I

13 m a y make one more pitch. Unless the Commission feels very

14 strongly of putting this in the summary I would like to ask

15 that it not be put in the Federal Register summary. I don't

16 think it is necessary. The summary is already very lonc.

17 On this same rule when we published the proposed rul+ in the

18 Federal Register va received a special no tice f ron the

i
19 Federal Recister that they want the su: mary to be no nore |

,

20 than a half a page long.

21 (Laughter.)

Z! %R. GOLLIR: It was only as a result of a request
,

1

23 f o r special dispensation that they went ahead and with that-

24 rule at the time. If you will recall, this was a summary
.

25 th a t was written and very carefully hammeted out by ths

|

|

|
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1

1 Commission and it got very long in the process. This would
i

2 again add, and we ara -iready beyond their rule cf thuth fo r

3 half a page.,

4 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: That is just one sentence, Carl.

'

5 COMMISSIONER BBADFORD: Carl, tell them to call my

6 office.

7 (Laughter.)

8 M9. GOLLER: It may happen. As a rotter of fact

9 that is quaranteed.

10 (Laughter.)

11 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE The supplementary

12 information sect' ion which starts at the bottom of paga 2,

13 right---.

| . ,

14 M3. GOLLER: Yes.

15 COMXISSIONER HENDEIE: --- ought to come to some

16 similar point where this language could usefully go in. I

1'7 see what you mean. You ought not to have put the cu- ary on

18 the damn paper and just gone off and m-de it a half pace

19 worth after we figured out what the rule was, frankly.

20 (Laughter.)

21 CJdMISSIONER HENDRIE: Isn't there a place in th?

race 5?Z! supplementary information where one would come --

- 23 dE. GOLLEKs Yes.

where one would come24 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: ---

.

25 naturally to this point that Feter care tc at -te tcp cd

.
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1

1 page 2 -- vait a minute. I have got too many papers all of |

2 the sudden. Now, page 5 where somebody tell me.

3 MR. KENNEXEs Commissioner Bradford has already-
.

4 put it in there on page 5.
.

5 COM5!SSIONER HENDRIE: Okay, you have got it.

6 COMMISSIONER BRADFCBD: Yes, I do.

7 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: If you put it in the

8 supplementary information, Peter, doesn't that do it? I

9 think, indeed, it is useful to have it up front rather than

10 having to read the rule to find that section. That summary

11 apparently is something that they are scratching and
,

12 fighting hard on.

13 COEHISSICSER BRADFORD: Certainly the legal basis

14 isn't chanpad by not including it in the summary. I w$uld

15 have at least kept the thought that the issue can be raised

16 in NRC hearings in the summary even by drop;ing the
A

17 rebuttable presumption part if you want. That is one that I

18 think you just ought to sweep the table and votes and move

19 on.

20 COMMISSIONER HENDRIZ: 'J e ll , I would vote to have

21 it b y all means in the supplementary inf orma tion on paa? E

22 where you had indicated and take it out of the summary.

23 CHAIRFAN AHEARNE: I guess on this ons I will-

24 leave it in the summary.
.

25 COXMISSIONIR 3RA0 FORD: It stays in there.
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1 MR. 00LLER: In all three places then?

2 CHAIRMAN AHEASNE: Yes.

.
3 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Yes.

4 CHAIRMAN: I don't have any other suggested on

.

5 page 3.

6 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: There is one on page 3.

7 There are a couple on page 3. None of them are of any

8 substantive import. I realized later as I read on that

9 there were in fact two petitions. So I guess I would say in

10 response to two petitions instead of the second line ending

11 the way it does, but it is of no great importance.

12 MB. JAMGCCHIAN. The problem with that is that

13 your addition is really not true.

14 COMMISSIONER 3RADFORD: That is a problem.

15 (Laughter.)

16 MR. JAMG0CHIAN: The staff did not begin

17 reconsideration of or rewriting of the requistien or

18 evaluating nodifying Appendix E or any emergency pl a nnin g

19 regulation at the time we received the critical r.avc

20 petition.

21 COMMISSIONER BRADFCED: You maan it began be#cre

22 or after?

ZI MR. JAMGCCHIAN: We began the evaluation primarily-

24 as a Result of the accident. Then we ctarted getting heavy

i
25 pressure fro: other governsental agencias and the ': C !

1
!

l

l
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1 Congessional Oversicht Committee. At the same time we : lid

get the petition but that was not something that motivated*

. 3 us.

4 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Frankly, my reaction is I was
.

5 going to vote against the petition thing becaure I didn't

6 remember it having any driving force. I nean the Three Mile
. .

7 Accident very definitely should be in there. That was

8 clearly major.

9 MR. J A3G0CHIAN: Okay.

10 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Joe?

11 COMMISSIONER.HENDRIE: Th e Th ree ".ile Accident,

12 oka y ; ditch the petitions.

13 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: I have no problem wi th the

( .

14 editorial ---

15 C0%MISSIONER GILINSKY: Do you want to say

16 adequate state and local?

17 (Laughter.)

COMMISSIONER READFORD: How about effectivo?
18 ,

COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: Or appropriate.
(Laughter.)

39
CHAIRP.AN AHEAENE: I have no probler just strikir.c

appe priate. I have no problem with the otner additions. I
20

would prefer to rail them Presidential Co:nissicn.e.
COMMISSIONER GILI SKY I w uld tske that s a n a.

21
,

22

23-

24
.

25 .
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I 1 CHAIEeAN AHEARNE: Any other comments en page 3?

2 MR. BICKWIT: Just that one point raised earlier.

3 Instead of known as alternative " A" it would say ---

.

4 c0MMISSIONER HEND3IE: Similar to.

similar to alternative "A".'
'

5 MR. BICKWIT: ---

6 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Isn't there another point

A%in there? There are points, aren't there, at which we

8 actually adopted alternative "B"?

9 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Yes.

10 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Is alternative "R"

11 inconsistent with ---

12 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: They are different.

13 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: That is right, they
i
'

14 weren't as smooth.

15 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: There are "A's" and "9's" under

16 different opticas.

17 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: No, but on the issue of

18 where the burden lies if the plan is inadsquate.

19 CH AIEM AN AHEARNE: One set of "A's" and "I's" had

20 to do with public or public and property.

21 'ia. GOLLEF: There were six pairs of r-

22 CHAIRHAN AHEARhE: --- A's" anc "E's"."

. 23 COMMISSINER GILINSKY: I am askin; about a

24 particula r " A" and "B" which is does the plant ge . .shu- dovn
.

25 if the plant is not adequa te auto =atically cr does the
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'

1 Commission have to act to shut it down.

2 MR. GGLLIE: There were three of those. There was

3 a set of three pertaining to operating plants, new plants
,

4 and plants as plans would f all out of approval in the

' 5 future, but there were three pairs of them. I think this

6 identifies it directly under the secticns.
.

7 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: I was going to ask a

8 question about this. My question ,to the general counsel is,

9 is alternative "B" the one that would have h ad the plant

10 shut down unless the Commission acted to exempt it? It that

11 inconsistent with the recent amendments which have been

12 passed by Congress?

13 MR. BICKWIT: No, not under my readin because

14 under my reading the Congress is simply providing :ini. hum ~

; 15 requirements for the Commission's rule.

16 CH AIRMAN AHEA RNE: Under the staff of the Senate
~

17 subcommittee?

18 MR. BICKWIT: I think not under the majority etaff.

19 because they do not believe our options are limited with

20 respect to actions involving existing plantr.

21 CHAIRMAN AHEAENE: Just future plantc?

22 MR. BICKWIT: Right.-

- 23 CHAIEMAN AEEARNE. We can be tou;h er en f utur'
.

24 plants or less tough on future plants.
.

25 Ms. SICKWIT: Less touch.
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1 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Less tough on future plants

2 than we can be on existing plants; is that correct?

3 MR. EICKWIT: That question has never been put to(,

4 me.
.

5 (Laughter.)
.

6 'dR. EICKWITs I think the only reasonable way to'

7 proceed here is to proceed on t!)e basis of ti:e legal advice

8 you are getting. The advice you are getting is

9 unqualified ---

10 (Laughter.)

and you can do what you feel11 ER. BICKWIT: ---

12 like doing. I just think it is counterproductive to try to

13 total up which staff thinks what about this rule.

14 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: I guess my inclination var

15 towa rd the stricter option . Actually there is a way of

16 bringing them together which I want to get tc, I think it is

17 on the next page.

18 CHAIBMAN AHEARNE: Page 4?s

19 - COM !SSIONER GILI: SKY: Yes.

20 COMMISSIONER HENDFIE: Well, let'r s+e. 14 + never
.

21 did decide what the appropriate language is down here :: th=

22 bottom of page 3.

- 23 CHAIPMAN AHEARNE: Well, I think the point enat

I 'as tc be- 24 Victor is about'to make raise and Peter har raired ;

.

25 addressed first.

! .

|

|
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1

1 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: I agree. I

2 C35MISSIONER GILINSKY: Up at the top we say |
!

3 "These rules, when effective, vil provide that no power,,

s

4 reactor may operation if there is an NEC finding that the
.

5 overall state of emergency preparedness is inadequate fo r

6 the reactor in question." It seems to me that we are really

7 saying that no power reactor may operate unless there is an

8 NRC finding o'! adequacy or adequacy in the circumstances. |

9 CHAIR AN AHEARNE: It is different.

10 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Well, let's take new |
1

-

1

11 operating licenses. You are certainly sayinc that for new
'

12 operating licences.

13 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: For new licenses now, new

(
14 plants. '

.

15 Len?

16 MB. BICKWIT: I think tha t is righ t.
,

|
-

17 C0d!ISSIONER GILISSKY: What is right? ' Jell , i t I

l

18 is the next line, "No new operating license will be granted
.

19 unless the NRC can make a favorable finding." Fo that

20 statement doesn't cover new plants. It seems to me that if
1

21 put the way I did put it it would be correct for existing

22 plants if the Commission will comcit itself in fact to deal
I

- 23 with the matter.

24 CHAIEMAN AHEARNE: In what way?
.

25 CO MMIS5RNER GIII.s SKY: 'J e ll , simply te consi'er

.
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1 what it needs to do.with the facility.

2 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: No, it is different.

3 COMMISSIONER GILISSKY: I understand..

4 CHAIRMAN AHEABNE: There is a fundamental
.

5 difference on the two options where, one, the plant stays up

6 unless the Commission makes a finding; two, the pl7nt goes

7 done unless the Commission makes a finding.
s

8 COMM!SSIONER GILINSKY: What I am succesting is

9 that you formulate it in a way that the Commission would

10 have to make a finding to bring the plan,t down, but it

11 commits itself to make a finding to deal with the mattor one

12 way or another; in other words, to take up the .atter.

13 CHAIRT.AN AHEARNE: E xa ctly what did you have in

(
14 mind?

15 COMMISSION ER GILINSKY: Precisely that, that the

16 Commission will not simply ignore the fact.

17 CHAIR?.AN AHEASNE: Obviously it is up to us

18 whether or not we ignore any fact, but when you say ve

19 commit to address the matter what kind of A procedure did

20 you have in mind?

21 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Ihey will come te this

22 tsble.

23 CHAI?XAN AHEARNE: " hat will co.ce to thic tarle?-

24 COMMISSIONE3 GILINSKY: The question of what to do
\.

25 a bo u t the inadequacy of the plant.

1
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1 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: The language does say that,

2 you know, if there are some problems the Cc mission will

3 de termine the way the language reads now.
.

4 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Right. Well, I want to be

-

5 sure that means in fact we will take the matter up.

6 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: The Commission will

7 de termine (honest we mean it) ---

8 (Laughter.)

9 COMMISSI0hER HENDSIE: Once you have said the

10 Commission will determine I don't know how much more you can

11 bind , you kno w, the future Commissioners.

12 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Well, it is a matter of

13 time . In other words, we will take it up before the end of

14 that period, or something like that. ~

15 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Before the end of what period?

16It says here "In the case of an operating reactor, if it is

17 determined there are deficiencies th a t a favorable N?.C

18 finding is not warranted and the deficienciere are not

19 corrected within four mont!.c of that determination, the

20 Commission .till determi te whether the reactor should be shut

21 down."

COMMIESIONER GILINSKY: '41 t hi n 3 C- days?22 '

.

- 23 COMMISSIGNER HENO2IE: I wouldn't hand n ':.- b e r s o n

24 it. As scon as you hang numbers on it like that, why rote
.

25 f utu re group will come rapidly to regret it.
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1 C3dMISSIONER GILINSKY: l'it hin 60 days?

2 CHAIBMAN AH5ARNE: 'd e l l , we have been w restling
,

4

3 with this thing for a year and these version s here for about.

4 at least two months. There are really two fundamental
.

5 differences. All the wceds can be th ro wn around it. Cne

6 difference is the reactor stays up unless the Commission

7 makes a finding. The other is the reactor goes down unless

8 the Commission makes a finding. This language here is

9 written on the former. So the reactor would be stayino

10 running unlass an action is taken by the Commission. The

11 alternative was if the Commission does not act, inaction on

12 the part of the Commissi'on, th e reactor goes down. On which

13 of those options did you want to construct the woris to

14 follow? The meaning then we can worry about trying to make

15 it clear.
~

16 C3dy.ISSIONER GILINSKY: I was prepared to build en

17 the option that says that the reactor continues to operato

18 by Commission action, but I would like to make sure that the

19 Commission takes the matter up within a reis nable tima

20 interval after this per'od.

21 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: So you would like to say the

22 Comniscion will determine within two cenths?

- 23 COMMISSIONER GILISSKY: I would like te ray 3:

24 - d a y s , but two months is fine.
: .

25 CHAIEFAN AHEAENE: We don't do any thin: in 3C dayr.
|

>
l
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1 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Fine. Let's say two,

2 months.

3 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: We can hardly get a Federal..
s

4 Register printed in 30 days.
.

5 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY Well, let's say 60 days.

6 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Let me raise a question as

7 to when those days are to run because as I understand the

8 way the rule works now a finding is made of inadequacy. Let
.

9 me start by asking where that gets made? Would you all

10 contemplate that would be a finding that you all would

11 recommend up to us or would that be a finding made by '33,
o

12 the initial findino of inadequacy?

13 MR. GOLLER: Ry NRR, yes, by the staff.

14 C0dMISSICNER BRADFORD: Okay. Now, presumably at

15 that point somebody has to make a finding as to whether or

la not the deficiency is severe enough to merit an immediate

17 shutdown because that commitment is right in here.

18 MR. GOLLER: Yes, right.

19 COMMISSIONER READFORD: So right there at the

20 ou tset there is at least one opportunity for the Ceanission

21 involvement. As the rule is presently drawn, four nonths

22 then go- by f uring which the licensee can ccrrect it, and

'

23 then another finding is made also by NER tha t either it has

24 been corrected or it hasn't.
.

25 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: You asked if th e deficiencies
.
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1 would be explicit? |

2 COMMISSIONER BRADFCED: That is right, but then

3 the finding at the end of four months as contemplated here.

4 would have to be renewed. Those same deficiencias would
.

5 still have to be found.

6 MB. GOLLER: I am sure the staff would be involved

7 in this during the four-month period.

8 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: 31ght. No, of courso,

9 they would be reviewing it and presumably they could make

10 the finding before the end of the four-month period if

11 everything were resolved. But if it isn't resolved at the

12 end of four months then it comes up to the Commission for

13 examination of whether the deficiencies are sicnificant from

14 a safety standpoint and whether alternative measures have

15 been taken.

16 MR. GOLLER: Eight.

C.
17 CD.TMISSIONER 3RAOFORO: Now, where do those 6C

18 days fit into that?

19 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: At least as it tracks down here

20 it would seem to me that these 60 days vould fit in at the

21 end of that four conths.

22 !! P. . GGLLEE: I think any such requirement on ths

- 23 Commission, thst if the Cosmission poses such a time

24 requirement on itse,1f would be rather unicue. I at not sure
.

25 w h a t would happen if that ware violated.
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1 COMMISSIONER GIIIMSKY: It is like any other rule

2 where we agree we will do sodething in a certain period, and

3 we obviously can give ourselves an extension, but that does
.,

4 put pressure on to perform in that period.
.

5 CHAIR AN AHEARNE: let me ask general counsel

6 whether he agrees with that interpretation or not?

7 MB. BICKWIT: You would have to give yourselves an

8 exemption. You would be subject to an injunctive relief

9 directing you to make a decision by that date unless you

10 exem pted yourself f rom the requirement or adopted a change

11 in the rule.

12 C33EISSIONER HENDRIEs ! just wouldn't bind the

13 Commission up with a specific time period. If you wanted to

14 say the Commission thereaf ter will determine expeditiously,

15 or something like th a t as a pred forward, but, you know,

16 once you have said the Commission will determine, why no

' l'7 matter what you say in here if some f uture grou; of five

18 finds good reason not to act in any period zou nane, 9 ." v

19 they will not act in that pe ricd . Similarly if they can get

20 the case before them and they want to move it, why they vill

21 move it. I wouldn't go much beyond expediticusly as a prod,

22 and I don 't know if I am wildly enthusiastic even about that.

,
23 CHAIEhAN AHEA3NE: Ken.

24 MR. PEEXINS: Ken Perkins. I would like to ;oint

a
25 ou t also that if you put a finite time l i.? i t in th=re you

,

|
t

I

|

|
> s

I

|
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1 are not only regulating the NRC but indirectly you are

2 regulating FEMA because we must have the FEMA findings for

3 us to make our overall determination. Ihough we don't have
(.

4 formally transmitted yet the FEhA's June 30th report, !
.

5 believe that we should be sensitive to that time frame as a

6 problem or a potential problen.

7 MR. GOLLER: I am not aware of any other rule that

8 puts such a time limit on the Commission. I think you would

9 he setting new precedent.

10 C3MMISSIONER BRADFORD: It has been tried before,
.

11 but you may be right.

12 (Laughter.)

13 COMMISSIONER 3RADFORD: Let me approach the same

14 question f rom a slightly dif ferent angle. I am sure that I

15 understand the wisdom of the fourth-month period in here

16 especially as the rule is modified around to say that we are

17 looking at shutdown or other enforcement action. That is,

18 doesn't it, for one thing, simply work to give a four-month

19 period during which no possible enforcement action would be

i
20 contemplated even if in fact the plan wasn't up tc snuff? ,

21 MR. GOLLER: As you suggested before, as soscene
|

|

|22 was running through the chronology, if it was impcrtant
!

l
'

D enough then the staff could take action when it firct-

24 learned of the deficiency by way of an order. !

|*

25 C05MISSIC.NER 3RADFCRD: That is the shutdown and

I

l
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1 that is the really severe case.

2 MR. GOLLER: Yes, and if it doesn't then it allows

3 a four-month period for correction, a maximum of a-

4 four-month period for correction.
.

5 COMMISSIONER 3RADFOPD: Well, no. By bein; in the

6 rule it clearly says it allows four months. It can be done

7 in less time. Well, I suppose the'Commissic.a could say this

8 is serious enough that it has to be done in one month.

9 MR. GOLLER: It could always do that. That is an

10 option of the order.

11 - COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: How sure are you of that?

12 MR. BICKWIT: Well, under language that we

13 proposed it states in.the rule that the Comnicsion is not
i

1-4 limited in the time in the time' periods under which'it can

15 take action. It make it absolutely specific that the

16 Commission ran take action with in the f our-r.cn th ~;+ rie d .
-

|

17 CHAIRhAN AHEARNE: Let me at least try to ;o back
,

18 over the reason that the four-month is even ---

19 MR. BICXFIT: Let ne see if I can find it.
|

20 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: What about droppin; the

21 four-month and putting in expeditiously ?
,

22 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Let me try to rer.ind you cf eno
.

23 of the reasons why there is a month period in th e re . Thece
|

24 aren't reactors to be licensed. They_are reactors that are
,

3 licensed. This process concludes that the erer;ency plan a t
|
|

|

l
!

A
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1 one stage either had been or in this review we have nov

2 filed is not adequate. He have now put them on notice.

3 Now, if it is a very severe problem the potential is there.

4 that they are on notice that they could be shut down.
.

5 Remember, we are in many cases trying to reach beyond the

6 licensee and trying to reach to the state and local

7 governments. That is the inherent problem in a lot of this.
,

8 The point was that in doing that reaching we

9 wanted to show we are really serious. The seriousness is

10 that they have got four months to correct that definiciency.
|

' 11 It is a fixad period of ti m e . It is not the Commission

12 saying the deficiency must be corrected, which is sort of

13 indefinite, it is tha.t here is a fixed period of time to
'

14 correct the deficiency. That was the sens'e of tha reason

15 there was a fixed period.

16 COMMISSICi;ER 3RADFCRD. It is clea r that in many
~

17 cases there would be some period of ti=e that you might or

18 might not seek a penalty, but you certainly wouldn't

19 automatically shut the plant down here any more than ycu'

20 might for other types of deficiencies.

21 CHAI3%AN AREARNE: It was an attemp I think to
,

1

22 keep the pressure on. |
!

~

23 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: " hat you are really sayin-
-

1
1

24 then i- that you think four months is about as ticht as it
.

25 can reasonably be done given the others who will b.e invcivid.
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1 CHAIRMAN AHEA3NE: Given the fact that you are

2 trying to apply pressure beyond the licensee,that is right,

3 in a system where you get involved with trying to collect-

4 monies that aren 't immediately a vailable and getting several
O

5 organizations to cooper.te together.

6
~

COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: You are also doinc a

7 first-time determination on a new set of requirements. It

8 is perfectly possible and it will surprise me if it doesn't

9 happen, that there will ba cases where the licensee and his

10 consultants read the guidance and they have got it in cood

11 shape.

12 Then the FEMA review comes back and says, no,

13 what we really want as we now see it in your case in

14 Sections 42, 51 and 73 is something either different or more

15 or whatever. Now there is a failure to conform with all the
. |

16 guidelines, a sort of technical finding of inadequacy
.

17 althought there is a fair piece of stuff in place and the

18 g uy has been trying, and now if you don ' t ha ve thir kind. cf

19 a period, why the NRC moves is ediately to censider a

20 shutdown or other measures.

21 Ihe four months simply says, well, you know,

ZZ there were some things turned out that aren't good enough on
- i,

23 final review , and once we kncw the results of the final J
!

24 review, why here is a little piece of time for people to run
,

i

25 around and try to patch something r ea so n a ble tec e t he r .

-
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1 COMMISS10NER PRADFORD: '4 h a t I.had in the back of

2 my mind was whether it would make more sense to como up with Y

,- 3 those pieces of time case by case; that is, there migh t be

4 some situations where a month would seem reasonable and some
.

S where more would.

6 I think Len has come at the same questica from

7 another direction which is a sentence in the rule comewhere

8 where it says the Commission may take actions durine this

9 time period if that seems necessary. I think that takes

10 care of my concern. What I was worried about is that there

11 not.just be an automatic four months.

12 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: My concern is coming from the

13 other side, that I meant to make sure there is a clear

14 threshold th a t you have got to something in a fixed perio?

15 of time.

16 COMMISSIONEE HENDRIE I think part of the reason
'

17 for this configuration is that the ctaff really wcn't 'e:

18 very surprised if some fine tuning is required on

19 practically every plan in order to get a full, clean FE"A

20 bill of health. So rather than have to do a whcle lot of

21 plants on a case-by-case basis why here is a patch cf c i .n e

22 which f or, you know , for fine tuning offers a gec' chance

'

23 that most people will get most things done.

24 COMMISSIONER GILI.4 SKY: I want to return to a
.

25 point I raised. I.nc more concerned acout our se yin : the <

)
,

J
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1 reactor should be shut down or whether some other
~

2 enforcement action is approp riate. It seems to me what is

3 involved here is not punishment but protection of the public.-

4 CHAIRMAN AREARNE: It is on page 4, "The
.

5 Cormission will determine whether the reactor should be shut

6 down. "
. . .

7 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE. I wondered about the word

8 " enforcement" in tnis kind of language.
,

9 H3. BICKWIT: I don't think enforcement connotes

10 punishment.
.

11 MR. GOLLER: For example, Commissioner Gilinsky,

12 this could cover the point that was suggested before. The

13 order could require a submittal or correction in one month

14 or two months rather than four sonths. -

,

15 CHAIRMAN AHEABNE: Len, I think that was your

16 suggsstion.

17 dE. SICKWITs It was.

18 CH AIRM AN -AHEARNE : That is to allow other 9. c t i e n ..

19 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: 'i ell , getting back to this

20 time business ---

21 CHAIRMAN AREARNE: Well, I tnink the question is

22 d o o r do we not want to ---
.

COMMISSIONEE GILINSKY: You ought tc =ut in23

24 expeditiously.
,

25 COMMISSIONEF HENDRIE: Will determine
|

I

1

1

I

1
i
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1 expeditiously. .

2 idAIRMAN AHEARNE: Expeditiously is fine.

3 C05MISSIONER HENDRIE: I have no objection. As I.

4 say, you know, I am burning with enthusiasm, but ! have no
.

5 objection. Create the sentence that you want to create here.

6 COMMISSIONER GT'.NSKY: Let me get back to the

7 sentence at the top. "L.ese rules , when effective, will

8 provide that no power reactor may operate if there is an NEC

9 finding that an overall state of emergency preparedness is

10 inadequate. ." Now, that does not apply to new. .

11 operating licenses. .

12 MR. BICKWIT: No, but there is a sentence two

13 sentences down that makes it pretty clear.

1-4 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: But isn't that supposed to

15 be a summary sentence covering both cases?

16 MR. BICKWIT: Yes.

I'7 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY It seems to ne it ought to

18 then refer to both cases.

19 CHAIRrAN AHEARNE: let me ask Len which vay ha

20 comes out.

21 MR. SICKWIT: I certainly agree that you vill nead

22 a f avorable finding in order to get a license. That is your

- 23 point, and this would suggest otherwise if you did..'t skip

24 down to the third sentence on the page. So this could be
.

25 modified.
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1 COMMISSIONER GILI5 SKY: It see=s to se either one

2 of two things, either you summarize both in that sentence or

3 say these rules will provide, one, operating license and,.

4 two. existing reactors.
.

5 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Len, what is your su;cestion?

6 MB. BICKWIT: What is you just struck the sentence

7 since you have got it all included down below.

8 COMMISSIONER SRADFORD: The "No new operating

9 license" sentence?

10 MR. BICKWIT: No.

11 CHAIRMAN AHZARNE: The "these rules" sentence.

12 .Y R . BICKWIT: Yes. These rules are consistent

13 with the approach outlined by FEMA and'NRC." Then, "No new

14 o p e r a t.'.nq license vill be granted unless. "
. . .

15 COMMISSIONER HENDRI5: Wait a minute. I was off

16 in another corner of the room here. Say that again.

l'7 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: He said to strike the sentance

18 that says "These rules." Th en th e ne xt sentence begine

19 "These rules are consistent."

20 MR. 00LLER: Strike both sentencor?

21 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: .T o , one senteica.
,

1

22 MR. GOLLE?: Cne sentence.
1
,

23 CCZMISSIONER HENDRIE: The Commission has decided I
'

24 to adopt a version, and we vill fix that is.ter?
.

25 CHAIRMAd AREARNE: Yec.
1

l

|
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( 1 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: Described in so and so, as

2 modified in light of comments. These rules, you say ---

3 CH AIR' DAN AHEARNE: --- are consistent. Then the
,

<

4 bottom part.

.

5 At least on a tentative basis we have agreed to

6 put in expeditiously. I am not sure how we are going to

7 come out on the whole paragraph yet.

8 Now, let's see, we do have to change " appropriate"

9 to " adequate."
.

10 COMMISSIGNER BRADFORD: Right. The other changes

11 there are all editorial except for the one at the end of the

12 pa ragraph .

-13 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: This is also rasied in nany
, .

14 other places. *ih a t is good faith effort at compliance? In

15 the legal issue wha t does that r.ean ?

16 COMMISSIONER 33AOFORD: Well, I don't think it is

17 a legal' term of art expecially, but I will tell you what it

18 is there to avoid is a situativn where we come up te tna and

19 of the period of time and nothing much has h appened. Ihen

20 the licensee come in and says, well, yes, it is true, I

21 haven't done anything yet, but this plant is essential to

22 the regional energy supply.

- 23 CHAIRMAN AHEASNE: But there are ac legal terms of

24 art embedded in that?
.

25 COMMISSIGNEF 3RADFORD: Nc.

-
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1 (Laughter.)

2 MR. E ICK'J IT : It means in law what it means in

3 English..

*

4 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Fantastic! That is a principle
.

5 that is good enough to support.

6 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: It is one you either want

7 to have universal or not at all or else a lot of things will

8 slip t!. rough. All that it is designed to do is to require

9 that among other things when the licensee comes in and says,

10 here is the justification ---

11 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Now, you get into a big, long

12 hassle as to what is good faith.
,

13 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: You might have some

'
14 disa greement , but I would think no more so than with a

15 phrase like "other compelling reasons" or "significant

16 deficien cie s . " Its only purpose is to sta te that it is not

17 enough just to come in on the last day and s'ay that you are

18 essential to the regional energy supply.
1

19 CHAIEMAN AHEAENE: Yes. It sounds okay to me. l
1

20 COMMISSICSEE HENDEIE Who judges the good f aith ?

21 COMMISSICSER ERALECRD: The same folks that judge l
1

22 the other compolling reasons. I mean ultimately us, bc in

|

23 the first cut it would be 33E. I
-

|

24 COM ISSIGNER HENDEIF: Then a hearin; toard.
,

.

25 COMMISSIONEE EPA? FORD: Let's see.
,

|
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1 COMMISSI0 tier HENDRIE4 The addition of this

2 provision I think makes it a litigable issue, and ! aust

3 say, you know, I wonder whether that is a contribution to
,

4 the public health and safety except to encourage argument in

~

5 a hearing over whether the applican t showed good faith or

6 not. He said he tried, but did he really. Where was he on

7 Tcesda~y. Wh'at do you mean he went skiing.

8 COMXISSINER BRADFORD: Well, let's see, Joe.
.

9 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: Well, doesn't it?

10 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDs Well, let's sav that the

11 day comes and an' applicant comes in and asserts other

12 compelling reasons and a certain amount of effort and

13 somebody wants to litigate whether or not that is good

14 faith. First of all, if the staff and we a ree that it is

15 good faith, the plant remains in operation. If the

16 deficiencies are in fact, as they must be, fixed up during

'17 the four-month period or during whatever additional tir.e we

18 allow, then there is nothing left by the good faith, and at

19 that point I should think it would be declared root anu

20 thrown out. i

21 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: I guess the problem we hava is

22 that I think we would want NRR and we would want ourselver,

- %I if they have a probles we want to make sure they 3rc 10rkinc

24 on i t. The difficulty you are having, Joe, is that if we
.

25 pu t that into the regulation then ve have made this a
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( 1 litigable issue and we have involved our legal framework,

2 and that now is another one of those.

3 I don't think you would disagree that we vculd.

4 vant to make sure the licensee is really trying to fix up
.

5 things if we find they have oct a problem.

6 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: I think it will be an odd

7 licensee who is out there just saying go to hell- on-

8 emergency planning at this stage of the game.
,

9 (Laughter.)

10 COMMISSIONER BEADFCED: Joe, that does overstate

11 the case.

12 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: Huh?

13 COMMISSIONER SRADFORDt That does overstate the
<
' 14 case. 'Je have times before when Harold has come in with

'15 deadlines approaching saying I really don't like the way

18 this utility or that is coming at it and I am not cure

17 whet her I should be ---

18 COMMISSIONER HENDIEE: You mean if Marc 1d doens't

19 like t!.eir approach that is bad faith?

20 COMMISSIONER BRADFCED: No, not their technical

21 approach. Ihey don't seem to be taking this very seriously

22 a nd they a? going to put it off as long ac they can. You

'

23 ha ve hea rd that from Harold I think. I am sure I have.

24 COMMISSIONER HINDFII: Yes, but I ctill '. c a ' - k n o w
.

25 that I care to make it an issue in hearings.
,
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r 1 MR. BICKWITs May I say, and I have said it once

l' 2 before, it is not a legal point. It is a policy ;0 int. I

3 just want to make it and then I will drop it, that we don't
'

,

4 see any reason why this particular rule should be treated

' ~

5 differently than other rules under the enforcement

6 sections. We don't see any reason why we shculd map out in

7 advance constraints on the Commission with respect to when

8 it should apply its enforcement authority. Just as in the

9 case of other rules, we don't say when you can allow a plant

10 to stay up when it is violating the reculation and when you

11 have to shut it down when it is violating the regulation.

12 We d on ' t feel as a matter of pclicy that it is useful to do

13 that here. We won't say tha t .

/
t 14 COMMISSIONER BRADING: I take it in the context

15 you are saying it you don't think this sentence is a good

16 idea ?

17 XR. 3ICKWIT: That is richt. I think this

18 sentence is a good idea and I don't particularly think the

19 four-months sentence is a good idea. I don't think any

20 constraints on the Commission's enforcement authcrity are

21 good ideas.

22 COMMISSIO!.EE 3RADFORD: I am sor>what less

- 23 concerned about this now that I understand what ycu havd

24 done with the four months; that is, this was really written
.

25 in when it looked to me as thou;h the four-month extenrien
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/ ~ 1 was virtually automatte. We left ourselves only with the

2 choice cf chutting the plant down or else ;cing on for f our

3 months. Given that I gather we have preserved the full.

4 cange of possible Commission actions during the four mon ths,
.

5 I feel much less need for this sentence both here and the

6 other places it appe'ars.

7 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: I am sure Joe would be willing

8 to drop it.

9 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Yes, I gathered that.

10 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Unless, Victor, ycu feel very

11 strongly, then we will drop it in both places.

12 COMMISSIONER HENDRIEr Say ti;a t a;ain.

13 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Ha is dropping the sentence.

1-4
'

COMMISSIONER RRADFORD: I think Joe suspects my

15 mo tives.

16 CHAIRMAN AREARNE: Counsel is happ y, and it ;ets

17 me off page 4, I think. I am not sure.

18 MR. GCLLER: You kipped over two other chances

19 involved .

20 COMMISSIONER SRADFCRO: I had said that unlest

21 somebody saw substantive significance to th e m I had prc;osed

22 th es entirely as editorial.

-

23 MR. GCLLES: The first change is still c;en te a

24 basic question. The second one you need in : dar t mike
.

25 the solution that yo u deter .ined bef o re , which was insert

|

|

I
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1 the word " expeditiously." The Commissioner will determine/

2 expeditiously. You have to retain that word.

3 COMXISSIONER BRADFORD: You may be right about
.

4 that. You don't need them for any other purpose.
-

.

5 (Lauchter.)

6 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Keep them in there.

7 MR. GOLLES: All right. Then the deletion two
.

8 lines above that, it is determined that there are"
. . .

9 such deficiencies that You need a decision on"
. . . .

10 whether that is in or out.

11 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Commissioner Eradford believes

12 that is editorial.

13 COM%ISSIONES BRADFORD: I would say that it rakes

14 no differenre if you drop it. If someone can find a

15 significant difference, but I don't feel stren;17 ---

16 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: I would keep it because the

17 first mention o"f deficiencies gives you a place to anchor

18 the four-month correction of said defiriencies. ~he

19 language isn 't elega nt, I will agree, but I think that there

20 is a utility to the phrase.
.

21 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: In other words, we scy and the

22 deficiences are not corrected.

23 C35MISSIONE2 3RADF0ED: I would have said thit tha*

24 fact there were deficiencies s; rang from the fact that the
.

25 finding couldn't be warranted.

.
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/ 1 MR. JAMG0CHIAN: It is to me editorial. I woul?

2 prefer to kaep the words in. It flows better.

3 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: It flows worse, but if
,

4 anybody feels strongly about keeping the words in I don't
*

5 mind.

6 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: I would be inclined to keep

7 them in, I must say.

8 CHAIRMAN AHEAENE: Victor?

9 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: I didn't think I was coine

10 to have to ---

11 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: worry about the words?---

12 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: They don't seem r.acessary,

13 but I' don ' t feel strongly about them.

t
' '

1<4 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: He doesn't feel strongly. They

15 are edito rial . If you prefer to keep them in, we vill kae;

16 them in.

17 COMMISSIONER HENDPII: I go back to page at the

18 bo ttom . Can the staf f now tell us shat the ri;ht ler.7uage

19 n o w is?

20 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: I gues: the question is given

21 where we are now, it is a modification, isn't it?

22 MR. GOLLER: I thoucht that we had deridri that

- 23 the words would be "Ihe Commission has decided to adopt a

24 version of proposed rules similar to siternative A", and so
.

25 on a nd so on.
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( 1 C3MMISSIONER HENDRIEL Well, but then I asked you
i

2 is that a reasonable thing to say?

3 MR. COLLER: I think so.
,

4 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: The staff believes so.

*
5 Len?

6 MR. BICKWIT: I believe so.

7 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Peter?

8 COMMISSIONER BRADF08D4 It is ali righ t.
i

9 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Okay, similar to.*

10 Now, page 5. ~ Peter's is also similar to page 5 of

11 the latest version.
|

12 MR. CHILK: Th'ey are no t quito identical.

13 CHAIRCAN AHEAPNE: That is where we had'already
.

1-4 agreed to put in Len's Enclusure 1, but now we do have to, I

15 think, address the question of equally effective.

16 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: If it is equally effective

17 you have met the rule in which case you don't have

18 deficiencies .

19 COMMISSIC!:ER 3RADFORC: Let me come at it another

20 v a y . Cces the phrase " alternative compensatory actienz"

21 contemplate action that would in fact result in lover levels.

22 of assurance or lower levels of protection?

- 23 C3fMTSSIONER HEND;IEs I think that is paccitia.

24 It was surely one of the things I contempl*:ed.
.

25 CHAIRt.A3 AREA 3NE: Could you explain that a
.

|
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1 little, Joe?(
2 C07.2ISSIONER HENDEIE. Well, we have get a syctem

3 in which we are trying through a nominally voluntary buu.

!

4 coercive in the sense that we work against their electrical'

.

5 supply system a system to try to bring along state and local

6 en tities, government entities in the preparation of plans,

7 emergency plans, the provision of equipment and of staff

8 when they may very well preclude they would prefer to spend

9 their money some place else.

10 The thinc you are coercing them with we are going

11 to shut down your reactor. I think to expect tha t in all o f

12 the states that may be co'ncerned and all of the localities

13 that may be concerned that you are going to get as

i 14 wholesome, forthri;ht and aggressive adherence to these

15 quidelines as you might hope, it ain't going to work that

16 way.

I'7 I think that in some places there are ;cing te be

18 plan t deficiencies which are coing to ha ve to be endurci for

19 some time while one works out with those officials means to

20 finance and continue to argue and eventually hopefully to
.

21 persuade, or if not to persuade, to move up a couple of

22 levels in the government and try to get sc e precsure.

- 23 CHAIRMAN AREARNE: It is a halancing judpnent for

24 the Commission.
.

25 COMMISSIONE3 HENDFII: What worriss ?e is that :5 +
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1 equally effective says that there is an acceptable level cf(
2 energency planning and you either hit or you shut down, and

3 that is the level which is represented by the full rule and
,

4 the guidelines enunciated in the staff quidance, and you are

~

5 not going to allow anything which is in any sense less

6 effective. All it allows is sone way of meeting guideline

7 15 which the staff hasn't thought of and which after a lot

8 of argument maybe EEMA and the staf f could a gre e was equally

9 effective.

10 What I as saying is you are going to have to
.

11 contemplate some esses where indeed the alternative

12 compensatory actions are going to result in an emergency

13 plan probably less satisf actory in the sense of probable

'

14. ef f ectiveness in the case in need. Then you will eventually

15 I trust get at that facility after a while when you are able

16 to work out scae of what I see is the inevitable

17 dif f iculties.
'

18 I an willing to buy that and to ray, yes, indeed,

19 one looks at the plant, at what they have tried to f. 0 and

20 what the measures are and how close it cones emd hew b 1.174

21 you need things and the costs and everything else, and T a.,

22 willing to buy off on a couple of years of a plant that

23 isn't absolutely up, you know, that still nisses by sone-

24 little bit the full rigor of the rule and its implementin;
.

25 quidelines.
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1 C0KHISSIONER BRADFCED: ' Jill you be saying wh+n
'
'

2 you do that, though, you will have to ha saying that the

3 deficiencies are more than insignificant because otherwise.

4 you get out under the first one, that the deficiencies are
.

5. insignificant
i

6 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE. *4 ell, I will tell you, when |

7 people argue what is significant and insignificant in our

8 proceedings, what I find is that no snat is so small as not

9 to be significant in somebody's eye. I have never met a

10 board yet that was willing to say, no, that is

11 insignificant. So I think any issue people want to raise in

12 differences here are going to be matters that they should

13 raise.
I

1-4 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYs '/ e ll , you have cot

15 something on the end that says whether other cenpelling
..

16 reasons exist for reactor operation.

"
17 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: The fact is that that

18 would let you ignore even significant deficiencier wit.F no

19 alternative compensa .ory action. The trouble is we ar not,

20 stuck with the damn phrase "alternativa com p ens at e ry ec:icr"

21 because it has become essential to define it in such r vsy

22 a s t o s a tisf y the Congressional concerns. :' t may voll 'e

'

23 that the last phrase sweeps it up. :

|

24 COMMISSIONEF HENDEIE.: You know, the othat
. ,

25 compelling reascns are not going to cut it. Ihat tr, I l

|

I

l
.
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1 can't see us looking at a plant in which there is

2 effectively nothin; out there in the way of emergency

3 planning, you know, abcve the present level anf up to the,

4 new guidelines and saying, well, they really need this
*

5 plant. It is coin 7 to cost them a mint on the one hand and

6 a reserve marginal below on the other. If they don't have

7 it, never mind. We are not going to have that situation

8 and, you know, the Governor calling up and saying, don't

9 shut it down, for God sakes, Murtle Beach will go dark and I

10 can ' t stand it. I just don't think we are coing to have

11 those things.

12 I think what you are ;oing to be lookin; for are

13 ways in which the licensee can carry out some actions that

i 14 help to compensate f or deficiencies in the locel planta, in

15 the state plants.

16 COMMISSIONER GIl!NSKY: What about sayin:

'17 comething like sufficiently adequate interi: c c m p c:n s n t e r y

18 actions?

19 COMMISSIONER HENO2II: How about 3 ppror.ria te

20 compensatory?

21 (Laughter.)

22 CH AIEv. A.i AEEA2NE: Listen, Vic is offerin

- 23 suf ficiently adequate.
,

24 CCi!575SIONE3 JILINSEY: Interin.
.

25 CHAIRMAN AHEAENE: Interim, fes.
.
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1 C3MMISSIONER BRADFORDs Why don't you drop

2 sufficiently.

3 (Lauchter.),

4 COMMISSIONER ERADFORD: I micht even buy

*

5 appropriate as long as I have interin along with it.

6 (Laughter.)

7 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Well, adequate interim

8 compensatory actions.

9 (Laughter.)

10 CHAIRZAN AHEARNE: Adequate interim compensatory

11 actions.
'

12 COEMISSIONER GILINSKY: I mean, that cets into the

13 f act is this something you put up with for so.metime but

1-4 wouldn't put up with indefinitely. But it has to be

15 some thing . It can 't be nothing. I mean, it has to pass

16 some test , and I hate to say the word "effectivenenss."

17 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Try appropriite.

18 (Laughter.)

19 COMMISSIONE? HENDEIE: I don't have a problem with

20 the injection of a note of in some fashict that enc does not

21 contemplate, you know, that such a si tu a tio n wc uld he

H satisfactory for 40 years of the stations of existance, just

- 23 as in the same way that on some of the generic cafany

24 issu es, why we have got fixc-s tha t are satisfactcry for the
.

25 time being on specific plants, but we want te do batter for
,

-

i

I
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1 the long tern and across the board. !,

)

2 What about the staff thrust here? What was the

3 sense in which the rule was prepared with this kind of.

4 language in it? Did you contempl,te that indeed interim
.

5 might turn out to be the lifetime of the license?

6 MR. GOLLEP.s No, I don't think that was the

7 intent. It was expected to be an interim ---

8 CHAIRV.AN AHEARNEs Adequate interin solution.

9 ER. GOLLER: To be general. Again, an exception !

10 quess can occur. Generally you would expect these to be

11 interim solutions, but one that is ade cate.

12 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: So the phrase " adequate

13 interim" would be acceptable?.

14 Ma GoLLEp: yes.

15 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: Well, we talked about

16 introducing a temperal element, and you can mar.e it an

17 interim alterna tive. Where did that language come trer

18 anyway?

19 CHAIEMAN AHEARNE: Vic proposed it.
1

i

1

20 COMMISSIOVER HENDEIE: No, no, the alternative, !

!

21 the word I can't say action.

I22 COM5ISSIONER BRADTOED: Compensatory action. That
1
1

*

23 has been in there a long time.

24 MR. BICKWIT: That has been in thare frc- t h e- )
25 s t a r t . *

|

1
|
l
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1 COMMISSONER HENDRIE: Alternative compencatory'

2 actions of an interim nation.

3 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Why don't we say 5hether.

4 adequate interim compensatory actions?
.

5 COMMISSONER'3RADF0FD: Fine.

6 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE. Vic? '

7 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Come on, Joe.. I went alonc

8 with expeditiously.
,

9 (Laughter.)

10 MR. PERKINS: I would just like to raise a

11 question. Do we need in all cases for that compansatory

12 action to ,be interim ? Are there no t places were we micht

13 run into a situation where the compensatory action would he

14 adequate and be satisfactory in the 1cng terc?
,

15 CHAIRMAN AhEARNE: Well, what Carl just answered,

16 Ken, was that the staff did not have in mind that beine

17 o t h a t than interim, that interi: is what in general war

18 mean t.

19 MR. GOLLER: In general wi th e xce p tion s.

20 :! R . FIRKIF5: I think there are exceptiocs te that

21 is what I as trying to say.

22 COMMISEICNER HENDRIE: If there are excaptions of

- 23 th a t kind then over tima NRC and FEMA staff will incorperata

24 those particular seasures ac alternative wayr of meetinc the
.

~ 25 guid elines.
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1 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: I would think so.

2 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: Because they are then up to

3 the standard that you want under the rule and the Guidelines.
.

4 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: That is right, and at that

- 5 point you are saying the deficiencies probably aren't
1

6 significant anyway.

7 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: And it is a terc deficiency

8 or only a technical one at best.

9 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Unless there is a real strong

10 objection, let us stick with adequate inter 1=.

11 Now, the other point, Peter, you had made in that

12 change I would say is that you struck the f a ct "will be

13 taken promptly" out. So it has been taken.

14 COMMISSIGHER BRADFORD: That is right. That is.

15 the cnly other change of substance. It seemed to me since

16 this was coming at the end of the four months that they had

117 h ad , and they hed been on notice th a t the plant was

18 inadequate, that at that point they really occht te have had

19 the chance in place.

20 3R. JAMCOCHIAN: Ihe problem with that, why that

21 was put in th ere , what if they had to order a con.tunication

22 ne twork . As a result of the exercise it came in 2nd they

. 23 had a-significant deficiency in their inability to

24 communicate properly. They secured the funds in ene way or
*

25 another and had to buy and can show a purchase ord+r far a
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1 whole new set of communications networks, or F.QDQ1GnCes or,

2 you know, you could think of a whole bunch of things that

3 are on order and will be taken promptly. That is why wa,

4 threw that in there.
*

5 MR. GOLLER: I don't see why the Com ission would
,

6 vant to make that decision now 'n general. It say you havs

7 the option here to make the choice one way or the other,

8 you, the Commissioner do. This would simply give you that

9' op tion .

10 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Depending upon the

11 circumstances at the time.

12 COMMISSIONER 3RADEGRD: You have convinced me .

13 Sa y no more.

14 CH AIRMAd AREARNE: So you would stay with th?ir ~

15 language?

16 COMMISSIONER READFORD: Yes.
1

17 CHAIRMAN AHEAENE: Fine.

18 MR. OCLLER: ".'e h a v e p o t a problem with the first

19 dele tion on that page, the third line, for the reactor in

20 ques tion .

21 COMMI55INER RE ADFORO: That one I would have said

22 was absolutely editorial.

- 23 CHAIRMAN AMEARNE: 'a' h a t is the probler?

24 MR. COLlEE: The deficiencies cculd b:- in the

25 state progra m , but not relative to the reactor i' question.
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' 1 This is now an amercency planning rule that is reactor

2 specific.

3 Ms. jag;3CHIAN: There was a big thrust between
,

4 concurrence and what we have got now. Concurrence used to
"

5 be' statewide. Now we are site specific.

6 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: 'd e ll , let's see. It says

7 in deciding whether to permit reactor operation. So

8 presumably it is being applied reactor by re, actor as you go
9 through the new process."

10 MR. GOLLES: It could be deficiencies in a state -

11 program.

12 CO3MISSIONER HENDRIE: Is it an dditorial or a

13 fundamental objectioni

14
"

COMMISSIONER ERADF0h2- I had thought it was ust

15 editorial, but now I have : something that I hadn't

16 realized was there and nos I am trying to think that throu;h.

17 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: I would su; gest that unless

18 you see something fundamental in it from your stena;cin: ---
,

-

1

19 COMMISSIONER 3RADFORD: Carl, are yru saying that ;

l

20 it is conceivable that there are deficiencies in a state |

21 plan that would not be significant for any civen reactor, or

22 that nicht be significant for one reactor and not 'not5cr.

23 23. GOLLER: Yes, sir.-

24 00tMISSIONE3 EE.10?CED: All right, laave it in.
.

.

25 CHAI3XAN AHEABNE: All right. |
|

=
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1 COM3ISSIONER HENDRII: I will vote for wh o next

2 chance. I think the pronoun ought to have the sEIe ---

3 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: We have already resolved that.

4 ad eq ua te .
~

5 COF.F.ISSIONER HENDRIE: Its instead of their.

6 CH AIRMAN A: RNE: Yes. We also made whatever

7 language we had already reached in the beginning should be

8 in their license.

9 C3XKISSIONER RRADFORD: Yes.

10 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: The last change you have on

11 that page is if it is determined th a t there are such

12 deficiencies such that ---

.

13 C0F.MISSIONER RE ADFORD: That is the one you all

14 have already kept in earlier.

15 CHAIRMAS AHEARNE: Fine.

16 MR. BICKWII: There is on* more iten on that

l'7 7 age. The last that we proposed is that i.'elerure 1 comes

18 af tar.

19 CHAIRMAN AREARNE: 317ht.

20 3R. EICKWII: I think that has to be chan;ed now

21 in light of your agreement.

22 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE Yes, it has to be

23 alterna tive- ---

24 CO M Y.ISSIG N ER BRADFORD: The same phrase.
.

25 CHAIRFAN AHEARNE: Instead of alterna iva it is
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1 adequate interi.t.

2 MR. SICKWIT: But then as you go devn through that

3 sentence I think you need to reflect th a t in the sentence as,

t

4 well. You say, "The Commission will examine sts.te plans,
.

5 local plans or licensee plans to determine whether f eatures

6 of one plan can compensate for deficiencies in another plan

I so that the level of protection for the public health and

8 safety is" and I think you have to strike " equivalent" ---

9 COMMISSIGNER HENDRIEs And say adequate.

10 MR. BICKWIT: Adequate.

11 CH7I2"AN AHEABNE: Peter?

12 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Yes, that ic all rige c.

13 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Fine.

14 hh. JAMGOCHIAN: Uhet other cnange did you make on
,

15 that Enclosure 1 other than equivalent to adequate?

16 CHAIRMAN AREAENE: Interim adequate. He was

17 quoting alternative compensatory action. "e heva .c w

18 changed those to adequate interim compensato ry actions' So.

19 tha t _ vas th a phrasa.

20 M S . J A MG.^ .H: ',N : .ank you."

21 MB. G0 user: n tt . hottom of page 5 th?re is an

22 editorial ch ange .

23 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: That we had already previcusly-

24 addressed on page 4 I guess it is.
,

25 '4 R . GOLlEE: There is another one helev that.

-
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I 1 COMMISEIONER HENDRIE: When you rotyped 715 you

2 cleaned tha t up. Get back in the base copy, ;oddtanit.

f 3 (Lauchter.)

4 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Okay, page 7. I guess the
.

5 first one is on considered judgment.

6 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: Is this editorial or does

7 it reflect considered judgment?

8 COM.MISSIONER BRADFORD: Purely in the direction of

9 humility.

10 (Laughter.)

11 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: On the top of page 7 ve vill

12 accept that editorial comment.

13 Now, in the middle, I am not sure what the

14 striking of " ibid" does.

15 CO.MMISSIONER BRADFORD: Well, it is consistent

16 with Victor's bias acainst Latin. It is one thing if you

17 put ibid in a footnote and you are referring back to the one

18 richt above it but if ---

19 CHAIRMAS AHE3RNE: I am not sure vhat it + ant.

.

20 COMMISSIONE7 BRADFORD: That is what was troublir;

21 me. If you put it in 4 parentheses and ycu sort of have to .

22 CFAIROA5 AREARNE: Mike, doas it have so e stron:

'

23 meaning ?

24 MR. JAdG3CHIAN: The lawyers told,re to put it in.
,

25 (Laughter.)
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1 MP. SICKWIT: I am agreeable to reviring my

2 position.
.

3 (Laughter.).

4 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Let's strike tnat.
.

5 Now, I had a problem, Peter, with your next

6 change. You have the Commission assessing the course of an

7 accident rather than laying the responsibility on the

8 licensee to have the means and procedures to assess the

9 course of an accident.

10 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Okay, how about just

11 making that instead of "must be able" go tack to ".e. u s t know

12 that proper means and procedures will be in place."

13 CHAIRhAN AHEARNE: I would have no problem with

14 that.

15 C3Hh!SSIONER 3RADFORD: So it reads "The

16 Commission must know that proper means and trocedures vill

L.
17 be in place.

18 CHAIRMAN AREARNE: Right.

19 The rest of it is just editorial. What he ic

20 striking is " firmly believes" and "in a p osi ti o n . " "e is

21 saying the Commission must '. n o v .<

22 Does anybody see that as other tnan an editorial

'

23 modifica tion?

24 CO.*.2ISSIC.'IE R B R A DFORD : so. I think enc? you do
.

25 that it makes sence to strike the ces -he chan.es that :
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I(; made on down through because of the "know that formulation"

2 is consistent with the "that's."

3 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: All right.
,

('-
,

4 ER. GOLLER: Can we read that sentence?
'

5 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: "In order to discharge

8 ef fectively its statutory responsibilities, the Commission

7 .tust know that" and then as it is.
.

8 COMMISSIONER 3RADFORD: The proper means and

9 procedures, that is right. Then it is the same all the way

10 d o wn .

11 MR. JAMG0CHIEN: Except down to effective. Do you

12 van t that " adequate" protective actions?

13 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: That is right.

'
14 CHAIR 5AN AHEARNE: Yes.

15 MR. J13G0CHIAN Do you still vant to delete "can

16 and will be taken"?

I'7 COMMISSION ER 3RADFORD: No, I think I was leavin;

18 th a t back in.

19 CHAIRZAi AHEARNE: Y3s, leave evervthinc in. Sc

20 it really is an editorial chan;s.

21 Okay, page 9 I think is the next chan7e rug;ssted.

22 Any objections to deleting "anple"?

- 23 (No response.)

24 CH;.IS AN AHEAENE: Hearing none, all right, cele:6
.

25 "am ple . "
.
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1 "The Commission notes considerations generally

2 relate to a one-time decision on siting that tends to

3 obligate future officials."
,

4 Any objections to "tends to oblicate future
.

5 officials"?

G (No response.)

7 CHAIRMAK AHEARNE: Hearing none, delete it.

8 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: What ---
.

9 COMMISSIOJER BRADF0FD: What am ! up to?

10 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: What does it mean?

11 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: That didn ' t seen to me to

12 be quite the way to say what a one-time decision en siting

13 does . I mean, I guess it does commit the site.
,

14 COMMISSIGNER HENDRIE: It may o r m ay not ---

15 COMMISSIONER ERADFORD: It doesn't really create

16 an y ---

17 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: any sensa of etli:ation.---

.

18 COMMISSIONER ERADFORD: Ihat is right. I: is a
.

19 minor.

20 CHAIR #AN AHEARNE: The next chance, etcut the only

21 ' thin g I saw thare was that it eliminatnd Lan's Word

22 " flexibility." I wasn't sure wh ether tha t was a concern.

23 MR. B ICK '4 !T : Not for me.-

24 CHAIRPAN AHEARNE: Does anybody else have any
.

25 questions on the next change?
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1 (No response.)

2 CHAIRMAN AHE?.ENE: The next big deletion, and

3 frankly I at not sure what the significance of it was-

4 staying in so I can't really address the significance of it
.

5 coming out.

6 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Well, you have'come pretty

7 close to it. The first sentence seemed to me to mean

8 nothing. If anything, it was there simply as a hook to hang

9 the second one on. Somehow it seems to se that that phrase

10 "even if the regulator is less than certain that harm is

11 otherwise inevitable" was more apologetic than I wanted to

12 be.

13 MR. BICKWIT: It is our proposal and we have no

"

14 problem with deleting it.

15 COMMISSIONER GILI iSXY: That is cood.

16 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: All right.

17 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: What about tne intervening

18 pages here? -

19 CHAIEXAN AHEA?NE: Well, I am going thrcugh all of

20 the comments tha t were given to me and none of those

21 interveninc pages have any cc nente on then.

22 C3MMISSI3NER GILINSKY: Someone didn't cive t h s .-

'

23 t o y o u .

24 (Laughter.)
.

25 ' CHAIF?AN AHEARNE: They wer?n't ;ive.. tc Sam
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1 ei th e r . We have been through all of there pa;ec =any times.

2 The next set of comments I have is on pace 14

. 3 MR. JA$G0CHIAX: That was deleted from the last

4 version.
.

5 CHAIRhAN AHEARNE: Yes.
*

6 MR. JAMG0CHIAN: We received information that that

7 was no longer applicable.

8 CHAIR?.AN AHEARNE: Okay. The next is on page 20.

9 Peter, what was the significance of the deletion, or I can

10 ask the staf f what was the sicnificance of the inclusion.

11 CDP.MISSIONER BRADFORD It just didn't say

12 anything to me that I hadn't either found somewhere else c

13 just didn 't find very important to the rule. It wasn't that

14 I had a very strong objection to it if othare like it.

15 COMMISSIONER HINDRII: If the staff is at all fond

16 of it I would tend to leave it in. It seems to ne that it
.

17 is factual.

18 (Lauchter.)

19 c:2 . BICKWII: I guecs it ic ou rs a nd we d on ' t care.

20 C3?MISSIONER BRADFORD: If it turns it it t h e.

21 lawyers instead of the tecnnical staff ---

22 (Lauchter.)

*

23 CH AIR'/ AN AHEARNE: What did you have in T.ind, Len?

24 MR. BICKRIT: I don't quits recollect what ! ". a. d
.

25 in mind.
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1 COMMISSIGNER HENDEIE: If cone of this is coming

2 up f rom OGC on' the basis tha t it helps clarify the casis for
~

,

3 this rule and thereby perhaps may be useful in turning 'c ack

4 some future challenge on the rule in court, why ! don't want

*

5 to be taking out some of your litigators ' bricks th a t he may

6 want to build a base on.

7 MR. 3ICK'4IT: If you want it in there, don't do it

8 for us.

9 (Laughter.)
.

10 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Take it out.

11 (Laughter.)- ,

12 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Okay. Twenty-one, I think that
9

13 was a good change.

14 Any problems anybody?

15 (No response.)
.

16 CHAIRMAN AHEAENE: All right, 22.
f

17 COMMISSIONEF 3RADFORD: I think if we have already

18 settled on the 00C version there may be no poin- in going

19 back to this. I hadn 't in any casa caught ur with the

20 version in which the discussion of alternative ";" h ad been

21 modified.

22 CHAIEMAN ARIAENE: This really is the place to cet

23 back to Len's version of Enclosure 2..

24 COMMIESIONEE 3RACF0ED: Eight.
.

25 CHAI??AN AHEAENE: I think his enclocure is
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1 adequate.

2 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Yes. I don't have any

3 difficulty now with going with Len's version and then.

4 picking up the alternative "R" discussion as it appears in
.

5 the latest draft.

6 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: So that would be the first

7 sentence. Then Enclosure 2 put in and then continue and it

8 follows on from there.

9 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: All righ t. -

10 Are you two guys keeping up with all of this?
,

11 MR. GOLLER: We are trying to keep a step ahead of

12 y ou .

13 COMMISSIONER 3RADFORD: Yes, what they are

14 realizing is that the next page is something more than-

15 editorial .

16 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Now the bottom on paqs 22 vhere

1 17 we have ---

18 COMMISSIONER 3RA0 FORD: What I am cu;gestinc there

19 in terms of the rule as it stands is thsy ar^ perfcCtly

20 right, the Comsission's choice was I think alternative "E".

21 CH AIR!! A N AHEARNE: Right.

22 00HMISSIGNER RRADFORD: I just fol: =cre

23 comf ortable with ss ying that measures -- and I don': vant to

24 completely dismiss reasures to prctect property. I agree
.

25 that ;rotectine the puhlic health and rafety i r r.O r e
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1 important, and I certainly wouldn't ever want the public

2 health and safety to be sacrificed to protect property, but

. 3 at the same time I don't think that protecting procerty

4 should be a complete after thought if there are measures

5 that in some way would lessen the property or lescen the

6 extent of the clean-up. I don't know what they are offhand,

7 but I don't see any reason not to require them.

8 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: The question is whe.t you ;iven

9 directions on developing a protective action approach
.

10 previously regulations used to have sort of a balancing of

11 protect the public and property and this yea r was a cha;.ge-

12 and it was going to say protect the problem. That is the

13 primary thing.

14 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDs Yes.

15 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: How could you take action

16 to pr 9Ct property?

17 COMMISSIONER BEADFORD: I don't know. If there is

18 in f act no action available then obviously the point is teot.

19 CHAIR AN AHEARNE: We did go cut as one of the set

20 of alternatives and asked the public tc adiress their

21 comments.

20 CC::MISSIONEE 3R ADFORD: Fo, that is also correct.

- 23 W h a t I am really suggesting here is that I at 1 cast in the

24 abstract, not knowin; wnether there are effective ways to
.

25 protect property or not, had rethou;ht that questi7n and v 1.7
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1 no longer as confortable as I had been with the proposition

2 that we should explicitly say don't worry about protectinc

3 property.,

4 I certainly wouldn't want to get into the
.

5 situation where we were telling the reactor operator to

6 trade of f considerations about the workings of the plant

7 against the public health and safety. If there were

8 protective seasures available to protect pro perty that rade

9 sense I didn't see any reason not to tell people -- we are

10 still telling people explicitly not to think about them.

11 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: It seems to me property

12 protect' ion comes at the reactor end in contro111nc

13 releases. Once release has taken place, which is the

14 assumption of this rule, I don't really see what measures

15 one can taken to protect property.

16 CHAIE2AN 53 .1D FO R D : let ce go back to ths

17 historical issue hare. The previous regulation vi used to

18 have had both words in there. The issue was whether we

19 should keep them linked together or not.

20 Can you think of anything, Joe?

21 COMMISSIONEF HENDRIE: u ll, I voted to take th ee

22 property out of it and just say, you know, aftor ytu have

- 23 protected public health, why if there are other thiner zou

24 find useful to do that helps the property situation ---

.

25 COMMISSIONER GIIISSEY: We ceuld iragina

!

|
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1 protecting animals.

2 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: ' Jell, I don ' t know. I

3 suppose there are some possible situations where you could-

4 get into some kind of a balancing act. Suppose you have got
.

5 yourself a toot of radiciodine in a containment and you had

6 pulled people out of a sector and you have got a f airly

7 decent, you know, not too strong and not too light vind

8 coing out that way and you have cleared people out for five

9 miles or something. Then the question comes up, as long as

10 they are out of the way why don't we get rid of that lead

11 rather than have it there and available to leak ever the

12 nex t ---

13 COMMISSIONER GIIINSKY: But that is at the
_

14 reactor. It would be, it seems to me, subject tc this rule.

15 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE4 '*e ll , when you talk ateut

16 property I assume that applies on down the line. an not
~

,

l'7 sure you can really construct a sensible scanaric, but at

18 least it appears to me possible that one could cenetruct a

19 scen ario.

20 CHAIRMAN AHEAENE: Mike.

21 MP. JAMG0CHIAN: The topic or the heading of the

22 paragraph that talks to this is rationale for the
.

3 alternatives tnat were chosen in the final rule. Teu cid

24 choose alternative "E". .
.

25 C3MMISSICNER BEADF0F3: u nd errta nd that, fike.

.
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1 *dhat I am saying is that I have rethought that.

2 COMMISSIONE3 HENDEIE: He was changing'his mind.

3 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: If things were in here in
.

4 the reverse order it vould be making more sense to you
.

5 because you would come to the changes I would prefer to make

6 ir the alternative. I didn't in fact make them here because

7 it seemed to me if the Commission didn't agree on this point

8 there wasn't any point in coing and rewriting the rule a.s

9 well. That is I recognize a substantive chance.

10 CHAIRNAN AHEARNE: I am still happy with the

11 alternative "B" in this case. Peter, you would rather go

12 with alternative "A" I don't want to make it pej'orative--

13 -- but it would link possibly with public health and safety.

14 COMMISSIONEE BRADFORD: That is right. The

15 statement would be alternative "A" that public health and

16 saf ety should take clear precedence ever actions to protect

l'7 property. I was just sa yi'n g don't leave'it cut. ! will

18 tell you, if ncbody can think of situation: in which that

19 makes much difference, then I would withdraw this

20 suggestion. I had assumed that the re wa s sc.t.e scr- of

21 package of property measures that in effect pecple vere nov

22 being told to forget about.

23 MP. KENNEKE: The damaging fset is that it is an-

24 effort to avoid public exposure. That is why it i .e
*

.

. 25 damacing. In a sense it is subsumed under the alt?rnative.
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1 COMMISSIONER BRADFCRD. That is ri;ht. that is a

2 linkage I certainly wouldn't want to create. As I say, I

3 had assumed that somewhere behind all this was some.

4 discussion of measures that could be taken.
.

5 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: I may be completely mistaken,

6 but as I recall what is behind it all is th a t when we went

7 back and we were going through the original regulations the

,8 words were linked.

9 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: That is right.

10 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: We phrasey the question why

11 keep them so inexorably linked?

12 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Right..

13 CHAIRhAN AEEARNE: Why not just concentrate on

14 public health and safety. ~ That ended up in a Commission

15 discussion, well, we will have to make that an alternative.

16 CCF"ISSIONER BRADFORD: I am sure that is richt.

I'7 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: I will tell you where rc=e

18 possibilities come in. If you take alternative "A" snd it

19 sa y s here licensee to outline corrective T.e a su r e s to gravent

20 da: age to onsite and off site property as well as health

21 protective measures. You are now going to have licensees

22 who are going to be challenged on the basis that they don't

'

23 have suitable evacuation and sheltering plans for dairy

24 h e r d s . So I think farm animals are in fact a placa. !
.

25 think we cupht 'a protect pecple.---
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1 COMMIS? TONER BRADFORD: I must say I hadn't
:

2 thought of that.

3 C0hMISSIONER HENDRIE: but I am not convinced---
.

4 that I would hang a plant because he can't show that he can
.

5 evacuate the guy's, you know, price livestock. It seems to

6 me the livestock loss becomes, what is it, a tort claim? is

7 that a correct way to state it, or whatever.

8 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD A Price-Anderson claim.

9 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: You know, never mind having

10 a fleet of trucks that roll up to herd the cattle aboard and

11 get them out. There are a lot of other thincs to worry

12 about.

13 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: I gather than ycu would stick

14 with ---

15 CJMMISSIONER HENDRIEs I would stick with "3" and

16 I would stick with it the wa y it was written.

~

17 ' C07.MISSICNER GILD SKY I qusss se, yes.

18 COM.MISSONER HENDRII: Peter, as I rait, it is not

19 inconceivable to sa that you want to devise a ccencio in

20 which there was some kind of balancing, but no ?. uc h .

21 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: In that case then the last

22 sentence of the paragraph would co back in.

- 23 CHAIRMAN AREAPNE: All right. The n the next

24 change ---
.

25 C07.?ISSIONER 3RADF0FD: I am sorry that these even
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1 got in he re, but about two-thirds of the way through I just

2 got exasperated at the fact that we were capitalizing the

3 word " state.".

4 MR. KENNEKE: The NRC style manual cacitalizes it.
.

5 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: The NBC style manual

'

6 capitalizes state? Do you know on what basis? It is

7 clearly wrong.

8 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: I was going to comment en

9 your testimony, John. Now, get tnose states capitalized.

10 (Laughter.)

11 MR. GOLLER: Page 23, deletion of " proposed" ---

12 COMMISSIONER BRADFCRD: That stays in.

13 COMMISSIONER SRADFORD: I w! 11 tak e it up with the

.

14 style manual.

15 (Laughter.)

| 16 COMMI3SIONER GILINSKY: Are we on pa;a 24?
r

.

17 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Twe n ty -f ive .

18 CD MISSIONER CILI!.SKYa Well, there is stuff on

19 23 We talked a little bit about possibly shifting ov9r

20 part of one 15-minute period over to the other 15-cinute

L 21 period.

22 COMMISSINER HENDRIE: Yec, th e re w as t al:- at one

'

23 poin t about trimming things back and forth a littic bit. I

24 d o n ' t know. The staff talked about it, I know. I think ycu
.

25 ended up
"

---
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1 ER. JA!G0CHIAN: I believe it veht to 10 to 20.

2 COMMISSINER GILINSKY: Yes.

3 MR. JAMG0CHIANs 'It stayed the same.
..

4 'COEMISSIONER HENDEIE: I think you decided it was

*

5 better off ---

6 - C3HMISSIONER GILINSKY: Why is that? Why don't

7 you leave them in both the way they were?

8 CHAIRMAN AREARNE: You mean the 15 minutes?

9 C3MMISIONER GILINSKY: Yes. They shifted, say, 10.

10 and 20 or 5 and 25.

11 MR. GOLLES: I think you are trying to refine

12 precision in to these numbers tha t just doesn't exist.

13 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Except that these are two

14 'very different periods. One of them involves just an

15 automatic call to a state once you have made a certain

16 determina tion at the reactor and there is nothing more to

'

17 think about. If you call and announce a certain kind of

18 emergency you are required to call the state. That is it .

19 I don't see why that ought to take : ore than five minutas.

20 The other one is a different precess which involves the

21 state's apparatus and some judcment on their part. I cuess

22 I would shif t over at least five minutes and maybe more f c-

23 the utility's 15 sinutes over to add to the state'r 15.

24 minutes.
.

25 ER. GOLLER: Well, the utility has te have sens

.
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5 1 time just mechanically to go through the motions of

2 accomplishing the no tification , dialing the telephone and

3 beyond tha t getting to a telepone..

4 MR. JAMGCCHIAN: Che second 15 minutes is a
.

5 capability.

6 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: I think what Commissioner

7 Gilinsky is saying is that if 30 minutes was the block of

8 time that you would be more comfortable with the state and

9 local governments having 20 minutes t-o make their decision

10 and the utilities having ten minutes to decide to notify

11 their ---

12 COMMISSIONE3 CILINSKY: As a matter of fact, I

13 would even go further than that because the first one of

14 these calls is just an automatic call.

15 COMXISSIONER HENDRIE: It may not be one call. Do

~6 we have emergency planners close at hand? Does anybody know?
.

17 MR. GOLLER: Well, in most cases it would be more

18 than one call because they could be made in parallel in some

19 cases.

20 CHAISEAN AHEAENE: I guess my uneare is kt .a t it

21 this stage I find it hard to believe that five ninutes is

22 coing to be the critical make or break, and it could wall te

'

23 t ha t the oifference between 13 and 10 is a cajcr n v

24 bu rd e n . I guess I am a little uneasy abcut ccinc ---
.

25 COMMISSIONEE GILI;iSKY: I find that very hard to
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1 believe in the case o'f the utility, but for the sta te, qu

2 rou pointed out, Joe, needs to know what sort of an

3 announcement it is going to make and so on. I think a.

4 little more time would be extremely useful.
.

5 In one case, you know, it is an automatic call

6 that just says we have declared a genera 1' emergency.

7 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: It may be several calls.

8 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: What is it that they are

9 required to do in the 15 minutes?

10 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: If, for instance, the

11 d'if f erence be tween 10 and 15 minutes required additional

12 telephone lines and utility people to say things

13 similtaneously, why I would say, wait a minute that is ---

14 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: There are two separate issues-

15 you are raising. One is shouldn't the state and local

16 covernments have additional time. Che second is why

17 shouldn't the utilities have to respond faster.

18 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Well, I don't want to,

19 expand this half-hour period.

20 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Why?

21 COMM.ISSIONER GILINSKY: Well, f or the same rea ser

22 yo u just gave for not wanting to move the 15 cinut=s. "a
|

23 have been th rough this for a long ':ime and discussin; this. !
-

24 CHAIRY.AN AHEARNE: All of our comments w+ net f r a .?
.

25 st a t e 2-4 local people were in the directicn of c<candir~.

I

-
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1 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Expanding their period?

2 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Their period.

3 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Yes, and I guess I would<

4 keep the overall half hour and at a minimum shift over five
.-

5 minutes to the state where I think it would be welcome

6 certainly.

17 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Well, I would be willing to add

8 an additional five minutes to the state. I don't see any

9 good reason for it.

10 COMMISSIONEE GILINSKY: Vell, it is kind of odd to

11 have a 35 minute period. Let's find out. What is it the
~

12 utility has to do in those 15 minutes?

13 MR. JAMGCCHIAN: I believe it is just a

1-4 notification to state and local government authorities. I

15 am sure it is more than one call, but that, as you pointed

16 o u t , can be done automatically. I think they put a card

l'7 into some sort of thing on the phone and five, seven or

18 eigh t calls go out automatically. They prerecord a kind of

19 message.

20 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: You see after they havs

21 already made tha t decision that they are in a genaral

22 emergency they don't then have to think should us te ---

.

23 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: Ihat is right. I just

24 wondered whether there were several calls -- well, just this
.

25 concern that John voiced, whe the r the rs tu rn e d cut t h e.- to

,
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1 be something of significance in terms of hardwa re and cet-up

2 requirements between 10 and 15 minutes; that is, is there a

3 cut-off in there and that is why I was peering out to see if
.

4 va had a handy emergency planner in the audience.
.

5 Do you want to take a crack at it? Fow bad a pain

6 is it for utilities coming down to 10 from 15 mir utes?

7 MR. PAGANG: It depends on the situaticn there is

8 no easy answer to the problem. It cuts both ways. Thsre

9 are circumstances where the state laws are such that you

10 must notify the state emergency management agency first.

11 That is usually a single call and they get to,the

12 surrounding counties, but there are other localitiss where

13 the local jurisdictions must be notified directly'from the

14 utility first. In that case there may be more than five.

15 There may be ten. It depends on the utilities. It depends

1S on the local jurisdictional requirements. It depend s on the

l'7 number of counties in the EEZ. I can't give you s clear

18 answer to this. Uc took >Ae conpromise positicn.

19 COMMISSIGNEE GILINSKY. Are these separate phens

20 calls or is this done automatically?

21 MR. P A G ." N O : Well, here again, that is gcing to

22 ce rtainly depend upon on the town. Ycu can't always arrange

- 23 in some telephone jurisdictions to make sinultaneous phone

24 csils.
.

25 COMMISSIONER GILINSTY: Are they required in these
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1 15 minutes to make all of those phone calls?

2 MR. PAGANO: Yes, sir. They are required to make

3 the decision to m ak e the phone calls..

4 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Mike, I would prefer to keep
.

5 the 15 to 15. I would go to 15 to 20.

6 MR. PAGANO: Speaking from the practical extreme

7 point of view at the moment we would prefer to stick to the

8 15 to 15 agreement.
.

9 COMMISSIOXER GILINSKY: Okay.

10 MR. JAMG3CHIAN: None of the states came in and

11 really said 25 minutes or 20 minues would help us cut a

12 grea t deel more than 15.

13 MR. PAGANO: That is true, but you don't have one

14 utility saying that he can cet away with five.

15 MR. GOLLER: As I recall, the 10 and 20 rplit wac

16 raised by one of the panelists from the state speaking. I

1'7 personally got the im pression it was raised almost

18 facetiously, the point beinc that it was such a shcrt r=ried

19 o f time that 7.n extra five minutes one way cr the ether just

20 wouldn ' t affect them.

21 CHAI2 MAN A"_.*ENE: Shall we stick with the 15 and

ZZ 15?
'

23 COMMISICNER GIL!hXSY: I am not sure I fellow

24 that, but I will stick with the 15 and 15.
.

25 CHAIRMAN AEEA3NE: Okay, 25.
-
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1
1 COMMISSICNER RBAOFORC: The revised form is all 1

l
.

2 right.

3 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Fine..

4 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: T wen ty-fi ve .

.

5 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: He hadn't had the new version.

6 The new version is okay with him.

7 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: What do you mean the new

8 version?

9 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: It changed.

10 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: My change is just to 275-2.

11 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: 27.

12 C3hMISSIONER HENDEIE: No, 25.

13 CHAIRMAN AHEAENE: '4h a t ?

14 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: The paragraph at the bottom.

15 CHTIRMAN AHEARNE: I am sorry, you are richt.

16 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: I have had a note out since

l'7 th e 18th saying, look, the way that firrt" sentence reads ,

18 yo u have an accident and you get sufficient product: in the

19 containment and you say that will warrant inmediate .cutlic

20 notification. Good. Then it says ". and a decision. .

21 based on the circumstances of appropriate protection

22 action. " 'a'a i t a s in u te , you mean you are Oing to decide te

- 23 take protective action every time you get fiscicn products,

1
1

24 in the conta,inment? So. You are going to notify cc people
-

25 ca n listen to their radios and you are goin; to consider
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1 what you are going to do then.

2 This sentence reads strongly like a compulsion to

3 take protective action if you get a significant amcunt of.

4 fission products in the containment and it is
.

5 inappropriate. You are certainly going to consider what you

6 are going to do but let 's not precommit.
~

7 Failure of the containment building just creates

8 this splendid image of the whole thing splitting cpen like a
.

9 rotten melon and what you are worried about is some leakage,

10 damn it.

11 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: I guess I have less problen

12 with your failure. Let me go back to your first.

13 COMMISSIONEF HENDRIE: Yes.

1-4 CHAIEMAN AHEARNE: You are talkinc about an

15 .tecident which does have severe fuel degredation and ycu

16 don't think that that would require some decision?

17 COMMISSIONEE HENDEIE: I don't think it would

18 warrant immediately public notificaticn and a decision for

19 protective action.

20 CH A IR F. AN AREAENE: Appropriate protective sc icn.

21 (Lauchter.)

22 CC MISSIONEE ERALF0FD: Now here I think the word

'

Z3 " appropriate" is right.
,

24 (Lauchter.)
.

25 COMMISSIONEE EEADFCED: No, it is.
,
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1 MS. KENNEXEa It is not clear to me whose

2 decision. I suqqest the wording like any decision by the
,

3 licensee whether to recommend a protective action..

4 CHAIRMAN AHEARNEs It says here it would warrant
.

5 public notification.

6 58. KENNEKE: That they have stuff in the

7 containment, but they also need to know whether it is

8 serious enough, and the first recommendation is going to

9 come from them.

10 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: You don't need to deal with

11 whether the licensee is goin g to recomm.end and so on. The

12 poin t I am just making is the reason you have got a
,

13 containment is so you can contain the fission products.

14 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Sure.

15 COMMISSIONEP HENDRIE: If when you get th em there

16 never mind there is a containment, you are going to decide

17 th a t people should run or even go to th e baseren:. 'J ai t a

18 minu te, that is why we put the building there in the first
\

19 place so thay wouldn't have to d:: that. You woull li '< e

20 people notified so they are alert, so that th+ system is on

21 alert and they are listening to their radios and you ther

22 cert ainly are goin; to consider what action you take next.

'

23 Should you start a set or protective action of a

24 precautionary type or shouldn't you?
_

25 CHAIRMAY AREA?NE: I guess it is a c;ntinuu: cf
.
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I decisions.f

2 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: That is right, but this

3 language commits you to decide to take protective actions,
,

4 or I am afraid it appears to.
'

5 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Isn't telling people just

6 to stay alert and tuned in and be ready to go ---

7 COMMISSIONER HENDPIE: No.

8 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: No what?

9 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: No, it is n o t .-

10 (Laughter.)
.

11 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: I see.

12 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: If you get these

13 circumstances they would warrant immediate public
,

1-4 notification and a decision for appropriate protective-

15 action.

16 CH A IR.". A N A H E A R N E : Your concern is that that seems

l'7 to lead to requiring a final decision?

18 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: That is right. XPat I am

19 sa ying is it oucht to read would warrant immediate public

i3 notification and consideration based on the particular

21 circumstances of a pprop ria te protective action because f

22 the potential for leaksce of tha container.

- 23 CHAIEEAN AHEA5NE: Eut you vould agree that t..a t

24 consideration would could entail initially in the
.

25 notifica tion a varning of stay insid3 and listen tc your
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(j 1 radio?

2 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: Cf course. I just don't

3 want to automatically . commit to protective action...

b
4 CH AIRMAN AHEABNE: Additional protective action.

.

5 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: What additional protective

6 action?
'

7 CHAIBMAN AMEARNE: Well, for example, listening to

8 the radio is protective action.

9 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: No, I don't regard that as

10 protective action. I regard that as notification and then

11 you go listan to our radio and find out whether you should

12 do anything.

13 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Well, I don't know. It

( 14 certainly requires immediate public notification and

15 consideration of the decision.

16 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Absolutely. I guess it

l'7 sounds reasonable enough. Frobably we cucht not to be

'18 specifying here precisely what One cucht to be dcing.

19 CHAIR!!AN AHEARNE: Peter?

20 COMM!ESIONER 3RADFORD: It seems reasonable tc

21 me. I guess I don't see that auch difference in the sense

22 tat if you consider something you are then ;cino to have to

'

23 decide up or down on it. So you are going to be driven in

24 almost the same direction. If this languace 1: in here ,
.

25. th a t is fina.
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/ 1 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: 27. Now, it is socewhat

2 adjusted, but the section that a ppears marked 'sp is still

3 the secton on the new page 27..

4 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: I have already retreated
.

5 from the phrase.

6 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Okay.

7 MR. GOLLER: Mr. Chairman, back on pace 25 you did

8 say that.the word " appropriate" there is the proper word?

9 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: Yes.

10 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: On 25, yes, we took Joe's

11 suggestion. We got a suggestion and we took it.

12 MR. GOLLER: I am a little concerned when we go

13 through this entire document after this that we are going to

1-4" find other uses of the word " appropriate" and se on.

15 COMMISSINER HENDRIE: If they are appropriate use

16 th em .

17 (Laughter.)

18 CH AIRf. Ah AHEARNE: I think there is one clear .

19 plare whera you should change it and that is we sddressed it
.

20 right in the beginning in that particular ph rase that

21 Commissioner Bradf ord addressed, appropriate prctective

ZZ measures.
-

23 MS. GOLLEF: If we find that anywhere elre, havinc

24 overicoked it ---

.

25 CHAI? MAN AEEARNE: I think it shifts to adequate.
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4

/ 1 CO M MISSIO h'ER BRADFORD: Carl, if it seems to you

2 that it ought to be changed anywhere else I think you ought

3 to check with the Commissioners before making the change.,

4 You did find one place where I had missed it but I would be
.

5 surprised if there were many because I did make the change a

6 number of times.

7 MR. GOLLER: Well, I would be concerned about just

8 one more.

9 COMMISSINER BRADFORD: If you find one more why

10 also change it.

11 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Do you have a specific one more?

12 MR. GOLLER: No.

13 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: 'lell , that is I think the
.

1-4 qualify control assurance review that I guess you guys do at

15 the end on any of these documents.

16 Page 31. I think that was ---

17 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: John, you have cet me.

18 CHAI? MAN AHEARNE: Page 23. '4 h a t is the

19 significance ?

20 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: It is not 3 matter of

21 great importance, but it seems to me that there may be

22 situ ations in whicn if we were to want to fund the state

23 gove rnmen t in sone way related to, I don't know, radiation-

24 instrumentation or somethin; of that sort, I would.'t want
.

)25 to be precluded frem that by the ar;ument that that var an
l

1
1
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1 emergency preparedness function and was not exclusively<

2 related to FEM;. I mean, I ahree with the 'casic thrust of
i

3 this.
,.

4 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: All right, 30, states again.

5 That is a style change.*

6, Thirty-one I think we have addressed already.

7 COMMISSIONER ~BRADFORD: Yes, both changes.

8 Thirty-one is the place where Carl caught the " adequate."

9 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: Peter's 31 appears over on

10 page 32.

11 MR. GOLLER: These words on 31, I think these are

12 the ones you struck.

13 MR. PERKINS: Strike the word " favorable" before

14 FEMA then it will be consistent with our other changes.

15 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: Strike the word what?

16 MR. PERKINS: Favorable in front of FEMA.

17 CHAIRMAN AHEAENE: !i e l l , actually the language we

18 end up with was a FEMA finding will constitute a echut:7.tla

19 presumption on the cuestion of adequacy.

20 COMMISSIONER READFORD: %'h a t e ve r len's langu1:e

21 was it should just appear here.

22 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Hike, do ycu have thst?

. 23 MR. JAeGCCHIAN: Yes.

24 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: All richt, 3^.
.

25 COMMISSIONER RRADFORD: Don't even pause for that.
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1 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Forty-three which is really

2 35. Yes, 35. I think we already addressed that.

3 COMMISSIONER HENDFII: Right, we put adeguato.

4 interim in there.
.

5 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: And/or will be taken promptly,

6 and we dropped compelling reasons, absence of good faith, I

7 think. Peter?

8 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Where are you, John?

9 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: This is on your page 34 which

10 is really'35. It is,32 with states.

11 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: No, I am scrry. You had

12 said 33.

13 CHAIBZAN AHEARNE: I am sorry.

'

14 COM5ISSIOhER BRADFORD: Yes, that is right. 7hese

15 are taken ca re of.

16 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Now, Carl, I am assumin; you

17 h a d sent up the comments on FE"A and changes and you .have

18 alread y made those in this final version.

19 MR. GOLLER: Yas.

20 CHAIR /.AN AHEARNE: hext ---

21 COMMISSIONER 3RADFORD: Thirty-reven is agair

22 take n ca re of .

-

23 CHAIRMAN AHEAENE: Yas.

24 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: let's ree, that e r. e nov
.

25 appears on what pace because there is ancther adequate

|
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1 interim over here and I am losing track.

2 .48. GCLLER: The very last line of 36.

3 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Than it goes over to 39.
.

4 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: It is just adequate interis

5 instead of alternative f or compensating actions at the-

6 bottom.

.
7 C3MMISSIONER BRADFORD: Len, does it do anything

8 for the concern that I guess Victor had earlier down toward

9 the bottom of 38 1,f you say whether other regulatory action
10 is approprate instead of whe ther other enforcement action is

11 appropriate?

12 MR. B ICK'4 IT : It doesn't do anything for me. I

13 don' t have any problem with regulatory. I just don't think

14 enforcement action is taken only for punitive reasons.

15 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: I agree with that.

16 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Your change on 47 I ga th er ---

17 COMYISSIOhER HENDRIE: It looks to me like these

18 questions of the capitalization ---

19 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: I think the one in the

20 second line I would insist on.

21 (Laughter.)

22 MR. GOLLER: That correction had slready been :s ic.
1

|

23 CHAIEMAN AHEAINE: I know. I.

i

24 Nuclea r power re-actor.

'

'een |25 Mo. GOLLE24 That correction had already r

|

!

1

.
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1 made, too.

2 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Okay.

3 COMMISSIchER BRADFORD: What page is that on?.

4 Ma. GOLLER 49.
.

5 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Yes. Then on what is page 51

6 or your page 48, Peter, you had added a couple of changes.

7 The first change you wanted was adequate provisions.

8 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: We put adequate every place

9 else.

10 MR. JAMG0CHIANs It is common sense that you would

11 only list the adequate provisions.

1? CD::MISSIONER 3RADFORD: It is just a list at this

13 p o in t .

1<4 MR. JAa00CHIANs We have a problen. What did you

15 m e an b y your new No. 8?

16 CH AIR:!AN AHEAFNE: Wait. You have problem with
c.

17 putting adequate provj 7 ons. I guess my comment would hav?

18 been I would presume that if we say something the provision

19 must be and it has to be ade qua te, but I have no crobls-

20 with putting adequate in.

21 Joe?

22 COMMISSIONER HEND2IEs Yes.

23 COMMISSIONE3 2RAb?ORD: I would drop the word*

24 "adequa te" f rom ro. 5. I think I had written that befera
.

25 and then said why not put it at the beginning. There is no

j ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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1

2 reason to have adequa te provision f or adequa te. It is

3 something else. .I would leave the "specifically identified."
.

4 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: To specifically identify

5 treatment facilities.
*

6 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: I am not sure whether that

7 was implicit or not, but did you all contemplate that the

8 plans would have to list the facilities so there is no ,

9 difficulty?

10 MR. GOLLER: Yes.

11 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: So that is no problem.

12 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD. Now, No. 5 ---

13 CHAIRMAN AREARNEt '4 a i t .
.

14 Joe?

15 COMMISSIONER HENDRIEt Certainly with ragard to

16 onsite emergencies why you have to locate some places in the

'" 17 area that could take a contaminated patient and thera wcule

18 then serve for some limited areas. Now, to get tc the ;.cin t
,

19 where you have got a 10-mile evacuation zone and identity me

20 where everybody who migh t be contaminated is goinc to ce,

21 why you are sort of getting into three-state sweeps, and I
,

22 a m n o t sure that is ---

!
23 COMMISEIONER 2RADFORD: 'i e l l , I know what you are i

.

24 saying, that is, that at some point th+ numbers of people
.

25 involved becomes such that you would simply everwheln the
,

.
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1 system. As the list is written now it doesn 't require the
.

2 identification of facilities available to treat individuals

3 who were either not on site or weren't injured in support of.

4 licensed activities. Somehow it seems to me that that gap
.

5 between zero and the very large number is too big, that

6 there ought to be some indication of facilities available to

7 members of the general public who were overexposed, and I

8 don't know how to plug that.

'9 I agree with you that it would be unreasonable to

10 require the identification of tens of thousands of hospital

11 beds, but somehow it also seems to me to be wrong to come

12 o u t at zero.

13 CH A I3.5 AN AHEA RNE: It is probably addressing '.e r e

14 the question of what is the probability of something

15 happening and what kind of protective action ought you do to

16 match that probability and then what are the ecsts of tryinc

17 to arrange for that protective action. Wa have a lot cf

18 concentration on alerting the public on havinc all these

19 protection measures in place. Here we concentrated on

20 people who have a :nch higher probability of ;ettine expcsed

21 and the people on th e site doing activities on the site or

22 people in support of those on the site once again having the

23 potential of much higher exposure.-

24 I will let F.ike talk in a m in u te , but I thought
.

25 the next level down ycu are setting up varning systems, you

|
1
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1 are ensuring evacuation planning, et cetera. Farther

2 downstream is the question of protective measures being

3 inadequate which then leads to the requirement for
.

4 facilities to handle the exposed individuals.

'

5 Mike.

6 MR. JAMG0CHIAN I believe what you are really

7 requesting is facilities to treat offsite individuals that
.

8 are contaminated.
.

9 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: That is righ t.

10 MR. JAMG0CHIAN That would be appropriataly in

.

11 the state and local emergency response plan whereas this

12 here is part of the new Appendix E.

13 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: I see what you are saying.
,

14 MR. JAMG0CHIAN: It is primarily to licensees and

15 not at all to the state and locals.

16 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Whicn wculd explain why it

'

l'7 needn't be in here.

18 MR. JAMG0CHIAN: Documentation and material to the,

19 state and local emergency response plan, what is adsquate

20 there. You should have a listing of facilities to treat

21 contaminated individuals.

22 C0hMISS!0FER BRADFORD: How do you deal with the

23 numbers questions? Obviously you wouldn't axpect to be able.

24 to treat 10,000, but you might reasonatie expect ten or
.

25 twenty or some number if you did get the situation whars

*
,
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1 people sheltered in the plume or went the wrong .*a y .

2 MR. JAMG0CHIAN: To be very honest, I don't know.

3 I would imagine that they draw the ten mile radius and look,.

4 first of all, at the nunbers of people they have there and
.

5 identify facilities throughout the state.

6 COMMISSI3NER BRADFORD: I gather this isn't for

7 obvious reasons something that hospitals get into casually

8 dealing with people who have been contaminated by radiation

9 so that you wouldn't expect I guess to find very beds

10 available per hospital.

11 MR. JAMG0CHIAN: Well, in the pa"st before we came

12 out with this regulation hospitals did go through training

13 programs to deal with radiological contaminated

14 individuals. I am sure now that this cen-mile regulation

15 has come out and we have expanded it from the l?2 basically

16 to an emergancy planning zone of 10 miles then cora

17 hospitals will then go through more training prograr.s and

18 ge t more familiar with the problems associated with this.

19 COMMISSIONER SRADF0?D: Where shculd I icck, ::ik e ,

20 to find the requirement as it is now. It is in guidance

21 documents?

22 32. JAMCOCHIA9: I would imagine it is C554.

*

23 CRAIRMAN AHEA?NE: Yos, sir.

24 SE. ?AGANO: The requirement is in 065u. I can't
-

.

25 specifically recall the words, but I can tell you fro:

l
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1 practical experience in loo.w.in; at state and local plans

2 they do make such provisions. They do have provisiens for

3 decontamination centers to handle large numbers. They do
..

!

4 make the same provisions we require of the licensee to get
.

5 agreements with the local medical facilities to trea

6 injured contaminated.

7 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD Thanks.

8 CHAIRhAN AHEARNE: So with that, Peter ---

9 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: It doesn't belona here.

10 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Okay.

11 Joe, do you have any problems with that

12 "specifically identified" in No. 6?

13 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: No.

'
14 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: I think your last one was an

15 editorial .

16 COMMISSIC.NER BRADFORD: Yes.

I'7 CHAIEMAN AHEASNE: I think that adequately handles

18 a ll o f t h o s e .

19 CO:.iMISSI3s ER BR ADFORD: Adequately and

20 ap pr op ria tel y .

21 (Lauchtar.)

22 CHAIEMAN AHEAENE: There was the change that Cari

23 had mention 2d originally that did not get pi c'<. e d u p on "ow*

24 transients were handled. There was a phrase put in, signsr

.

25 or other measures shall alec be used to disseminate a n ;-

1
1

l
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I

1 transient population within the exposure pathway.
i

2 Appropriate information would be helpful if an accident

3 occurs. That had been in one of the earlier versions, I.

4 think 275-A, and did not get picked up in this latest
.

5 version. I assume that is acceptable.
.

6 Joe?

7 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: When did it come out? When

8 did it fall out? Was l't in the rule when it went out fer

9 public' comment?

10 MR. JAMC0CHIAN: Oh, no, sir.

11 MR. GolLER: It was in A. It was a changed

12 proposed in A in direct response to the Commissita's

13 suggestion or request.

14 CHAIRNAN AHEARNE: The previous had notified the

15 public intransient.

16 COMMISSIONER HENDEIE: Give everybody a ra dio when

l'7 they cone to th e co un ty .

18 CHAIRMAS AHEAENE: Fight. This was an a taopt to

19 recognize tne difference between that and ---

20 COMMISSIONES HENDRIEs I have no objection.

21 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Fine.

22 C3MMISS!ONER HERDSIE: Let's vote the dar.t rule.

*

23 CHAIRMAN AREAENE: '4 h a t I sculd nov like to de

24 then now that we have gone through all the propcsed changes,
.

25and I believe ve have handled all of Peter's chape+s, I

t .
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1 would like to then vote to approve the rule as modifie:.

2 COM ISSIGNER CILINSKYs Aye.

3 COM3ISSIONER BRADFORD: Aye.
.

4 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: Aye.

*

5 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Great.

6 (~Whereupon, at 5:50 p.m. the hearing adjourned. )

7 * * *

8

9
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Enclosure ~l

f
x

Add the following at the end of the first paragraph on p. 5:
,

In determining the sufficiency of " alternative
compensatory actions" under this rule, the Commission
will examine State plans, local plans or licensee
plans to determine whether features of one plan can
compensate for deficiencies in another plan so that
the level of protection for the public health and
safety is equivalent. This interpretation is con-
sistent with the provisions of the NRC Authorization
Act for FY 1980, Pub.L. 96-295.
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Enclosure 2

Replace the first two sentences of the full paragraph on-

p. 22 with the following:

After consideration of the public record and on the
recommendation of its staff, the Comm.ssion has
chosen a text for Sections 50.47 and 50.54 (s) and
(t) that is similar to, but less restrictive than,
alternative A in the proposed rule. Rather than
providing for the shutdown of the reactor as the
only enforcement action and prescribing specific
preconditions for the shutdown remedy, the final
rule makes clear that for emergency planning rules,
like all other rules, reactor shutdown as outlined
in the rule is but one of a number of possible
enforcement actions and many factors should be
considered in determining whether it is an aopropriate
action in a given case.
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION l

10 CFR Part 50 and Part 70
F |
'

EMERGENCY PLANNING )
1

-
. AGENCY: U.S.' Nuclear Regulatory Commission )

i
1

ACTION: Final Rule

SUMMARY: On September 19, 1979 and on December 19, 1979, the Commission

published for public comment (44'FR 54308 and 44 FR 75167) proposed amend-

ments to its emergency planning regulations for production and utilization

facilities. Extensive comments were received, all of which were evaluated

and considered in developing the final rula. The comments received and

the staff's evaluation is contained in NURE.3-0684. In addition, the NRC
(
t conducted four Regional Workshops to solicit comments; these comments are

available in NUREG/CP-0011 (April 1980).*

The final regulation contains the following elements:

1. In order,to continue operations or to receive an operating license an

applicant / licensee will be required to submit their emergency plans,

as well as State and local governmental emergency response plans, to

NRC. The NRC will then make a finding as to whether the state of

onsite and offsite emergency preparedness provides reasonable assurance

that appropriate protective measures can and will be taken in the
.

event of a radiological emergency. The NRC will base its finding

i
-

" Copies of NUREG documents are available at the Commission's Public Document
Room, 1717 H Street, NW., Washington, D.C. 20555. Copies may be purchased
from the Government Printing Office. Information on current prices may be
obtained by writing the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington,
D.C. 20555, Attention: Publications Sales Manager.

4
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1.

on a review of the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) findings
7

and determinations as to whether State and local emergency plans are

adequate and capable of being implemented, and on the NRC assessment

as to whether the licensee's/ applicant's emergency plans are adequate N

and capable of being implemented.
|-

2. Emergency planning considerations will be extended to " Emergency

Planning Zones,"

3. Detailed emergency plan implementing procedures of licensees / applicants

will be required to be submitted to NRC for review, and

4. Requirements in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E are clarified and upgraded.

EFFECTIVE DATE: 75 days after publication

NOTE: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has submitted this rule to the

Comptroller General for review of the reporting requirements in the rule,

pursuant to the Federal Reports Act, as amended (44 U.S.C. 3512). The

date on which the reporting requirements of the rule become effective

includes a 45-day period, which the statute allows for Comptroller General

review (44 U.S.C. 3512(c)2)).

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Mr. Michael T. Jamgochian, Office of

. Standards Development, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington,

D.C. 20555 (Telephone: 301-443-5966).

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: In June 1979, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission -

began a formal reconsideration of the role of emergency planning in ensurino

the continued protection of the public health and safety in areas around
.

nuclear power facilities. The Commission began this reconsideration in

recognition of the need for more effective emergency planning and in
.
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response to reports issued by responsible offices of government and the

NRC's Congressfonal oversight committees.

On December 19, 1979, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission published

- in the Federal Register (44 FR 75167) proposed amendments to 10 CFR Part

50 and Part 50, Appendix E of its regulations. Publication of these final-
.

rule changes in the Federal Register is not only related to the December 19,
,

i 1979 proposed rule changes but also incorporates the proposed changes to

10 CFR Parts 50 and 70 (44 FR 54308) published on September 19, 1979.

Interested persons were invited to submit written comments / suggestions

in connection with the proposed amendments within 60 days after publica-

tion in the Federal Register. During this comment period (in January 1980)

the Commission conducted four regional workshops with appropriate State

and local officials, utility representatives, and the public to discuss

k the feasibility of the various portions of the proposed amendments, their

impact, and the procedures proposed for complying with their provisions.

The NRC used the information from these workshops along with the public
,

comment letters to develop the final rule (more than 170 comment letters

and the points made in two petitions for rulemaking were included in con-

siderations).

After evaluating all public comment letters received and all the

information obtained during the workshops as well as additional reports

such as the NRC Special Inquiry Group Report, the Commi i has decidedi

to publish the final rule changes described below.-

Descriotion of Final Rule Changes'

The Commission has decided to adopt a version of the proposed rules

known as alternative A described in sections 50.47 and 50.54 in the Federal

.
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Register Notice dated December 19, 1979, (44 FR 75167), as modified in
.

light of comments. These rules, when effective, will provide that no

power reactor may operate if there is an NRC finding that the overall
''state of emergency preparedness is inadequate for the reector in question.

This is consistent wit' the approach outlined by FEMA and NRC in a
.

.

Memorandum of Understanding (45 FR 5847, January 24,1980). No new

operating license will be granted unless the NRC can make a favorable

finding that the integration of onsite and offsite emergency planning

provides reasonable assurance that appropriate protective measures can

and will be taken in the event of a radiological emergency. In the case

of an operating reactor, if it is determined that there are such defi-

ciencies that a favorable NRC finding is not warranted and the deficiencies

are not corrected within 4 months of that determination, the Commission

will determine whether the reactor should be shut down or whether some

other enforcement action is appropriate, pursuant to procedures provided

for in 10 CFR 2.200. In any case where the Commission believes that the
.

public health, safety, or interest so requires, the plant will be required

to shut down immediately (10 CFR 2.202(f), see 5 U.S.C. 558(c)).

The standards that the NRC will use in making its determinations

under these rules are set forth in the final regulation. Wherever possible,

these standards may blend with other emergency planning procedures for non-

nuclear emergencies presently in existence. The standards are a restatement

of basic NRC and now joint NRC-FEMA guidance to licensees and to State and .

local governments. See NUREG-0654; FEMA-REP-1, " Criteria for Preparation

and Evaluation of Radiological Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in 1

Support of Nuclear Power Plants for Interim Use and Ccmment," (January 1980).

4 Enclosure "B"
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In deciding whether to permit reactor operation in the face of some
,

deficiencies, the Commission will examine among other factors whether the

deficiencies are significant for the reactor in question, whetSer alter-

(f native compensatory actions have been or will be taken promptly, and whether,

,
,

consistent with the public health and safety, other compelling reasons exist

for reactor operation.

Specifically, the regulation contains the following three major changes

from past practices:

; 1. In order to continue operations or to receive an operating license

an applicant /licerisee w*ill be required to submit their emergency

plans, as well as State and local governmental emergency response

plans, to NRC. The NRC will then make a finding as to whether the

state of onsite and offsite emergency preparedness provides reason-

( able assurance that appropriate protective measures can and will be

taken in the event of a radiological emergency.

The NRC will base its finding on a review of the FEW, findings and

deterdnations as to whether State and local emergency plans are adequate

and capable of being implemented, and on the NRC assessment as to whether
'

the applicant's/ licensee's emergency plans are adequate and capable of
4

being implemented. Specifically:
!

a. An Operating License will not be issued unless a favorable NRC |

l
'

overall finding can be made.
*

.

b. After April 1,1981, an operating plant may be required to shut

down if it is determined that there are deficiencies such that |s,

a favorable NRC finding cannot be made or is no longer warranted

5 Enclosure "B"
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and the deficiencies are not corrected within 4 months of that
|

determination. |
|

2. Emergency planning considerations must be extended to " Emergency

Planning Zones," and 3

3. Detailed emergency planning implementing procedures of both licensees
*

.

and applicants for operating licenses must be submitted to NRC for

review.

In addition, the Commission is revising 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E,

" Emergency Plans for Production and Utilization Facilities," in order to-

clarify, expand, and upgrade the Commission's emergency planning regula-

tions. Sections of Appendix E that are expanded include:

1. Specification of " Emergency Action Levels" (Sections IV 3 and C)

2. Dissemination to the public of basic emergency planning information

(Section IV.D)

3. Provisions for the State and local governmental authorities to have

a capability for rapid notification of the public during a serious reactor
.

emergency, with a design objective of ccmpleting the initial notifica-
.

tion within 15 minutes after notification by the licensee (Sec-

tion IV.0)

4. A licensee onsite technical support center and a licensee near site

emergency operations facility (Section IV.E)

5. Provisions for redundant communications systems (Section IV.E)

6. Requirement for specialized training (Section IV.F)
.

7. Provisions for up-to-date plan maintenance (Section IV.G)

'

Applicants for a construction permit wouid be required to submit

more information as required in the new Section II of Appendix E.
.'
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Rationale for the Final Rules

The Commission's final rules are based on its considered judgment

about the significance of adequate emergency planning and preparedness

( to ensure adequate protection of the public health and safety. It is

'
- clear, based on the various official reports described in the proposed

rules (44 FR at 75169) and the public record compiled in this rulemaking,

that onsite and offsite emergency preparedness as well as proper siting

and engineered design features are needed to protect the health and

safety of.the public. As the Commission reacted to the accident at Three

Mile Island, it became clear that the protection provided by siting and

engineered design features must be bolstered by the ability to take pro-

tective measures during the course of an accident. The accident also

showed clearly that onsite conditions and actions, even if they do not

( - cause significant offsite radiological consequences, will affect the way

the various State and local entities react to protect the public from any

. dangers associated with the accident (Ibid). In order to discharge

effectively its statutory responsibilities, the Commission firmly believes

that it must be in a position to know that proper means and procedures

will be in place to assess the course of an accident and its potential

severity, that NRC and other appropriate authorities and the public will

be notified promptly, and that appropriate protective actions in response

to actual or anticipated conditions can and will be taken.
"

The Commission's organic statutes provide it with a unique a gree

of discretion in the execution of agency functions. Siecel v. AEC, 400
,

F.2d 778, 783 (D.C. Cir. 1968). ae Westinohouse Electric Coro. v. NRC,

598 F.2d 759, 771 & n.47 (3d Car. 1979). "Both the Atomic Energy Act of

1954 and the Energy Reoiganization Act of 1974 confer broad regulatory

.
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functions on the Commission and specifically authorize it to premulgate

rules and regulations it deems necessary to fulfill its responsibilities

under the Acts, 42 U.S.C. $ 2201(p)." Public Service Co. of New Hamoshire
.N

v. NRC, 582 F.2d 77, 82 (1st Cir.), cert. denied, 439 U.S. 1046 (1978).

.
See 42 U.S.C. 2133(a). As the Supreme Court stated almost 20 years ago; .

the Atomic Energy Act " clearly contemplates that the Commission shall by

regulation set forth what the public safety requirements are as a pre-

requisite to the issuance of any license or permit under the Act," Power;

Reactor Development Co. v. International Union of Electrical Radio Machine
3

Workers, 367 U.S. 396, 404 (1961). Finally, it is also clear that " Congress,
i

when it enacted [42 U.S.C. 2236]..., must have envisioned that licensing

standards, especially in the areas of health and safety regulation, would
4 vary over time as more was learned about the hazards of generating nuclear

energy. Insofar as those standards became more demanding, Congress surely

would have wanted the new standards, if the Commission deemed it appropriate,

to apply to those nuclear facilities already licensed," Ft. Pierce Util-
.

ities Authority v. United States, 606 F.2d 986, 996 (D.C. Cir. 1979).

In response to and guided by the various reports and public comments,

as well as its own determination on the significance of emergency prepared-

ness, the Commission has therefore concluded that adequate emergency

preparedness is an essG7tial aspect in the protection of the public health

and safety. The Commission recognizes the're is a possibility that the

operation of some reactors may be affected by this rule through inac- -

tion of State and local governments or an inability to comply with these

rules. The Commission believes that the potential restriction of plant

operation by State and local officials is not significantly different in

.

1
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kind or effect from the ample means already available under existing law

to prohibit reactor operation, such as zon ng and land-use laws, certifi-i

cation of public convenience and necessity, St. ate financial and rate
(. v .. . . , , . . .

.

. considerations (.L CFR 50.33(f)) and Federal environmental laws. The~
.

* '
-

.
.

-

- -
. Commission notes, however, that such considerations generally relate to

a one-time decision on siting that tends to obligate future officials,
- m.

whereas this rule requiru a periodic renewal of State and local commit- .

ments to emergency preparedness. At least until more experience is gained

with this rule in actual practice, however, the Commission will retain

the flexibility of not shutting down a facility until all factors have

been thoroughly examined. The Commission believes, based on the record

created by the public workshops, that State and local officials as part-
t

ners in tnis undertaking will endeavor to provide fully for public pro-
(' taction. Thus, upon consideration of all relevant factors, including its. ~

own evaluation of the TMI accident, the Commission promulgates the above-

described final rules. In doing so, the Commission adopts the view of.

the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit in addressing EPA regula-

tions, that "the statutes -- and common sense -- demand regulatory action

to prevent harm, even if the regulator is less than certain that harm is

otherwise inevitable." Ethyl Corp. v. EPA, 541 F.2d 1, 25 (D.C. Cir.),

cert denied, 425 U S. 941 (1976).
Se *

Summary of Comments on Major Issues.

The Commission appreciates the extensive public comments on this :

'

important rule. In addition to the record of the workshops, the NRC has
'

received byer 170 comment letters on the proposed rule changes. The
~

following major issues have been raised in the comments received.

.

I
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Issue A: NRC REVIEW AND CONCURRENCE IN STATE AND LOCAL RADIOLOGICAL PLANS.
'

1. FEMA is best cuited to assess the adequacy of State and local radio-

logical emergency planning and preparedness and report any adverse

findings to NRC for assessment of the licensing consequences of thuse

. findings. -

2. The proposed rule fails to provide objective standards for

NRC concurrence, reconcurrence, and withdrawal of concurrence.

3. In the absence of additional statutory authority, the proposed

rule frustrates Congressional intent to preempt State and local

government veto power over nuclear power plant operation.

4. Procedures and standards for adjudication of emergency planning

disputes are not adequately specified in the proposed rule.

Issue B: ' EMERGENCY PLANNING ZONES (EPZs).

1. Regulatory basis for imposition of the Emergency Planning Zone

-
concept should be expressly stated in the regulation. 1

\-

2. Provisions regarding the plume exposure pathway EPZ should '

provide a maximum planning distance of ten miles.
1

1

3. References to NUREG-0396 should be deleted to avoid disputes

over its meaning in licensing proceedings.

Issue C: ALTERNATIVES A & B (In 50.47 & 50.54)

- 1. Neither alternative is necessary because the Commission has

sufficient authority to order a plant shut down for safety
,

reasons, and should be prepared to exercise that authority only '

on a case-by-case basis and when a particular situation warrants -

|

such action. |.

|

,
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2. No case has been made by the Commission for the need for auto-

matic shutdown, as would be required in Alternative B, and

certainly no other NRC regulations exist that would require

f[[ such action based on a concept as amorphous as " concurrence

in State and local emergency plans."
.

.

3. The idea that the Commission might grant an exemption to the

rules that would permit continued operation (under Alternative B)

has little significance, primarily because 10 CFR Part 50.12(a)

already permits the granting of exemptions.*

4. The process and procedures for obtaining such exemptions are not '

defined, nor is there any policy indication that would indicate

( the Commission's disposition to grant such exemptions.

5. The Commission, in developing this aspect of the proposed rule,
.

must consider its own history. There was time when regulation

was characterized by the leaders of the agency by simple and

very appropriate expressions. The process was to be " effective

and efficient." The application of regulatory authority was

to be " firm, but fair." Regardless of the outcome of the

" concurrence" issue, the Commission must appreciate that Alter-

native B is not fair. It is not effective regulation.,

.

Issue 0: PUBLIC EDUCATION.
.

Only information required to inform the public about what to do in

the event of a radiological emergency need be disseminated. There |
! |
|

|

.
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should be flexibility, in any particular case, as to who will be

ultimately responsible for disseminating such information.
.

Issue E: LEGAL AUTHORITY. n

1. A few commenters felt that NRC had no authority to promulgate
'

.

a rule such as the one proposed.

2. Other comments were of the nature that NRC has statutory authority

only inside the limits of the plant site.

3. Some commenters suggested that NRC and FEMA should seek additional

legislation to compel State and local governments to have emergency,

plans, if that is what is necessary.

Issue F: SCHEDULE FOR IMPLEMENTATION.

The schedule for implementing the proposed rule was considered to

be unrealistic and in some cases in conflict with various State schedu'.

already in existence. A sampling of the comments on the implementation

schedule as unrealistic follows:
.

1. The 180 days in the schedule is an insufficient amount of time
. .

; to accomplish tasks of this magnitude; the Federal government

does not work with such speed. States are bureaucracies also;

there is no reason to as'sume they can work faster. It took

years of working with States to get the plans that are presently

concurred in. It is just insufficient time for new concurrences

and review. Also, to get a job done within that time frame -

means a hurried job, rather than an acceptable and meaningful
.

plan.

|

|

|
1-
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2. The time provided is inadequate for States to acquire the

hardware needed. States must go out for ccmpetitive bids just

as the Federal government does. Between processing and accept-

[ ing a bid and actual delivery ,of equipment, it may take a year

,
,

to get the hardware. Also, the State budgets years ahead. If

a State or local government needs more money, it may have to

go to the legislature. This is a time-consuming public process

that may not fit the Federal schedule.

3. NRC and FEMA could not review 70 or more plans and provide
.

concurrence by January 1, 1981. The Federal government moves

slowly. Ccmmenters did not think that NRC and FEMA can review

all the plans within the time frame scheduled. If the Federal
| government.cannot meet its schedule, why or how should the

( States?

4. Funding could not be appropriated by State and local governments

before the deadline. It was suggested that the Commission use
.

H. Rept. #96-413 (" Emergency Planning U.S. Nuclear Power Plants:

Nuclear Regulatory Commission Oversight") for the time frame

rather than that in the proposed rule or use a sliding-scale

time frame since States are at various stages of completing

their emergency plans.

Issue G: IMPACT OF PROPOSED RULE.
.

1. The proposed regulationc were considered by some commenters
,

as unfair to utilities because it was felt they place the.

utilities in the political acd financial role that FEMA should
,

i

i be assuming. NRC is seen as ir, effect giving State and local

.
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governments veto over the operation of nuclear plants. It

was questioned whether this was an intent of the rule. Ini

addition, it was felt that utilities, their custcmers, and
0| their shareholders should not be penalized by a shutdown (with

a resulting financial burden) because of alleged deficiencies
,

or lack of cooperation by State and local officials.

2. It was suggested that NRC's Office of Inspection and Enforcement
! conduct the reviews of the State and local governmental emergency

response plans in order to ensure prompt, effective' and consis-,

tent implementation of the proposed regulations.

3. One commenter noted that the public should be made aware of the

issue of intermediate and long-term impacts of plant shutdowns.

Specifically, people should be informed of the possibility of

" brownouts," cost increases to the consumer due to securing ;

alternative energy sources, and the health and safety factors
i

associated with those alternative sources.*

.

'

Issue H: PUBLIC NOTIFICATION.
-.

1. Ultimate responsibility for public notification of a radiologi-

cal emergency must be placed on State and local government.

I2. The " fifteen minute" public notification rule is without

scientific justification, fails to differentiate between areas

close in and further away # rom the site, and ignores the techni-

cal difficulties associated with such a requirement. .

Issue I: EMERGENCY ACTION LEVELS.
,

-

Applicants, in cooperation with State and local governmental author-

ities, should be permitted the necessary flexibility to develop

.
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emergency action level criteria appropriate for the facility in

question, subject to NRC approval. Inflexible NRC emergency action

level standards are not necessary.

Issue J: TRAINING.

1. Mandatory provision for training local service personnel and- -

local news media persons is outside of NRC's jurisdiction and

is not necessary to protect the public health and safety.

2. Public participation in drills or critiques thereof should not

be required.

3. The provision regarding formal critiques should be clarified to

mean the licensee is responsible for developing and conducting,

such critiques.

.

Definitive performance criteria for evaluation of drills should4.
'

be developed by the licensee, subject to NRC approval.

Issue K: IMPLEMENTING PROCEDURES.
.

NRC review of implementing procedures is only necessary to apprise
,.

,

the NRC staff of the details of the plans for use by the NRC during

the course of an actual emergency.

Issue L: FUNDING.

1. Nuclear facilities, although located in one governmental tax

jurisdiction and taxed by that jurisdiction, affect other
'

jurisdictions that must bear immediate and long-term planning

,,
costs without having access to taxes from the facility.

2. As the radius of planning requirements becomes greater, few

facilities are the concern of a single county. The planning
:

I
,
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radius often encompasses county lines, State lines, and in

some instances, international boundaries.

3. As new regulations are generated to oversee the nuclear industry

and old ones expanded, there is an immediate need to address

,

fixed nuclear facility planning at all levels of government, .

beginning at the lowest and going to the highest. All levels

of government need access to immediate additional funds to

upgrade their response capability.

4. It is well understood that the consumer ultimately must pay

the price for planning, regardless of the level in government

at which costs are incurred. It becomes a matter of how the

consumer will be taxed, who will administer the tax receipts

and what is the most effective manner in which to address the

problem. j

5. The basis for effective offsite response capabilities is a

sound emergency preparedness program. Federal support (ftanding
.

and technical assistance) for the development of State and

local offsite capabilities should be incorporated into FEMA's

preparedness program for all emergencies.

Issue M: GENERAL.

The States support Federal oversight and guidance in the development

of offsite response capabilities. However, many States feel the
.

confusion and uncertainty in planning requirements following Three

Mile Island is not a proper environment in which to develop effective
,,

.

capabilities nor does it serve the best interests of their citizens.

The development of effective nuclear facility incident response

|
t
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capabilities will require close coordination and cccperation between

responsible Federal agencies, State government, and the nuclear

industry. An orderly and comprehensive approach to this effort makes

( it necessary that onsite responsibilities be clearly associated with

NRC and the nuclear industry while deferring offsite responsibilities
,

to State government with appropriate FEMA oversight and assistance.

In addition to these comments, two petitions for rulemaking were

filed in reference to.the proposed rule. These were treated as public

ccaments rather than petitions and were considered in developing the final

rule.

The Commission has placed the planning objectives from NUREG-0654;

FEMA-REP-1 " Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological Emer-

gency Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power Plants

( for Interim Use and Comment" January 1980, into the final regulations.

Comments received concerning NUREG-0654 were available in developing the

,

final regulation. The Commission notes that the planning objectives in

NUREG-0654 were largely drawn from NUREG-75/111, " Guide and Checklist

for Development and Evaluation of State and Local Government Radiological

Emergency Response Plans in Support of Fixed Nuclear Facilities" (December 1,

1974) and Supplement 1 thereto dated March 15, 1977, which have been in

use for some time.

The approximately 60 public comment letters received on NUREG-0654

were not critical of the proposed planning objectives. The Commission-

also notes that at the May 1, 1980 ACRS meeting, the Atomic Industrial
,.

Forum representative encouraged the use of the planning objectives from

.

~
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NUREG-0654 in the final regulations in order to reduce ambiguity and

provide specificity to the final regulation.

Based on the above, the Commission has decided to modify the proposed
"rule changes in the areas discussed in paragraphs I through X below.

. I. FEMA /NRC Relationshio -

In issuing th.is rule, NRC recognizes the significant responsibil-

ities assigned to FEMA, by Executive Order 12148 on July 15, 1979, to
; coordinate the emergency planning functions of executive agencies. In

i view of FEMA's new role, NRC agreed on September 11, 1979, that FEMA

should henceforth chair the Federal Interagency Central Coordinating

Committee for Radiological Emergency Response Planning and Preparedness

(FICCC). On December 7, 1979, the President issued a directive assigning

FEMA lead responsibility for offsite emergency preparedness around nuclear

facilities. The NRC and FEMA immediately initiated negotiations for a,

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that lays out the agencies' roles and

,
provides for a smooth transfer of responsibilities. It is recognized

that the MOU, which became effective January 14, 1980, supersedes some

aspects of previous agreements. Specifically, the MOU identifies FEMA

responsibilities with respect to emergency preparedness as they relate

to NRC as the following:

1. To make findings and determinations as to whether State and local
$

emergency plans are adequate.

2. To verify that State and local emergency plans are capable of being -

implemented (e.g. , adequacy and maintenance of procedures, training,
--

resources, staffing levels and qualification, and equipment).

3. To assume responsibility for emergency preparedness training of State

and local officials.

7.8 Enclosure "B"
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4. To develop and issue an updated series of interagency assignments

that delineate respective agency capabilities and responsibilities

and define procedures for coordination and direction for emergency

(' planning and response.

'
- Specifically, the NRC responsibilities for emergency preparedness

identified in the MOU are:

1. To assess licensee emergency plans for adequacy.

2. To verify that licensee emergency plans are adequately implemented

(e.g., adequacy and maintenance of procedu'res, training, resources,

staffing levels and qualifications, and equipment).

3. To review the Fr.MA findings and determinations on the adequacy and

capability of implenientation of State and local plans.

4. To make decisions with regard to the overall state of emergency

preparedness (i.e., integration of the licensee's emergency prepared-

ness as determined by the NRC and of the State / local governments as

- determined by FEMA and reviewed by NRC) and issuance of operating

ifcenses or shutdown of operating reactors.
-

In addition, FEMA has prepared a proposed rule regarding " Review and

Approval of State Radio. logical Emergency Plans and Preparedness." (44 FR 42342 0

dated June 24,1980) According to the proposed FEMA rule, FEMA will approve

State and local emergency plans and preparedness, where appropriate, based

upon its findings and determinations with respect to the adequacy of State
'

and local plans and the capabilities of State and local governments to

,, effectively implement these plans and preparedness measures. These findings

and determinations will be provided to the NRC for use in its licensing process.

|
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II. Emergency Planning Zone Concept

The Commission notes that the regulatory basis for adoption of the

Emergency Planning Zone (EPZ) concept is the Commission's decision to4

.,

have a conservative emergency planning policy in addition to the conser-
,

vatism inherent in the defense-in-depth philosophy. This policy was -
,

! endorsed by the Commission in a policy statement published on October 23,

1979 (44 FR 61123). At that time the Commission stated that two Emergency

Planning Zones (EPZs) should be established around each light water nuclear
.

power plant. The EPZ for airborne exposure has a radius of about 10 miles;

I the EPZ 'for contaminated food and water has a radius of about 50 miles.

Predetermined protective action plans are needed for the EPZs. The exact'

size and shape of each EPZ will be decided by emergency planning officials
,

after they consider the specific conditions at each site. These distances

; are considered large enough to provide a response base which would support

activity outside the planning zone should this ever be needed.
t

The Commission recognized that it is appropriate and prudent for emer-

gency planning guidance to take into consideration the principal character-
i

istics (such as nuclides released and distances likely to be involved) of a

; spectrum of design basis and core melt accidents. While the Ccmmission

recognizes that the guidance may have significant resource impacts for many

local jurisdictions, it believes that implementation of the guidance is;

nevertheless needed to improve emergency response planning and preparedness'

around nuclear power reactors. -

s
'

.

.

| .
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III. Position on Planning Basis for Small Light Water Reactors and

Ft. St. Vrain

The Commission has concluded that the operators of small light water

[ cooled power reactors (less than 250 MWt) and the Ft. St. Vrain gas-cooled

reactor may establish small planning zones which will be evaluated on a.,

case-by-case basis. This conclusion is based on the lower potential hazard

from these facilities (lower radionuclide inventory and longer times to

release significant amounts of activity in many scenarios). Guidance

regarding the radionuclides to be considered in planning is set forth in

NUREG-0396; EPA 520/1-78-016, "Pifnning Basis for the Development of State

and Local Government Radiological Emergency Response Plans in Support of

Light Water Nuclear Power Plants," December 1978.

IV. Rationale for Alternatives Chosen

In a few areas of the proposed rule, the Commission identified two

alternatives that it was considering. Many public comments were received

- on these alternatives; based on due consideration of all comments received

as well as the discussions presented during the workshops, the commission

has determined which of each pair of alternatives to retain in the final
i

rule. i

In Sections 50.47 and 50.54(s) and (t), the alternatives dealt with

conditioning the issuance of an operating license or continued operation

of a nuclear power plant on the existence of State and local government
.

emergency response plans concurred in by NRC.* The basic difference |

between alternatives A and B in these sections was that under alternative.

A, the proposed rule would require a determination by NRC on issuing a

license

'

"See Section V for a discussion concerning " concurrence.";
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or permitting continued operation of plants in those cases where relevant

State and local emergency response plans had not received NRC concurrence.

Denial of a license or shutdown of a reactor would not follow automatically'

in every case. Under alternative B, shutdown of the reactor would be

.
required automatically if the appropriate State and local emergency response-

plans had not received NRC concurrence within the prescribed time periods
1

unless an exemption is granted.

After careful consideration, the Commission has chosen alternative

A for Sections 50.47 and 50.54(s) and (t), primarily because alternative

A provides more flexibility to the Commission. This Commission choice

is consistent with most of the comments received from State and local

governments and is consistent with the provisions of Section 109 of the

NRC FY 80 Authorization Bill. Alternative B was seen by some of the

commenters as potentially causing unnecessarily harsh economic and social )

consequences to State and local governments, utilities and the public.

State and local governments which are directly involved in implementing
.

planning objectives of the rule strongly favor alternative A since it

provides for a cooperative effort with State and lo' cal governments to

reflect their concerns and desires in these rules. This choice is respon-

sive to that effort. In addition, the industry was unanimous in its support

for this alternative.
'

In Appendix E, Sections II.C and III, alternative A would require

an applicant / licensee to outline "... corrective measures to prevent damage -

to onsite and offsite property," as well as protective measures for the

public. Alternative B addresses only protective measures for the public

health and safety. The Commission has chosen alternative B because public

health and safety should take clear precedence over act.ons to protect
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|

property. Measures to protect property can be taken on an ad hoc basis |

as resources become available after an accident.

In Appendix E, under Training, alternative A would provide for a

joint licensee, Federal, State and local government exercise every 3 years''

whereas alternative B would provide for these exercises to be performed
, ,

every 5 years at each site. The Commission has chosen alternative B

because the Commission is satisfied that the provision that these exercises

be performed every 5 years for each site will allow for an adequate level

of preparedness among Federal emergency response agencies. In addition,

under these regulations, each licensee is required to exercise annually,

with local governmental authorities. Furthermore, Federal emergency

response agencies may have difficulty supporting exercises every 3 years

for all of the nuclear facilities that would be required to comply with

( these rule changes.

V. Definition of Plan Acoroval Process

The term '' Concurrence" has been deleted from the proposed regulations-

and replacal with reference to the actual procedure and standards that'

NRC and FEMA have agreed upon and are implementing. According to the

agreed upon procedure, FEMA will make a finding and determination as to

the adequacy of State and local government emergency response plans.

The NRC will determine the adequacy of the licensee emergency response
'

plans. After these two determinations have been made, NRC will make a
~

finding in the licensing process as to the overall and integrated state

of preparedness.
,

It was pointed out to the Ccmmission at the workshops and in public

comment letters that the term " concurrence" was confusing and ambiguous.
!

!

!
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Also, there was a great deal of misunderstanding with the use of the term

because, in the past, the obtaining of NRC " concurrence" in State emer-

gency response plans was voluntary on behalf of the States and not a
"regulatory requirement in the licensing process. Previously.tco, " concur-

rence" was statewide rather than site specific.
, .

VI. Fifteen Minute Notification

The requirement for the capability for notification of the public

within 15 minutes after the State / local authorities have been notified by

the licensee has been expanded and clarified. It also has been removed

as a footnote and placed in the body of Appendix E. The implementation

schedule for this requirement has been extended to July 1,1981. This
'

extension of time has been adopted because most State and local govern-

ments identified to the Commission the difficulty in procuring hardware,
>

contracting for installation, and developing procedures for operating the

systems used to implement this requirement.

- The Commission is aware that various commenters, largely frem the

industry, have objected to the nature of the 15 minute notification*

.

requirement, indicating that it may be both arbitrary and unworkable.

Among the possible alternatives to this requirement are a longer

notification time, a notification time that varies with distance from

the facility, or no specified time. In determining what that criterion

should be, a line must be drawn somewhere and the Commission believes
.

that providing as much time as practicable for the taking of protective

action is in the interest of public health and safety. The Commission
, ,

recognizes that this requirement may present a significant financial

impact, and that the technical basis for this requirement is not without

|
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dispute. Morever, there may never be an accident requiring using the

15-minute notification capability. However, the essential rationale

behind emergency planning is to provide additional assurance for the

public protection even during such an unexpected event. The 15-minute,

x

notification capability requirement is wholly consistent with that
.

-

rationale.

The Commission recognizes that no single accident scenario should

form the basis for chofce of notification capability requirements for

offsite authorities and for the public. Emergency plans must be developed

that will have the flexibility to ensure response to a wide spectrum of

accidents. This wide spectrum of potential accidents also reflects on

the apprcpriate use of the offsite notification capability. The use of

this notification capability will range from immediate notification of

the public (within 15 minutes) to listen to predesignated radio and

television stations, to the more likely events where there is substantial

time available for the State and local governmental officials to make a
.

Judgment whether or not to activate the public notification system.

Any accident involving severe fuel degradation or core melt which

results in significant inventories of fission products in the containment

would warrant immediate public notification and a decision, based on the
; particular circumstances, for appropriate protective action because of

the potential for failure of the containment building. In addition, the

warning time available for the public to take action may be substantially
.

less than the total time between the original initia+ing event and the

time at which significant radioactive releases take place. Specification-

of particular cimes as design objectives for notification of offsite author-

ities and the public are a means of ensuring that-a system will be in
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place with the capability to notify the public to seek further information

by listening to predesignated radio or television stations. The Commission

recognizes that not every individual would necessarily be reached by the
A

- actual operation of such a system under all conditions of system use.
i

However, the Commission believes that provision of a general alerting
, ,

system will significantly improve the capability for taking protective

actions in the event of an emergency. The reduction 12f notification

j times from the several hours required for street-by-street notification

j to minutes will significantly increase the options available as protec-

]
tive actions under severe accident conditions. These actions could include

staying indoors in the case of a release that has already occurred or a
;

precautionary evacuation in the case of a potential release thought to be

| a few hours away. Accidents that do not result in core melt may also
:

i cause relatively quick releases for which protective actions, at least ;

j for the public in the immediate plant vicinity, are desirable.

Some comments received on the proposed rule advocated the use of a
.

staged notification system with quick notification required only near

the plant. The Commission believes that the capability for quick notifica-

tion within the entire plume exposure emergency planning zone should be,

provided but recognizes that some planners may wish to have the option,

of selectively actuating part of the system during an actual respcnse.;

| Planners should carefully consider the impact of the added decisions that

offsite authorities would need to make and the desirability of establish-'

.

ing an official communication link to all residents in the plume exposure

emergency planning zone when determining whether to plan for a staged "

notification capability. '

|

|'
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VII. Effective Date of Rules and Other Guidance
'

Prior to the publication of these amendments, two guidance documents

were published for public comment and interim use. These are NUREG-0610,

" Draft Emergency Action Level Guidelines for Nuclear Power Plants"

. . (September 1979) and NUREG-0654/ FEMA-REP-1, " Criteria for Preparation

and Evaluation of Radiolugical Emergency Response Plans and Freparedness

in Support of Nuclear Power Plants for Interim Use and Coinment" (January

1980). It is expected that versions of these documents revised on the

basis of public comments received will be issued to assist in defining

acceptable levels of preparedness to meet this final regulation. In the

Interim these documents should continue to be used as guidance.

VIII. Hearing Procedures Used in Imolementation of These Regulations

Should the NRC believe that the overall state of emergency prepared--

ness at and around a licensed facility is such that there is some question

whether a facility should be permitted to continue to operate, the Com-
'

mission may issue an order to the licensee to show cause, pursuant to

10 CFR 2.202, why the plant should not be shut down. This issue may

arise, for example, if NRC finds a significant deficiency in a licensee

plan or in the overall state of emergency preparedness.

If the NRC decides to issue an order to show cause, it will provide the

licensee the opportunity to demonstrate to the Commission's satisfaction,

for example, that the alleged deficiencies are not significant for the plant
.

in question, that alternative conecadng means are being or have been taken

. to protect the public health mi vety, or that there are other compelling

reasons to permit continued peration. Finally, pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202(f),

the Commission may, in appropriate circumstances, inake the order immediately
|

|
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effective, which could result in immediate plant shutdown subject to a

later hearing.

IX. Funding

In viu of the requirements in these rule changes regarding the actions

to be taken in the event State and local government planning and prepared-
'-

ness are or become inadequate, a utility may have an incentive, based on

its own self interest as well as its responsibility to provide power, to

assist in providing manpower, items of equipment, or other resources that

the State and local governments may need but are themselves unable to

provide. The Commission believes that in view of the President's Statement

of December 7, 1979, giving FEMA the lead role in offsite planning andi

preparedness, the question of whether the NRC should or could require a
,
,

utility t' contribute to the expenses incurred by State and local govern-o

ments in upgrading and maintcining their emergency planning and prepared-

ness (and if it is to be required, the mechanics for doing so) is beycnd

- the scope of the present rule change. It should be noted, however, that

any direct funding of State or local governments for emergency prepared-
|
1

ness purposes by the Federal government would come through FEMA.
'

|

!

X. Exercises I

.

On an annual basis, all commercial nuclear power facilities will

be required by NRC to exercise their plans; these exercises should .

involve exercising the appropriate local government plans in support of

these facilities. The State may choose to limit its participation in 1
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exercises at facilities other than the facility (site) chosen for the

annual exercise (s) of the State plan.

Each State and appropriate local government shall annually conduct

an exercise jointly with a ccmmercial nuclear power facility. However,

States with more than one facility (site) shall schedule exercises such
,

.

that each individual facility (site) is exercised in conjunction with

the State and appropriate local government plans not less than once every

three years for sites with the plume exposure pathway EPZ partially or

wholly within the State, and not less than once every five years for

sites with the ingestion exposure pathway EPZ partially or wholly withino

the State. The State shall choose, on a rotational basis, the site (s)

at which the required annual exer.isa(s) is to be conducted; priority

shall be given to new facilities seeking an operating license frcm NRC,

which have not had an exercise involving the State plan at that facility

site.

The Commission has determined under the criteria in 10 CFR Part 51
,

that an environmental impact statement for the amendments to 10 CFR Part
,

50 and Appendix E thereof is not required. This determination is based
'

on " Environmental Assessment for Final Changes to 10 CFR Part 50 and

Appendix E of 10 CFR Part 50, Emergency Planning Requirements for Nuclear

Power Plants" (NUREG-0685, June 1980). Ccmments on the " Draft Negative

Declaration; Finding of No Significant Lnpact" (45 FR 3913, January 21,

1980) were considered in the preparation of NUREG-0685.
,

.

.

.'
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Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy

Reorganization Act of 1974, at amended, and Section 552 and 553 of

Title 5 of the United States Code, notice is hereby given that the

following amendments to Title 10, Chapter I, Code of Federal Regulations, 9

.
Parts 50 and 70, are published as a document subject to codification. .

.

i

|

.
1

.

4

.

e-

.

i

.

%

.
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PART 50 - DOMESTIC LICENSING OF PRODUCTION |

;

AND UTILIZATION FACILITIES l

1. Paragraph (g) of Section 50.33 is revised to read as follows:

" S 50.33 Contents of applications; general information.

.
,

s a s s a

(g) If the application is for an operating license for a nuclear

power reactor, the applicant shall submit radiological emergency response |

plans of State and local governmental entities in the United States that

are wholly or partially within the plume exposure pathway Emergency Planning
:

Zone (EPZ)1, as well as the plans of State governments wholly or partially I

within the ingestion pathway EPZ.2 Generally, the plume exposure pathway

EPZ for nuclear power reactors shall consist of an area about 10 miles

(16 Km) in radius and the ingestion pathway EPZ shall consist of an area

I about 50 miles (80 Km) in radius. The exact size and configuration.of

the EPZs surrounding a particular nuclear power reactor shall be deter-

,
mined in relation to the local emergency response needs and capabilities

as they are affected by such conditions as demography, topography, land

characteristics, access routes, and jurisdictional boundaries. The size

of the EPZ's also may be determir.ed on a case-by-case basis for gas-

cooled reactors and for reactors with an authorized power level less

than 250 MW thermal. The plans for the ingestion pathway shall focus on

' Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) are discussed in NUREG-0396, EPA 520/
1-78-016 " Planning Basis for the Development of State and Local Govern-.

ment Radiological Emergency Response Plans in Support of Light Water
Nuclear Power Plants," December 1978.

2If the State and local emergency response plans have been previously pro-(,

vided to the NRC for inclusion in the facility docket, the applicant need
.only provide the appropriate reference to meet this requirement.

.

, .

,
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1

such actions as are appropriate to protect the food ingestion pathway. |

2. A new section 50.47 is added.

9 50.47 Emergency olans. .s
)

(a) No operating license for a nuclear power reactor will be issued
, ,

unless a finding is made by NRC that the state of onsite and offsite emer-i

gency preparedness provides reasonable assurance that appropriate protective
i

measures.can and will be taken in the event of a radiological emergency.
'

The NRC will base its finding on a review of the Federal Emergency
i

| Management Agency (FEMA) findings and determinations as to whether State

! and local emergency plans are adequate and capable of being implemented,
'

and on the NRC assessment as to whether the applicant's onsite emergency
1

plans are adequate and capable of being implemented.

(b) The onsite and offsite emergency response plans for nuclear )
power reactors must meet the following standards:2,

~
l

l
|-

1

i

!
|

!

!
|

l
'These standards are addressed by specific criteria in NUREG-0654,.

, ,*

FEMA-REP-1 titled " Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radio-
logical Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear i

Power Plants for Interim Use and Comment," January 1980. '

-

. -
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1. Primary responsibilities for emergency response by the nuclear

facility licensee and by State and local organizations within the Emer-

- gency Planning Zones have been assigned, the emergency responsibilities

(- of the various supporting organizations have been specifically established,

, ,

and each principal response organization has staff to respond and to aug-

ment its initial response on a continuous basis.

2. On-shift facility licensee responsibilities for emergency response

are unambiguously defined, adequate staffing to provide initial facility

accident response in key functional areas is maintained at all times,

timely augmentation of response capabilities is available, and the inter-

faces among various onsite response activities and offsite support and

response activities are specified.

3. Arrangements for requesting and effectively using assistance
_

r ~ resources have been made, arrangements to accommodate State and local

staff at the licensee's near-site Emergency Operations Facility have

been made, and other organizations capable of augmenting the planned
.

response have been identified.

4 A standard emergency classification and action level scheme,

the bases of which include facility system and effluent parameters, is

in use by the nuclear facility licensee, and State and local response

plans call for reliance on information provided by facility licensees
.

for determinations of minimum initial offsite response measures.

5. Procedures have been established for notification, by the.
.

licensee, of State and local response organizations and for notification of
~ emergency personnel by all response organizations; the content of initial

and followup messages to response organizations and the.public has been

established; and means to provide early notification and clear instruction
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to the populace within the plume exposure pathway Emergency Planning Zone

- have been established.

5. Provisions exist for prompt communications among principal
^response organizations to emergency personnel and to the public.

7. Information is made available to the public on a periodic basis
.

,

on how they will be notified and what their initial actions should be

in an emergency (e.g., listening to a local broadcast tation and remain-

ing indoors), the principal points of contact wit *. the news media for

dissemination of information during an emergen;y (including the physical

location or locations) are established in advance, and procedures for

coordinated dissemination of information to the public are established.

8. Adequate emergency facilities and equipment to support the

emergency response are provided and maintained.'

.

9. Adequate methods, systems, and equipment for assessing and monitr )

ing actuft or potential offsite consequences of a radiological emergency

condition are in use.
.

10. A range of protective actions have been developed for the plume

exposure pathway EPZ for emergency workers and the public. Guidelines for

the choice of protective actions during an emergency, consistent with*

Federal guidance, are developed and in place, and protective &ctions for

the ingestion exposure pathway EPZ appropriate to the locale have been

developed.

11. Means for controlling radiological exposures, in an emergency, .

"

are established for emergency workers. The means for controlling radio-

logical exposures shall include exposure guidelines consistent with E?A >

Emergency Worker and Lifesaving Activity Protective Action Guides.
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12. Arrangements are made for medical services for contaminated

injured individuals.

13. General plans for recovery and reentry are developed.

(- 14. Periodic exercises are (will be) conducted to evaluate major

portions of emergency response capabilities, periodic drills are (will
. .

be) conducted to develop and maintain key skills, and deficiencies identi-

fied as a result of exercises or drills are (will be) corrected.

15. Radiological emergancy response training is provided to those

who may be called on to assist in an emergency.

16. Responsibilities for plan development and review ard for

distribution of emergency plans are established, and planners are pro-

perly trained.
| (c) Failure to meet the standards set forth in paragraph (b) of
t

|

r this subsection may result in the Commission declining to issue an

Operating License; however, the applicant will have an opportunity to

demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Commission that deficiencies in
.

the plans are not significant for the plant in question, that alternative

compensating actions have been or will be taken promptly, or that there

are other compelling reasons to permit plant operation.

Generally, the plums exposure pathway EPZ for nuclear power plants

shall consist of an area about 10 miles (16 Km) in radius and the ingestion

pathway EPZ shall consist of an area about 50 miles (80 Km) in radius.

|
The exact size and configuration of the EPZs surrounding a particular

,

nuclear power reactor shali be determined in relation to local emergency |
!

- response needs and capabilities as they are affected by such condi-i

|

tions as demography, topography, land characteristics, access routes, i
|

| '

and jurisdictionai boundaries. The size of the EPZs also may be

determined on a case-by-case basis for gas-cooled nuclear reactors and
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for reactors with an authorized power level less than 250 MW thermal.

: The plans for the ingestion pathway shall fccus on such actions as are

appropriate to protect the food ingestion pathway.

3. Section 50.54 is amended by adding five new paragraphs,;

. (q), (r), (s), (t), and (u). -

j $ 50.54 Conditions of licenses.

* * x * a
j

(q) A licensee authorized to possess and/or operate a nuclear power

| reactor shall follow and maintain in effect emergency plans which meet the
;

| standards in 50.47(b) and the requirements in Appendix E of this Part.

A licensee authorized to possess and/or operate a research reactor or a

fuel facility shall follow and maintain in effect emergency plans which'

j meet the requirements in Appendix E of this Part. Thenuclearpowerreactc)
licensee may make changes to these plans without Commission approval.only

if such changes do not decrease the effectiveness of the plans and the

plans, as changed, continue to meet the standards of 50.47(b) and the

requirements of Appendix E of this Part. The research reactor licensee
,

; and/or the fuel facility licensee may make changes to these plans without
.

Commission approval only if such changes do not decrease the effectiveness

of the plans and the plans, as changed, continue to meet the requirements

of Appendix E of this Part. Proposed changes that decrease the effective-
~

ness of the approved emergency plans shall not be implemented without -

' application to and approval by the Commission. The licensee shall furnish

3 copies of each proposed change for approval; if a change is made without

prior approval, 3 copies shall be submitted within 30 days after the change

is made or proposed to the Director of the appropriate NRC regional office

.
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specified in Appendix D, Part 20 of this Part, with 10 copies to the

Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, or,. if appropriate, the Director

of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

( Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555.

(r)
. .

Each licensee who is authorized to possess and/or operate a

research or test reactor facility with an authorized power level greater

than or equal to 500 kW thermal, under a license of the type specified

in 9 50.21(c), shall submit emergency plans complying with 10 CFR Part 50,

. Appendix E, to the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation for approval

within one year from the effective date of this rule. Each licensee who

is authorized to possess and/or operate a research reactor facility with

an authorized power level less than 500 kW thermal, under a license of

the type specified in S 50.21(c), shall submit emergency plans complying

with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E, to the Director of Nuclear Reactorr

Regulation for approval within two years from the effective date of this

amendment.
.

(s) Each licensee who is authorized to possess and/or operate a

nuclear power reactor shall submit to NRC within 60 days of the effective

date of this amendment the radiological emergency response plans of State

and local governmental entities in the United States that are wholly or

partially within a plume exposure pathway EPZ, as well as the plans of

State governments wholly or partially within an ingestion pathway EPZ.i>2

Ten (10) copies of tne above plans shall be forwarded to the Director of,

' Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) are discussed in NUREG-0396; EPA 520/1-78-016,'
" Planning Basis for the Development of State and Local Government Radiological~

Emergency Response Plans in Support of Light Water Nuclear Power Plants,"
December 1978.

2If the State and local emergency response plans have been previously pro-
vided for inclusion in the facility docket to the NRC for applicant need
only provide the appropriate reference to meet this requirement.

.
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Nuclear Reactor Regulation with 3 copies to the Director of the approprirte

NRC regional office. . Generally, the plume exposure pathway EPZ for nuc! tar

power reactors shall consist of an area about 10 miles (16 Km) in radiun

and the ingestion pathway EPZ shall consist of an area about 50 miles. )
.

(80 Km) in radius. The exact size and configuration of the EPZs for a
.

particular nuclear power reactor shall be determined in relation to local

emergency response needs and capabilities as they are affected by such

conditions as demography, topography, land characteristics, access routes,

and jurisdictional boundaries. The size of the EPZs also may be deter

mined on a case-by-case basis for gas-cooled nuclear reactors and for

reactors with an authorized power level less than 250 MW thermal. The

plans for the ingestion pathway EPZ shall focus on such actions as are

appropriate to protect the food ingestion pathway.

For operating power reactors, the licensee, State and local )
emergency response plans shall be implemente: by April 1, 1981, except

as provided in Section IV,D.3 of Appendix L of this Part. If, after
.

April 1, 1981, the NRC finds that the state of emergency preparedness

does not provide reasonable assurance that appropriate protective measures

can and will be taken in the event of a radiological emergency and the

deficiencies are not corrected within four months or that finding, the

Commission will determine whether the reactor shall be shut down until

such deficiencies are remedied or whether other enforcement action is

appropriate. In determining whether a shutdown or other enforcement .

action is appropriate, the Ccomission shall take into account, among

other factors, whether the licensee can demonstrate to the Commission's k

satisfaction that the deficiencies in the plan are not significant for

the plant in question, or that alternative compensating actions have beec

.
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or will be taken promptly, or that there are other compelling reasons

for continued operation.

The NRC will base its finding on a review of the FEMA findings and

determinations as to whether State and local emergency plans are adequate

and capable of being implemented, and on the NRC assessment as to whether
.

-

the licensee's emergency plans are adequate and capable of being imple-
'

mented. Nothing in this paragraph shall be construed as limiting the

authority of the Commission to take action under any other regulation

or authority of the Commission or at any time other than that specified

in this paragraph. -

(t) A nuclear power reactor licensee shall provide for the develop-

ment, revision, implementation, and maintenance of its emergency prepared-

ness program. To this end, the licensee shall provide for a review of

( its emergency preparedness program at least every 12 months by persons

who have no direct responsibility for implementation of the emergency

preparedness program. The review shall include an evaluation for adequacy
.

of interfaces with State and local governments and of licensee drills,

exercises, capabilities, and procedures. The results of the review,

along with recommendations for improvements, shall be documented, reported

to the licensee's corporate and plant management, and retained for a

- period of five years. The part of the review involving the evaluation

for adequacy of interface with State and local governments shall be

available to the appropriate State and local governments.
E

(u) Within 60 days after the effective date of this amendment,
- each nuclear power reactor licensee shall submit to the NRC plans for coping

with emergencies that meet standards _in Section 50.47(b) and the require-

ments of Appendix E of this Part.

.
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4. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E, is amended as follows:

* a , * x

9
.

.

.

r

.

.

-

-

|
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APPENDIX E--EMERGENCY PLANNING AND PREPAREDNESS FOR
,

PRODUCTION AND UTILIZATION FACILITIES 1

I. Introduction
~

[ Each applicant for a construction permit is required by 6 50.34(a)

. to include in the preliminary safety analysis report a discussion of

preliminary plans for coping with emergenc es. Each applicant for an

operating license is required by 5 50.34(b) to include in the final safety

analysis report plans for coping with emergencies.

This appendix establishes minimum requirements for emergency plans

for use in attaining an acceptable state of emergency preparedness. These

plans shall be described generally in the preliminary safety analysis

report and submitted as a part of the final safety analysis report.

The potential radiological hazards to the public associated with the

operation of research and te;t reactors and fuel facilities licensed under

10 CFR Part 50 and 70 involve considerations different than those associated

.

'NRC staff has developed two regulatory' guides: 2.6, " Emergency Planning
for Research Reactors," and 3.42, " Emergency Planning in Fuel Cycle
Facilities and Plants Licensed Under 10 CFR Parts 50 and 70;" and a joint
NRC/ FEMA report, NUREG-0654; FEMA-REP-1, " Criteria for Preparation and
Evaluation of Radiological Emergency Response Plans ~nd Preparedness ina
Support of Nuclear Power Plants - For Interim Use and Comment," January 1980,
to provide guidance in developing plans for coping with emergencies. Copies
of these documents are available at the Commission's Public Document Room,
1717 H Street, NW., Washington, D.C. 20555. Copies of these documents may ;

be purchased from the Government Printing Office. Information on current I

prices may be obtained by writing the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
'

Washington, D.C. 20555, Attention: Publications Sales Manager..

-

.

|
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with nuclear power reactors. Consequently, the size of Emergency Planning

Zones 2 (EPZs) for facilities other than power reactors and the agree to

which compliance with the requirements of this Section and Sectier.s II,

III, IV and V is necessary will be determined on a case-by-case basis.3 9
'

II. The Preliminary Safety Analysis Report
.

.

,

The Preliminary Safety Analysis Report shall contain s'ifficient

information to ensure the compatibility of proposed emergency plans for

both onsite areas and the EPZs, with facility design features, site layout,

and site location with respect to such considerations as access routes,

surrounding population distributions, land use, and local jurisdictional

boundaries for the EPZs as in the case of nuclear power reactors as well
,

as the means by which the standards of 50.47(b) will be met.

)

.

'EPZs for power reactors are discussed in NUREG-0396; EPA 520/1-78-016
" Planning Basis for the Development of State and Local Government Radio-
logical Emergency Response Plans in Support of Light Water Nuclear Power
Plants," December 1978. The size of the EPZs for a nuclear power plant
shall be determined in relation to local emergency response needs and

; capabilities as they are affected by such conditions as demography,
topography, land characte:istics, access routes, and jurisdictional
boundaries. The size of the EPZs also may be determined on a case-by-case
basis for gas cooled nuclear reactors and for reactors with an authorized
power level less than 250 W thermal. Generally, the plume exposure path-
way EPZ for nuclear power plants with an authorized power level greater
than 250 W thermal shall consist of an .': ea about 10 miles (15 Km) in

-radius and the ingestion pathway EPZ shall consist of an area about 50
miles (80 Xm) in radius.

3 Regulatory Guide 2.6 will be used as guidance for the acceptability of
i research and test reactor emergencj response plans. --
!
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.

As a minimum, the following items shall be described:

A. Onsite and offsite organizations for coping with emergencies

and the means for notification, in the event of an emergency, of persons

assigned to the emergency organizations.o
_ .

_
,

Contacts and arrangements made and documented with local, State, |B.

and Federal governmental agencies with responsibility for coping with

emergencies, including identification of the principal agencies.

C. Protective measures to be taken within the site boundary and

within each EPZ to protect health and safety in the event of an accident;

procedures by which these measures are to be carried out (e.g., in the

case of an evacuation, who authorizes the evacuation, how the public is to

be notified and instructed, how the evacuation is to be carried out); and

the expected response of offsite agencies in the event of an emergency;

<- D. Features of the facility to t:e provided for onsite emergency

first aid and decontamination and for emergency transportation of onsite

individuals to offsite treatment facilities.
.

E. Provisions to be made for emergency treatment at offsite facil-

ities of individuals injured as a result of licensed activities.

F. Provisions for a training program for employees of the licensee,

including those who are assigned specific authority and responsibility

in the event of an emergency, and for other persons who are not employees

of the licensee but whose assistance may be needed in the event of a radio-

,

logical emergency.

.
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G. A preliminary analysis that projects the time and means to be

employed in the notification of State and local governments and the

public in the event of an emergency. A nuclear power plant applicant shall

perform a preliminary analysis of the time required to evacuate various -] '-

-
sectors and distances within the plume exposure pathway EPZ for transient

.

and permanent populations, noting major impediments to the evacuation

or taking of protective actions.

H. A preliminary analysis reflecting'the need to include facilities,

systems, and methods for identifying the degree of seriousness and potential
~

scope of radiological consequences of emergency situations within and out-

side the site boundary, including capabilities for dose projection using

real-time meteorological information and for dispatch of radiological

monitoring teams within the EPZ's; and a preliminary analysis reflecting

the role of the onsite technical support center and of the near-site.

)
emergency operations fscility in assessing information, recommending

protective action, and disneminating information to the public.
.

III. The Final Safety Analysis Report

The Final Safety Analysis Report shall contain the plans for coping

with emergencies. The plans shall be an expression of the overall con-

cept of operation; they shall describe the essential elements of advance

planning that have been considered and the provisions that have been

made to cope with emergency situations. The plans shall incorporate

information about the emergency response roles of supporting organizations
.

--
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and offsite agencies. That information shall be sufficient to provide

assurance of coordination among the supporting groups and with the

licensee.

The plans submitted must include a description of the elements set.

-

out in Section IV for the Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs)2 to an extent
.

sufficient to demonstrate that the plans provide reasonable assurance

that appropriate measures can and will be taken in the event of an

emergency.

IV. Content of Emergency Plans

The applicant':: emergency plans shall contain, but not necessarily

be limited to, information needed to demonstrate compliance with the

elements set forth below, i.e. organization for coping with radiation

emergencies, assessment action, activation of emergency organization,

. notification procedures, emergency facilities and equipment, training,

maintaining emergency preparedness, and recovery. In addition, the

. emergency response plans submitted by an applicant for a nuclear power

. reactor operating license shall contain information needed to demonstrate

compliance with the standards described in Section 50.47(b),9 and they

will be evaluated against those standards. The nuclear power reactor

operating license applicant shall also provide an analysis of the time

required to evacuate and for taking other protective actions for various

sectors and distances within the plume exposure pathway EPZ for transient

and permanent populations.-

.

4These oojectives are addressed by specific criteria in NUE 5 954;
FEMA-REP-1 titled " Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation ai ''wi logical
Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of Mut.Lr . cwe'

Plants for Interim Use and Comment," January 1980.
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A. ORGANIZATION

The organization for coping with radiological emergencies shall be

described, including definition of authorities, responsibilities and

duties of individuals assigned to the licensee's emergency organization

. and the means for notification of such individuals in the event of an -

emergency. Specifically, the following shall be included:

1. A description of the normal plant operating organization.

2. A description of the onsite emergency response organization

with a detailed discussion of:

a. Authorities, responsibilities, and duties of the indi-
'

vidual(s) who will take charge during an emergency

b. Plant staff emergency assignments

c. Authorities, responsibilities, and duties of an onsite

. emergency coordinator who shall be in charge of the exchange )

of information with offsite authorities responsible for

,
coordinating and implementing offsite emergency measures

3. A descriptian, by pu '_ tion and function to be performed, of the

licensee's headquarters personnel who will be sent to the plant

site to augment the onsite emergency organization.

4. Identification, by position and function to be performed, of

persons within the licensee organization who will be responsible

for making offsite dose projections, and a description of how

these projections will be made and the results transmitted to -

State and local authorities, NRC, and other appropriate
v

governmental entities.

|
|
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5. Identification, by position and function to be performed, of

other employees of the licensee with special qualifications

for coping with emergency conditions that may arise. Other

{ persons with special qualifications, such as consultants, who

are not employees of the licensee and who may be called upon
,

,

for assistance for emergencies shall also be identified. The

special qualifications of these persons shall be described.

6. A description of the local offsite services to be provided in

support of the licensee's emergency organization.

7. Identification of, and assistance expected from, appropriate State,*

local, and Federal agencies with responsibilities for coping

with emergencies.

8. Identification of the State and/or local officials responsible

for planning for, ordering and controlling appropriate protec-1 ,

tive actions, including evacuations when necessary.

- B. ASSESSMENT ACTIONS

^

The means to be used for determining the magnitude of and for con-

tinually assessing the impact of the release of radioactive materials

shall be described, including emergency action levels that are to be

used as criteria for determining the need for notification and participa-

tion of local and State agencies, the Commission, and other Federal

agencies, and the emergency action levels that are to be used for deter-
.

mining when and what type of protective measures should be considered

within and outside the site boundary to protect health and safety. The-

emergency action levels shall be based on in plant conditions and instru-
,

mentation in addition to onsite and offsite monitoring. These emergency
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action levels shall be discussed and agreed on by the applicant and State

and local governmental authorities and approved by NRC. They shall also

be reviewed with the State and local governmental authorities on an annual |
l

basis. 9'
,

.
'

C. ACTIVATION OF EMERGENCY ORGANIZATION

The entire spectrum of emergency conditions that involve the alerting

or activation of progressively larger segments of the total emergency

organization shall be described. The communication steps to be taken to

alert or activate emergency personnel under each class of emergency shall

: be described. Emergency action levels (based not only on onsite and

offsite radiation monitoring information but also on readings from a number

of sensors that indicate a potential emergency, such as the pressure in
'

containment and the response of the Emergency Core Cooling System) for )
notification of offsite agencies shall be described. The existence, but

not the details, of a message authentication scheme shall be noted for
'

such agencies. The emergency classes defined shall include: (1) notifica-

tion of unusual events, (2) alert, (3) site area emergency, and (4) general

emergency. These classes are further discussed in NUREG 0654; FEMA-REP-1.

D. NOTIFICATION PROCEDURES

1. Administrative and physical means for notifying local, State,

and Federal officials and agencies and agreements reached with these
.

officials and agencies for the prompt notification of the public and for

public evacuation or other protective measures, should they become neces- .j

sary, shall be described. This description shall include identification

of the appropriate officials, by title and agency, of the State and local

government agencies within the EPZ.2
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2. Provisions shall be described for yearly dissemination to the

public within the plume exposure pathway EPZ, including the transient

population, of basic emergency planning information, such as the methods

{ and times required for public notification and the protective actions

planned if an accident occurs, general information as to the nature
,

,

and effects of radiation, and a listing of local broadcast stations that

will be used for dissemination of information during an emergency.

3. A licensee shall have the capability to notify responsible State

and local governmental ag'encies within 15 minutes after declaring an emer-
,

gency. The licensee shall demonstrate that the State / local officials

have the capability to make a public notification decision promptly on

being informed by the licensee of an emergency condition. By July 1,

1981, the nuclear power reactor licensee shall demonstrate that adminis-

(~ trative and physical means have been established for alerting and providing

prompt instructions to the public within the plume exposure pathway emer-

gency planning zone. The design objective shall be to have the capability
.

to essentially complete the , initial notification of the public within the
'

plume exposure pathway EPZ within about 15 minutes. The use of this

notification capability will range from immediate notification of the

public (within 15 minutes of the time that State and local officials

are notified that a situation e~xists requiring urgent action) to the

more likely events where there is substantial time available for the

State and local governmental officials to make a judgment whether or.

not to activate the public notification system. Where there is a decision
'

to activate the notification system, the State and local officials will

determine whether to activate the entire notification system simultaneously

or in a graduated or staged manner. The responsibility for activating
|

|
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such a public notification system shall remain with the appro, riate

government authorities.

b

. .

)

.

.

.

's
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E. EMERGENCY FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT

Provisions shall be made and described for emergency facilities and

equipment, including:
n

1. Equipment at the site for personnel monitoring;-

2. Equipment for determining the magnitude of and for continuously*

assessing the impact of the release of radioactive materials to the

environment;

3. Facilities and supplies at the site for decontamination of

onsite individuals;

4. Facilities and medical supplies at the site for appropriate

emergency first aid treatment;

5. Arrangements for the services of physicians and other medical

personnel qualified to handle radiation emergencies onsite;
(
, 6. Arrangements for transportation of contaminated injured indi- -

viduals from the sita to treatment facilities outside the site boundary;

7.
,

Arrangements for treatment of individuals injured in support

of licensed activities on the site at treatment facilities outside the
,

site boundary;

8. A licensee onsite technical support center and a licensee

near-site emergency operations facility from which effective direction

can be given and effective control can be exercised during an emergency;

9. At least one onsite and one offsite communications system;
|

*

each system shall have a backup power source. j

All communication plans shall have arrangements for emergencies, ),

including titles and alternates for those in charge at both enos of the

communication links and the primary and backup means of communication.
,

1

'
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| Where consistent with the function of the governmental agency, these

arrangements will include:

a. Provision for communications with contiguous State / local

governments within the plume exposure patnway emergency planning zone. )
{ ,

Such communications shall be tested monthly. -

b. Provision for communications with Federal emergency
'

response organizations. Such communications systems shall be tested

annually.

c. Provision for communications among the nuclear power

reactor control room, the onsite technical support center, and the

near-site emergency operations facility; and among the nuclear facility,

the principal State and local emergency operations centers, and the field

assessment teams. Such communications systems shall be tested annually.

d. Provisions for communications by the licensee with NRC )
Headquarters and the appropriate NRC Regional Office Operations Center

from the nuclear power reactor control room, the onsite technical support
.

center, and the near-site emergency operations facility. Such communica-

tions shall be tested monthly.

F. TRAINING

The program to provide for (1) the training of employees and exer-

cising, by periodic drills, of radiation emergency plans to ensure that

employees of the licensee are familiar with their specific emergency

response duties and (2) the participation in the training and drills by |
|other persons whose assistance may be needed in the event of a radiation

,

emergency shall be described. This shall include a description of

,

1

|
|
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specialized initial training and periodic retraining programs to be provided

to each of the following categories of emergency personnel:

a. Directors and/or coordinators of the plant emergency organization.

{ b. Personnel responsible for accident assessment, including control

room shift personnel.,
,

c. Radiological monitoring teams. s

.

d. Fire control teams (fire brigades).

e. Repair and damage control teams.

f. First aid and rescue teams.

g. Medical support personnel.

h. Licensee's headquarters support personnel.

f. Security personnel.

In addition, a radiological orientation training program shall be made avail-

( able to local services personnel, e.g. , local Civil Defense, local law

enforcement personnel, local news media persons.

The plan shall descriae provisions for the conduct of emergency
-

preparedness exercises. Exercises shall test the adequacy of timing and

content of implementing procedures and methods, test emergency equipment

. and communication networks, test the public notification system, and ensure

that emergency organization personnel are familiar with their duties.
,

1

Each licensee shall exercise at least annually the emergency plan for

each site at which it has one or more power reactors licensed for

operation. Both full scale and email scale exercises shall be conducted |o

|
'

and shall include particioation by appropriate State and local government
.

agencies as follows:
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1. ,A full scale exercise which tests as much of the licensee,
,

1
State and local emergency plans as is reasonably achievable without man- i

datory public participation shall be conducted:

a. For each site at which one or more power reactors are

,
located and licensed for operation, at least once every five years and at *

a frequency which will enable each State and local government within the

plume exposure pathway EPZ to participate in at least one full scale

exercise per year and which will enable each State within the ingestion

pathway to participate in at least one full scale exercise every three

years.

b. For each site at which a power reac' tor is located for

which the first operating license for that site is issued after the effec-

tive date of this amendment, within one year before the issuance of the

operating license for full power, which will enable each State and local )

government within the plume exposure EPZ and each State within the

ingestion pathway to participate.
.

2. The plan shall also describe provisions for involving

Federal emergency response agencies in a full scale emergency prepared-

ness exercice for each site at which one or more power reactors are

located and licensed for operation at least once every 5 years.
:

3. A small scale exercise which tests the adequacy of communi-

cation Tinks, establishes that response agencies understand the emergency

action levels, and tests at least one other component (e.g., medical or ~

offsite monitoring) of the offsite emergency response plan for licensee,
,

V
| State and local emergency plans for jurisdications within the plume exposure
i

! pathway EPZ shall be conducted at each site at which one or more power

|
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reactors are located and licensed for operation each year a full scale

exercise is not conducted which involves the State (s) within the plume

exposure pathway EPZ.
.

.

All training, including exercises, shall provide for formal critiques
_

j
,

in order to identify weak areas that need corrections. Any weaknesses-

that are identified shall be corrected.

G. MAINTAINING EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

Provisions to be employed to ensure that the emergency plan, its

implementing procedures, and emergency equipment and supplies are main-

tained up to date shall be described.

H. RECOVERY

Criteria to be used to determine when, following an accident, reentry
' of the facility would be appropriate or when operation could. be resumed'

shall be described.

,
V. IMPLEMENTING PROCEDURES

~

No less than 180 days prior to scheduled issuance of an operating

license for a nuclear power reactor or a license to possess nuclear material,

3 copies of each of the applicant's detailed implementing procedures for

its emergency plan shall be submitted to the Director of the appropriate

NRC Regional Office with 10 copies to the Director of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation or, if appropriate, the Director of Nuclear Material Safety and
.

Safeguards. In cases where a decision on an operating license is scheduled

less than one year after the effective date of this rule, such implementa-.

ting procedures shall be submitted as soon as practicable but before full

powt: operation is authorized. Prior to March 1, 1981, licensees who
l

are authorized to operate a nuclear power facility shall ntmit 3 copies j
i

i
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each of the licensee's emergency plan implementing procedures to NRC

Headquarters and to the Director of the appropriate NRC Regional Office |j
!

with 10 copies to the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. Three (3)

copies each of any changes to maintain these implementing procedures up )
| to date shall be submitted to NRC Headquarters and to the same NRC -

,

Regional Office with 10 copies to the Director of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation or if appropriate the Director of Nuclear Material Safety &.

Safeguards within 30 days of such changes.

; PART ?O-DOMESTIC LICENSING OF
4

SPECIAL NUCLEAR MATERIAL

2. Section 70.32 is amended by adding paragraph (i) to read as

follows:

l S 70.32 Conditions of licenses -

x a a * * -)!
|

(i) Licensees required to submit emergency plans in accordance with

j - $ 70.22(i) shall follow and maintain in effect emergency plans approved
1

by the Commission. The licensee may make changes to the appoved plans
'

! without Commissio approval only if such changes do act decrease the effec-

I tiveness of the plans and the plans, as changed, continue to meet the

requirements of Appendix E, Section IV,10 CFR Part 50. The licensee

shall furnish the Director of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards,

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D. C. 20555, with a

copy to the appropriate NRC Regional Office specified in Appendix 0,

Part 20 of this chapter, a report containing a description of each j

change within six months after the change is made. Proposed changes

.
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that decrease the effectiveness of the approved emergency plan shall

not be implemented without prior application to and prior approval by

the Commission.
.c

%

'

(5^:. 161 b., i., and o., Pub. L. 83-703, 68 Stat. 948 (42 U.S.C. 2201);
bec. 201, as amended, Pub. L. 93-438, 88 Stat. 1242, Pub. L. 94-79,
89 Stat. 413 (42 U.S.C. 5341.)

Dated at Washington, D.C. this
_

day of
1980.

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

.

Samuel J. Chilk
Secretary of the Commission

f
.

.

!

.

.

9
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